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I N THESUPREME COURT OF THESTA TE OF IDAHO

..........................L................................."...*....~..*.......,

IDAHO DAIRYMEN'S ASSOCIATION,
And IDAHO CATTLE ASSOCIATION,
Plainfiff/AppeIiants,

)

1

1
)

Vs.

1
1

GOODING COUNTY,
~efendant/~es~oddent.

1
1

Supreme Court No. 35980-2008
CLERK'S RECORD O N APPEAL

Appeal from the District Court of the sthJudicial District of the State of
Idaho, in and for the County of Gooding

**************
HONORABLE BARRY WOOD, DISTRICT JUDGE

Kenneth McClure
GIVENS PURSLEY, LLP
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, ID 83701-2720

Calvin Campbell
GOODING COUNN PROSECUTOR
P.O. Box 86
Gooding, ID 83330

VOL 2

-

Date: 1/26/2009
Time

Fifth Judicial District Court Gooding County

':39 PM

User: CYNTHIA

ROA Report

Page 1 of 4

Case: CV-2007-0000651 Current Judge: Barry Wood
ldaho Dairy Association, lnc., etal. vs. Gooding County Board Of Commissioners

idaho Dairy Association, Inc., ldaho Cattle Association vs. Gooding County Board Of Commissioners
Date

Code

User

I/9/2007

NCOC

CYNTHIA

New Case Filed Other Claims

10/912007

APER

CYNTHIA

Plaintiff: idaho Dairy Association, Inc., and idaho Barry Wood
Cattle Association Appearance Kenneth McClure

APER

CYNTHIA

Defendant: Gooding County Board Of
Barry Wood
Commissioners Appearance Calvin H. Campbell

CYNTHIA

Barry Wood

411512008

-

-

Barry Wood

SMlS

CYNTHIA

Filing: G3 Ail Other Actions Or Petitions, Not
Demanding $ Amounts Paid by: ldaho Dairy
Association, Inc., (plaintiff) Receipt number:
0004379 Dated: 10/9/2007 Amount: $88.00
(Check) For: ldaho Cattle Association, (plaintiff)
Summons Issued

AFFD

CYNTHIA

~ffidavitof ServicelSummons Returned

Barry Wood

NOAP

CYNTHIA

Barry Wood

MOTN

CYNTHIA

Special Appearance (I.R.C.P. 4(i)(2)
~ b t i o niRCP 12(b)(2); 12(b)(4); 4(i)(2)

HRSC

CYNTHIA

Barry Wood

NTHR

CYNTHIA

Hearing Scheduled (Motion to Dismiss
0110812008 11:00 AM)
Notice Of Hearing By Parties

Barry Wood

MlSC

CYNTHIA

Written Consent to file Amended complaint

Barry Wood

AMCO

CYNTHIA

Barry Wood

NOAP

CYNTHIA

ACSV

CYNTHIA

Amended Complaint Fof Declaratory and
Injunctive Relief
Notice Of Appearance by Calvin Campbell on
behalf of the County
Acceptance Of Service

Barry Wood

AFSV

CYNTHIA

Affidavit Of Service

Barry Wood

ANSW

CYNTHIA

Answer and Statement of Affirmative Defenses

MOTN

CYNTHIA

Motion to Dismiss

Barry Wood
Barry.Wood

HRVC

CYNTHIA

REQD

CYNTHIA

Hearing result for Motion to Dismiss held on
01/08/2008 11:OO AM: Hearing Vacated
Request For Discovery

Barry Wood

Barry Wood

Barry Wood

Barry Wood
Barry Wood

NTSV

CYNTHIA

Miscellaneous Payment: For Making Copy Of Any Barry Wood
File Or Record By The Clerk, Per Page Paid by:
Richard Carlson Receipt number: 0000411
Dated: 1/29/2008 Amount: $16.00 (Check)
Notice Of Service
Barry Wood

MlSC

CYNTHIA

Set Trial letter to counsel

Barry Wood

NORT

CYNTHIA

HRSC

CYNTHIA

Barry Wood
Barry Wood

HRSC

CYNTHIA

PTSO

CYNTHIA

Note Of issuelrequest For Trial (by Plaintiff)
Hearing Scheduled (Court Trial 1111812008
09:OO AM)
Hearing Scheduled (Pretrial Conference
10/28/2008 10:30 AM)
Pre Trial Scheduling Order Issued

NORT

CYNTHIA

Note Of issue/request For Trial (by Defendant)

CYNTHIA

4/14/2008

Judge

Barry Wood
Barry Wood
Barry Wood

-

Date: 1/26/2009
I

I

Time

Fifth Judicial District Court Gooding County
ROA Report

:39 PM
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User: CYNTHIA.

Case: CV-2007-0000651 Current Judge: Barry Wood
idaho Dalry Association, inc.. etai. vs. Gooding County Board Of Commissioners

ldaho Dairy Association, Inc., Idaho Cattle Association vs. ~ o o d i n County
g
Board Of Commissioners
Date

Code

User

4/23/2008

MOTN

CYNTHiA

4/29/2008

ORDR

CYNTHIA

711812008

DISC

Judge

CYNTHIA

Motion for Disqualification of Alternate Panei
Judge (Butler)
Order for Disqualification of Alternate Panel
Judge (Butler)
Disclosure Of Witnesses Lay Or Expert

Barry Wood

MOTN

CYNTHiA

Motion for Summary Judgment

Barry Wood

MEMO

CYNTHIA

Memorandum of Law in Support of Motion

Barry Wood

MiSC

CYNTHIA

idaho Dairymen's Element Sheet in Support

Barry Wood

AFFD

CYNTHIA

Affidavit of Anthony Brand in Support

Barry Wood

AFFD

CYNTHIA

Barry Wood

AFFD

CYNTHlA

Affidavit of Mathhew Thompson in Support
Affidavit of Gregory Ledbetter DVM in Support

AFFD

CYNTHIA

Affidavit of Marv Patten in Support

Barry Wood

AFFD

CYNTHIA

Affidavit of Debora Kristensen in Support

CYNTHiA

Defendant's ADR Statement

7/21/2008

MlSC
DISC

Barry Wood
Barry Wood

CYNTHIA

Disclosure Of Witnesses Lay Or Expert

Barry Wood

CYNTHIA

Notice Of Hearing By Parties

Barry Wood

7/22/2008

NTHR
HRSC

CYNTHIA

Barry Wood

7/28/2008

MOTN

CYNTHIA

Hearing Scheduied (Motion for Summary
Judgment 08/26/2008 01:30 PM)
Motion to Continue

Barry Wood

STiP

CYNTHIA

Stipulation to Continue

Barry Wood

CONT

CYNTHIA

Continued (Motion for Summary Judgment
09/02/2008 01:30 PM)

Barry Wood

7/30/2008

ORDR

CYNTHiA

Order to Continue Hearing

Barry Wood

8/5/2008

DISC

CYNTHIA

Disclosure Of Witnesses Lay Or Expert

8/14/2008

MlSC

CYNTHIA

Volume 2 begins

Barry Wood
Barry Wood

811512008

AFFD

CYNTHIA

Barry Wood

MOTN

CYNTHIA

Affidavit of John Horgan in Opposition to Plfs
Motion for Summary Judgment
Motion to Strike Affidavits

NTHR

CYNTHiA

Notice Of Hearing By Parties

Barry Wood

AFFD

CYNTHIA

Affidavit of Paul Kroeger in Opposition

Barry Wood

MlSC

CYNTHIA

Defendant's Responsive Element Sheet

MlSC

CYNTHIA

Brief in Opposition

Barry Wood
Barry Wood

8116/2008

AFFD

CYNTHiA

Affidavit of Tom Faulkner in Opposition

Barry Wood

8/26/2008

AFFD

CYNTHIA

Second Affidavit of D Kristensen in Support

Barry Wood

MOTN

CYNTHIA

Barry Wood

812712008

MlSC

CYNTHiA

ldaho Dairymens Response to Motion to Strike
Affidavits
Plfs Reply to Defendant's Opposition....

9/2/2008

CMlN

CYNTHIA

Barry Wood
Barry Wood

Barry Wood

Barry Wood

Barry Wood

Court Minutes Hearing type: Motion for Summary Barry Wood
Judgment Hearing date: 9/2/2008 Time: 1:30 pm
Court reporter: Linda Ledbetter Audio tape
number: Dc 08-10

-

Date: 1/26/2009
Time

Fifth Judicial District Court Goading County

'39 PM
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Case: CV-2007-0000651 Current Judge: Barry Wood
ldaho Dairy Association, Inc., etai. vs. Gooding County Board Of Commissioners

ldaho Dairy Association, Inc., ldaho Cattle Association vs. Gooding County Board Of Commissioners
Date

Code

User

9/2/2008

HRHD

CYNTHIA

9/3/2008

DISC

CYNTHIA

Hearing result for Motion for Summary Judgment Barry Wood
held on 09/02/2008 01:30 PM: Hearing Held
and Motion to Strike Affidavits
Disclosure Of Witnesses Lay Or Expert
Barry Wood

ADVS

CYNTHIA

Case Taken Under Advisement

Barry Wood

911712008

NTSV

CYNTHIA

Notice Of Service

Barry Wood

911812008

MlSC

CYNTHIA

Barry Wood

I01112008

MlSC

CYNTHIA

Defendants Disclosure of Unavailable dates for
Trial
Plaintiffs Unavailable Dates

Barry Wood

1011612008

NTSV

CYNTHIA

NoticeDf Service

Barry Wood

MlSC

CYNTHIA

~ n s w e r sto Plaintiffs ~ i r sSet
t of lnterrogatories.... Barry Wood

HRVC

CYNTHIA

CONT

CYNTHIA

Hyaring result for Pretrial Conference held on
10/28/2008 10:30 AM: Hearing Vacated
Continued (Court Trial 04/21/2009 09:OO AM).

HRSC

CYNTHIA

10/23/2008

MISC

CYNTHIA

10/28/2008

ORDR

CYNTHIA

FJDE

10/22/2008

Judge

Barry Wood
Barry Wood

CYNTHIA

Hearing Scheduled (Pretrial Conference
03/31/2009 10:30 AM)
Supplemental Answers to Plfs lnterrogatories and
Request for Production
Order on Plaintiffs Motion forSummary
Judgment (Denied) and.Defendant's Motion to
Strike (Denied); Defendant's Motion for Summary
Judgment Granted
Final Judgement, Order Or Decree Entered

Barry Wood

STAT

CYNTHIA

STATUS CHANGED: Closed

Barry Wood

11/6/2008

JDMT

CYNTHIA

Judgment

Barry Wood

12/10/2008

APSC

CYNTHIA

Appealed To The Supreme Court

Barry Wood

STAT

CYNTHIA

STATUS CHANGED: Inactive

Barry Wood

NOTC

CYNTHIA

Notice of Appeal

Barry Wood

CYNTHIA

Filing: T Civil Appeals To The Supreme Court
Barry Wood
($86.00 for the Supreme Court to be receipted via
Misc. Payments. The $15.00 County District
Court fee to be inserted here.) Paid by: ldaho
Cattle Association, (plaintiff) Receipt number:
0005069 Dated: 12/10/2008 Amount: $15.00
(Check) For: ldaho Cattle Association, (plaintiff)
Barry Wood
Voided Transaction: Receipt or Disbursement
(Receipt# 5069 dated 1211012008)
Barry Wood
Filing: T - Civil Appeals To The Supreme Court
($86.00 for the Supreme Court to be receipted via
Misc. Payments. The $15.00 County District
Court fee to be inserted here.) Paid by: McCiure,
Kenneth R. (attorney for ldaho Cattle
Association,) Receipt number: 0005088 Dated:
12/72/2008 Amount: $15.00 (Check) For: ldaho
Cattle.Association, (piaintiff)

VOID

JULIE
CYNTHIA

-

Barry Wood
Barry Wood
Barry Wood

--

-

Date: I12612009
Time

User: CYNTHIA

Fifth Judicial District Court Gooding County

'39 PM

ROA Report
Case: CV-2007-0000651 Current Judge: Barry Wood
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ldaho Dairy Association, Inc., etal. vs. Good~ngCounty Board Of Commissioners
ldaho Dairy Association, Inc., ldaho Cattle Association vs. Gooding'County Board Of Commissioners
Date
1211212008

Code

User
CYNTHIA

Judge
Miscellaneous Payment: For Making Copies Of
Barry Wood
Transcripts For Appeal Per Page Paid by: Givens
Pursley Receipt number: 0005089 Dated:
12/12/2008 Amount: $335.00 (Check)

KENNETH R. McCLURE (ISB #2616)
DEBORA K. KRISTENSEN (ISB #5337)
J. WILL VARIN (ISB #6981)
GIVENS PURSLEY LLP
601 West Bannock Street
P.O. Box 2720
Boise, Idaho 83701-2720
Telephone: 208-388-1200
Facsimile: 208-388-1300
Attorneys for Plaintiffs

IN THE DISTRICT C O ~ OF
T THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF GOODING
IDAHO DAIRYMEN'S ASSOCIATION,
LNC., an Idaho non-profit corporation; THE
IDAHO CATTLE ASSOCIATION, INC., an
Idaho non-profit corporation,

CASE NO. CV-2007-65 1

AFFIDAVIT OF DEBORA K.
KRISTENSEN IN SUPPORT OF
PLAINTIFFS' MOTION FOR
SUMMARY JUDGMENT

Plaintiffs,
VS.

,,
8

GOODING COUNTY, a body politic and
corporate of the State of Idaho,

t
I
I

Defendant.

,

1

STATE OF IDAHO )
) ss.

County of Ada

1

DEBORA K. KRISTENSEN, being first duly sworn on oath and deposes and says:
1.

I am a partner at Givens Pursley, LLP and one of the attorneys representing

Plaintiffs in the above-captioned action. I make this Affidavit in support of Plaintiffs' Motion
for Summary Judgment based upon my personal knowledge and information.
AFFIDAVIT OF DEBORA K. KRISTENSEN IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFFS' MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT- I
/-

-

2.

Attached hereto as Exhibit A is a true and correct copy of Gooding County CAFO

Ordinance No. 90,adopted by Defendant June 12,2007.
3.

Attached hereto as Exhibit B is a true and correct copy of the Idaho Dairy

Pollution Prevention Initiative Memorandum of Understanding dated October 1995, and all
subsequent extensions thereof. These documents may be found at the Idaho Department of
Environmental Quality's ("DEQ) website: htt~:llwww.de~.state.id.us/mleslmous.cfm.

4.

Attached hereto a;s Exhibit C is a true and correct copy of the Idaho Beef Cattle

Environmental Control Memorandum of Understanding dated January 2001. This document
may be found at DEQ's website: ht~://www.de~.state.id.uslmleslmous.cfm.

5.

Attached hereto as Exhibit D is a true and correct copy of Natural Resources

Conservation Service ("NRCS") Conservation Practice Standard, Nutrient Management Code

590 ("NRCS Standard"). The NRCS Standard may be found on the Idaho State Department of
Agriculture's ("ISDA") website:

htt~:liwww.a~ri.state.id.us/Cate~orieslAnimalsocunentslnutnent
Management code 590.PD
F. The NRCS Standard has been adopted by ISDA and incorporated into its Rules Governing
Beef Cattle Animal Feeding Operations, IDAPA 02.04.15.004.04,
and its Rules Governing Dairy
Waste, IDAPA 02.04.14.17.
6.-

Attached hereto as Exhibit E is a true and correct copy of the U.S. Environmental

Protection Agency ("EPA"), Animal Waste Terms. This document may be found on the EPA's
website: http:llwww.eoa.aov/re~ion09/animalwasteltenns.html.

7.

Attached hereto as Exhibit F is a true and correct copy Idaho Waste Management

-

AFFIDAVIT OF DEBORA K KRISTENSEN IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFFS' MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 2

/63D

Guidelinesfor Confined Feeding Operations (dated 1993, amended 1997). This document may
be found at DEQ's website at:

http://www.idahoag.~1~/Categories/AnimalsiD~r~/Doc~unentsiI~ho%2OWaste%2OMma~ement
%20Guidelines%20For%20Confined%20Feedin~01997.
&f.
8.

Attached hereto as Exhibit G is a true and correct copy of Nutrient Management

Plan for Example Daiy Farm (October 21, 1998). This document may be found on ISDA's
website at: h t t p : N w w w , a g r i . s t a t e . i d . u s i C a t e c r o r i e s l E
9.

Attached hereto as Exhibit H is a true and correct copy of ISDA's Guidelines to

Prepare For Your Nutrient Management Plan. This document may be found on ISDA's website
at:
htt~://www.aai.state.id.us/Categories/Edf

10.

Attached hereto as Exhibit I are true and correct copies ISDA's Livestock Facility

Waste Inspection Report form and Dairy Farm Waste Facility Inspection Report form.
11.

Attached hereto as Exhibit J is a true and correct copy of ISDA's Dairy MOU

Report dated April 23, 2007.

This document can be found on ISDA's website at:

htt~:~lwww.agri.state.id.usiCategorie~/AnimalsiDairyiDo~ments/Mo~Web2OO6.pdf.
12.

Attached hereto as Exhibit K is a true and correct copy of a two page flow chart

prepared by DEQ summarizing environmental controls for Idaho CAFOs, including diary and
beef

cattle

CAFOs.

This

document

can be

found

on

DEQ's

website

at:

htt~:/lwww.des.idaho.~ov/waterlprogissues/agriculture/cafo authorities chart.pdf.

AFFIDAVIT OF DEBORA K. KRISTENSEN IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFFS' MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT - 3

/3/

FURTHER, YOUR AFFIANT SAYETH NAUGHT.

Subscribed and sworn before me on this&

&+
day of July 2008.

My commission expires:

%I

I ~&IO

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that on the E d a y of July 2008, a true and correct copy of the foregoing
was served upon the following individual(s) by the means indicated:
Calvin H. Campbell
John L. Horgan
Gooding County Prosecuting Attorney's Office
624 Main Street
P.O. Box 86
Gooding, ID 83330
I
Facsimile (208) 934-4494
State of Idaho
Office of Attorney General
700 West State Street
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720-0010
Facsimile (208) 854-8072

[Zl U.S. mail, postage prepaid

B

express mail
hand delivery
facsimile
[Zl electronic mail

U.S. mail, postage prepaid
expressmail
hand delivery
facsimile
[71 electronic mail

EXHIBIT A

GOODING COUNTY COMMISSIONERS:
Tom ~aulkner,Chairman
Helen Edwards
Terrell Williams
GOODING COUNTY PLANNINGAND ZONING COMMISSION:

.

Suzanne Jensen, Chairman
Tom Mattice, Vice-chairman
Jim Brockman, Hearing Officer
David Maestas . ,
Patty Southiield .
Judy ~aubner-~avis;~d'minisirator
. .
Lori Capps, Secretary
Scott Thompson, Building Inspector
'

A

LEGAL COUNSEL:
Paul Kroeger, Civil Deputy
. .

.

.

I

.

ARTICLE
.

s,.

.

TITLE, INTERPRETATION,
ENACTMENT

[:

---------

.

.
SRIERABILITY,
REPEALER AND

-----.-."--

DEFINITIONS

ARTICLE ill:

EXISTING CAFOs

ARTICLE IV:

SITING PERMIT REQUIRED---------------

.,

. .

.
-.---..-------------.

7
9

-----

------------

------ ------

Sectl0n C:
Section D:.
Sectlbn E:
.

ARTICLE Wl:

.

CRITERIA FOR APPROVAL

.

---------

-------------

--I2

. .

-------------

Sectlon A:
Section B:
Section C:
Section D.
Section E:
Secti0n.F:

9

....,
~pplicationReview----I1
Receipt of CAFO.SiteAdvisory Team summary------,------I
I
O&eiAgencies
-;$1
Requellt for verifiable records ----&---.-+-I
I
Hearing and Notice .
11

. .. ., ~ e c t i o n . ~ :
Section B:
.

.
,
ARTICLE IX:

3

. APPLICATION FOR SITING PERMIT---

ARTICLE W

3

-----------

ARTICLE If:

,

page

General Requirements-Waste Management --,---.---..---.A
Water Quality-Property Rights
Exceptions to Setback.Requirements .
. Poultry or Swine CAFO

. .

$2
12
13
13
14
15'

-------- .--.---- --------------.
--.------- ----- --.--

.

':

<-----

GRANTOR
. .
DENIAL OF SITING 'PERMIT'-------&-------

ARTICLE X: ..

OCC~PANCYCERTIFICATE

ARTICLE XI:

OPERATING CRITERIA------------

ARTICLE XII:

DISCONTINUED C A F O S - - - - - - - - - - - -

ARTICLE XIIJ:

APPEAL

ARTICLE XIV:

VIOLATIONS AND ENFORCMENT

15
. .
.

REQUIRED ---------------116
.

..

.

..

"-16

-----------------.

.

'

17
.

--.--------------w-------

..

.

17
. .IS

'

.

.

. . .. .
...
. .
. . . .
. , ,, .
. AN ~RQINA~CE:DEFININGAND~ESTA~LI'SH~~NG
. .
S T A N D A .~FO~CON~IN,EO,~
.~
. . .
"
. . '.
. . .
. . . .
. . . .. .. . .
;
.
:
.
.
......
./.
,. . . FEEDING
. . A T ~ ~ k ~ ; .~ .. ~
. .~
.. . ~ o ~ e ,
..
. . . .
. . .. . . ..
. * . . IN~RP~
. R
. .E .T .~ .~SE~RABILIT<~EPE~LER
ON.
ANDEN~TMENTP R O V ~ ~ I N ~. .. . . . . . . . ~ .
. .:.
. . .
..
. .

.........

: .

ANIMAL

,

. .. .

O~ER~TI.ONS.CAF~S~;~PR.OVIDING

DEFINITIONS; ,CONFIRMING THERI~HTS
AND ESTABLISHING
S
. . R E, . Q V. L R ~ E N T FOR
'

. . ~ ~ X I S Y ~ N ~ ' C A ~ O ~ ; ~ R E QPERMITS
U I R I NFOR
G ~ SNONAND
I ~ N G ~XPANDINGCAFO~;
. . .
. .

,

**

-

.

.

.. , .
.
.
. ~ ~ ~ R ! B ITHE.CONTENTSOF
N G
FO&.SITING PERMITS;
. . . .
. .
. .
:,. :
;. . ..- .
.
.
APPUCAT~~~AND'~-IEARING
..
PROCESS~.DE.FINING
. .
. . THE C R I T E ~ ~ I A F O ~ A P P ~ ~ V A., L ~
. OF , .
. . ... .
'
.
SITING
%R
DESC~IBING.T~-~~
.
.
PR~C!~&RE&O~ . .
.
.
.
..
. .,
.. .
..
G W T I N G bR DENIAL
SITING PERMITS; RECIUIRIN~o
c ' C&TIFICATES
~ ~ +ND
~ ~, . ' ' ~

.

.

APPU&ONS

.EXPLAINING:THE

':.

'

.

-&

PER MI;^: ~UOWK~G
VARIANCE;
.

.

..

" .

'

....

.

. ,

'

'

,

SETTING FORM THE

PROCESSTOOBTAIN OCCUPAPI+

CE~IFI~A~S;-ES?AB~SMING

...

.

.

,

. . . ..

CAF0s: ~ROVIDINGFOR APPEAL; I?ROVIDlNO F O ENFORCEM,ENT
~
AND'PROVIDING AN.

EFFECTIVE DATE.. .

:

.

. . . . . . .

. . . .

.

. .

.

.

.

. '

FOR DISCOMII~UED

~PE~AT,NG.C&TER~AFOR
CAEO~:~STABL~SH~NG
REQUIREME&:

.
,

.
..

..

.

..

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

.~.

.

.'

.

. . . . . . .
..
w H ~ ~ f p ~ t h e . ~ o o d i n g Comprehensive
~ouky
f?lan'(paSe 13) f6u"d ttiatthere were then
in Goodlng Caunty approximately 16,000 beef cattle; 25,000 sheep and 63,000 dairy.cows, not
including replacements;
. ...
. .. .
. .
. .,.
. .. , ,
W H E R & S ~ ldahc
~ ~ A ~ r i ~ u l t u~tatlstiorr~e;vi@e~timated
kl
i n May, 2~305,
that there !ere
233,000 cattleand.calves in Gooding County, which was. the highest number-of cattla and calvesin
any coyty in the"State:of Idaho; .
. .
..
..
. . .
. WHWWS; as:o$~ay3f, 2DOT, ~oodlng'.doirn~
ha& throiigh thgsiffng permit prboess for
Confined Animal .FeedingOpeMion&(CAFQs).authori~drb.y..pennit~:3Z9;8.3'4
18 t&l .animal units
aW43;lfI .%CAM.zcmq
. .
.
.
. . .

.

'

,

. . . .
.

':

,

,

1.,

~

~

'

WHEREAS, as df Decernber'l9,2006, Gooding County Assessofrecords show 215,202.6
irrigated agricultural acres in Gooding County:
..
,
. .
.

.

,

' WH€R@%S
the ~ i d d l e
Snake Coordinated Water Resource ~ a n a ~ e ~ e n t . ~ l a n
351,
'(~a~e
issued by The Middle Snake Rigionatwater Resource Commission, of which Goodlng County is a
Member County, identiiies as an objective (602)the implementationof "improved irrigstion
-'..
management and:$cil fefijiit)i~e&n@&m&"tto reijcie'.<ivem&"t bf bi~logj&l,,che~c-l' ' &
'd:i
'physical contaminants 'through th6 Soil profile $0surfaceand s:ub"s'urfacewafeC"n8 :i'dentfiec!
... as
one of thr'strategies(B02:b) io accomplish this objective thematchirigof :&ii6l,Wasf< ' .
agricultural solid waste and chemicai.~rtili%e~appllcat!on.~h..crop-usage.of,nutrients;u..
. .
...
. .
..
,
'WHEREAS Mi'@ie Snake coordinated Water Resource ManagqmentPian,@age38),with
. .
,.'~pedficreference to animai feeding operations; idenfified as Goal 0the improvement OF "the. .
quality ofateturn flows and graundwater;" identiffed an objective (BOI) the reduction of "nutrients in
, .
runoff and leaching on crop land where livestock waste has been app1ied;"'and identified as Some':.
,
,: oi'fh~iaiegie~~toaccoritplishthis~obfective
the need to,"ensure compliance with ,state and federal
.
.
. . . ,&gulations and locai.guldelines for tlvestock operations pol Include containment of livestork
waste and the.nutrient memagement plan which provide provisions.for the application and.handling
.... ...."....~the
- ~ ......
. tlnieiy
e
IncorporaQonof iivestock waste to,reduce the potential of . . .
. . of'nutrientsj,] encourage
contarninatad p!noffi,l.,,a,nd require that "all.ii<estock wasie~appIlea'Socrop iand',;. be mat&,dto :
. . ..,-,..
the crop;"
,
.
. .
WHEREAS soil sampling of agriculturai Reids in Gooding County in 2006'indicated:that..%8
per cent of the fields sampled exceeded the maximum allowable phosphorus levets aa.s.et.bythe
.
. ldaho Department of Agrioulture; and, as a result of this soiisamplipg, the.Idaho Department of
. kgricuiture.has voiced concemswhether required nutrient management'plans for CAFas efe
either not based upon accurata science or not being followed, ar'bofh;

/7,

'

...

-

.

"

'

WHEREAS it appears that animal unit densities of up to ten ($0)per acre has resuiteciln
the,ovef:a~pllcationof animai waste on existing agricultural land, which indicates there is
insufficient irrigated tillable land avaiiabie in GoodiniJ County to handle the animai was& produced
-:,
CAFOs;
.:. byj_..existing
. . . . . . .
'

,

WHEREAS higner animal numbers and continued over application of anlmal waste has
increase0 potentla1 to contaminate both agricultural soil and water resources;
.
,
.
.
.
.....,.... .( ...............
................. .........
- . -WHEREAS ~ o o d i ' n g ~ ~ a
&if.u i ttfi6-eiitlre
~
~aglc'vaileyla still sufferink from extreme :
drought conditions and calls from Senior Water Users have caused litigation and attempts at a
. .
mitigation
plan and the future curtailment of some water rights is a deRnite:possiijility;
. .
...
.
WHEREAS tha Goodina.Counhr ~lanninoand Zonina Commission and the ~ o a r d . o f
Commissioners bave, w~thinthe past year and a"ha,f, borh ( L i v e d an inzreased number of
complaints as compare0 to'prior years concerning csntam'nated wells, obnox!ous odors, pests,
dustand aimorne contaminants from residents ;n thecduntv;
.. aria-'
..........
\

''

'

. . . .WHEKEAS this Board has det6rmined it.will b&in the.best interedofthe health, safe& and:
general welfaie of the c i f i n s of Gooding Countyand beneficial to the protectionof agricultural ,
.
iand and water re$ources.tol1mii"the rapldgroyth of animal numbers inGonding.County; and
,. .
W . H W E A S ~ ~Board
~ ~ has.ooncluded,this ordinancewiii limitthe.growthof animal numbers
inGaoding. County.

.. , .,'
.
: COMMISSIONERS OF, GOODING
COUNV,
IDAHO,
AS
FOLLOWS:
. . ., . . . .
. . . . .. .
. .
I

Y
' '

..

!

.
.

.........
.

. , ::,

. . .
.
. .. . .;
A. This Ordinance is adopted pursuant to &ha&
granted byTitlc 87, Chapter 65 of the..
Idaho Code, and Article 12;
Seciioh 2 of the ldaho Congitution; as amended or.,
..
subsequently codifled. : : :-

'

'.:

.----.,"

.'-,k-.-

.:

.

-

surface use lnflumoes. The locating of.CAFOs nee? these areas Increases tWchances , ofpo~iution"~~tli~wa~iS'~in
Gdoding County.
....

. . .

.

C. The Board of CouniyCornmissioners of Gooding County specifically seeks to promote
a n d protect rhe health, safety and the general welfare of the pubiih
"

.

/

Dt The Board of County ~omrnissiorys,of ~ ~ o d i County
ng
specificilly tinds that this

.. , . ..
. .

ordinance conforms with and is in contpli&ioe
.
Comprehensive.Plan.
...

.....

'.

..

with the poiicies of fhs Gooding
Cou*
.. . . . .
. . . .

. .

E. .should any section of provision of this ordinance be decfared by a court of .c&npetent
Jurisdictionto be unconstitutional or invalid, such decision shall not affect the validity of
.
the Ordinance as a whole or any pait thereof. , other
than'the part so declared to be
:
unccnstftutional or invalid.
.
.
. .
, ,

.. . ., F. All iiior odinances pertaining to confined ~ n l m ~ l : ~ e e dClperatro"s,
ing
or paits of

:

ordinances p'ertaining.to Confined Animai Feeding Operations, to the-extent they are in
conflict J t h this Ordinance or incansistentwith..the .provisions of this Ordinance are
. .hereby repealed to the extent necessary
tc give this Ordinance hii fbrci and ~ffect..
. .. .
.
. .
-'G.This ~ r d i n e n ~ ~ s hbecome
a l i effecfive from apd:affir the date of its approvai dhd
. -.
.:. .
. , publication, as provided by law.

. .

8

.

'

~

I

I!.

.

. .
. ,.
DEFINITIONS:'
. ,;
.
. .
A. ADMINISTRATOR: An official, having.knowledge in the principies.and prsctices of.
zoning, who is appointed by the Board to administer and.enforce Goading County's land
. .
use planning.ardinances.,
. . ... ... ,. .
...
... .
., . . .
,
.
. . . .

-

.

B. AFFECTED PERSON: A person.orlegai.enw. owning praperiy'orresidin.&withinone
(1) mile of.an existing-orproposed:CAW, ora-resident.or real propew. owner'of
Gooding County who. may be.materialiy.affectedin.theirheaIth,'safetyorproperty rights.
hy.the.GAF0.' . . , .
.
. . . .,
:.. . . . .
. .

.
.

.

'

i

I

. .

.

.

.

.
.

.

-

.

a. APPUCANXA persarr or legal entity seekiwapprovalsorp.ek&pursuant-tothis
. ..

'

oidimrrm hav1ng;arr ownership iflierestinreal property of a.nature;suftici&to
.
. .. detenirre.tkuserto.whid t@real.propwty~wiI! b~putas.p~&irr.thtrapplicatiom.
forapprovalsorpedts'
.. ,

4-

.

.

...

,

.

...

.
.

.

,.

.

t

. .

'

.

. . . ..

.

.

.

.

.

.

~

.

.

.

. .

E::BEST MANAGEMENT P&CTICES'(EMPS): At; per ldaho dbde.25-3803(4) "8;st
Management Practices" .means practices, . techniques o r measures which are
. . detenin%d by the Idaho Depariment of Agricukuke (ISDA) to be a'.cost-effective and
.. prackicable.meansof managing odors'genetated on tin agricultuhl operation to a level
. associated with accepted agricultural pradlces.

:.

F.: BOARD: GoodingCounty Board of Commissione~rs.' .

:

.

. . . .

.

.

,

,

.

.

.

.

'

.

,

.

:

.

.

.

.

. .. ,..~

..
.
.
.. , . . . .
. . , ,
.,. . . .: . .
G . CAFO (CONFINED AMMAL FEEDING OPERATION):
I.An 'operation where the following conditions exist:.
. . . . . . . .
.. : . . . . i . . a) Agimkls :have been; ar6; br kill be scabla8,. ciinifned,
. . fL;d o i *&int$ned for six (6)
., months of any calendar year; and,
.
.
b) Crops, vegetation, forage growth or pagt-~arve%t
residues .are not sustained in
. . . .. . .. . . .. .; . .the normal'growing. season over at least a 25% portlon of any.of.the corral or..
.! .'
. . . . . . - : other conffnement area, and, : . .
...
c) Any combination of animal units, which totaiing.70 api&l units br:mire;'or *
..
d) .Any operation1with a milk shipping permit; or
. . .. . .
...
.
. : . ,. e). Any operation with a liquid waee .manage.ment .system.
.
,
. .. . . .
, ,
: .
. .
. . . . 2. . For purposes of this definition, two or more CAWS under common ownership are
considered to be a single CAFO if they adjoin eachother or Ifthey &are a common
,
. ..
,
:
:
.
area
or system.forthe management of waste. Utiiiz&ion of a community (mcre than
. .
. q e operator involved) or commercial.waste management system.shaii not pe
consideredto be. sharing
a common waste management qystem.
. ..
. .
. . .
-n.: CAFO FOOTPRINT ~he'designated;eal &petty dttiin which &rats, ,barns;or other
.
improvements, feed'stoiage areas., animal feeding areas, waste storage areas including .
IaQoons.
and agy area that requires runoff containment, (excluding farm groundJ'are
.
.
located,
. .
. . .
...
.
,
. . . ....
.., . . .
- ;I.. CAFO'SITE ADVISORY TEAM ("Team!!): A team:comprised of repr6~6ntatives.from
. .
the ldaho State Department of Agricufturti (ISDA), ldaho Division of Environmental ,
Quality (IDEQ), Idaho Department of Water
. .Resgurces (IDWR),
..
and an ex officio . . .
.:.
, , designee of Eobclitig County.
., . .
...
.,
.
.
...
J. CANYON RIM@): The Snake River or Maiad River canyon rim(s) whl;.re.the slope
exceads 30% for a slope distance of 25' or rnore;.The location of the rim *all be
: . . . . . determined before any excavatlbn or g,radtni preparatory
In
. .to. .dweiopment occurs.
, c
......
, ..
some areas;
there
is
more
than
one
dm.,
,,, ,.
,. A
:.'-': . j ljfnstrtration F o r ~ k u l a t b ~
Slope'
g
.
.. .
...
..
,

.:

.

'

:

'

.

.

'

;

,

.

'

..

...

,

%

a

.......

,

.

....

h.... . . . .

..
. U n. e. .. .. '
,
A-B is theeievatiqn (75')

. .

'

,

. .
'

.

'

'

'

.

:

C

7.5'

"

.

....

..

.

A.C is a slops
25.'
A-Cis tha slopeof 30%
..
. . B':
. ...
W is holfiontal distance
.. . . . .
....
30% gmds or s1opqis.a 30' differencein elivatioii every 100' Thus 30%of 25' =7.S

-.

..
..
.

c
.

...

K.. COMMISSION: The Z o n i ~ g , ~ l a n n and
i n ~ Zonihg, Joint- zoning;
or Joint planning and
..
. Zoning Commission appointed by ihe Board! . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. .
..
. . .
.
.
. . .
.
.

.

L;
. .~ ~ ~ ~ o ~ ~ i ~ ~ : . ' ~ i ~ l ~ g
qf larg&ic
~ a i matter:~t
d ~ c o is~ accomplished
~ o s i f i oin such.
~

'

. . .

a way to proniote aerobic,degradation.
.
.
. .
The process-inhibitspathogens, viable weed
.
. . seeds and odors. . .
. . . . .
..,
. . , . ..... :
-

. ...

'

~

.-

..

M. CORRAL: An enclosed area in which anirnals.are housedand fed.withotit the

,

of crdps, forage growih, and other vegetation; which, are .noi sustained in the. normal
.
. .
:. .
.. ,
. .
growing season.
.
.
..
.,
. .
. . . . . . ...
N.
FLUSH.SYSTEM:
~
n
systetii
y
unl
@
ng
hydraulic
kow
to
iemovr:
waste from animal
.
.
. .
.. . . . . ' . , h,ousing and feeding areas, not including milklag parlor or wash. pens.
. .
..
,.
... . 0.. EXISTING CAFO: A C*O built and i n : ~ ~ e r ~ i i o n ' ~ n$ennittad
~ ~ o under
~ ' e rprior
~ ~ ..
- , ,
. ordinances or built and in:operatlon'as of Februaw.tO, 1997. the.~effeotiie
date.of CAFO . .
- .
Orainan~
No. 62. . . . . ,
.
.
. . . ...,
.. ! .
: .,
~i
. .
..
.
P. INCORP0RAElj: diied into soil according tb accepiabik agri&ifyiiil pridieei.as ...
defined by the current National ~ e s o ~ j i c Conselvation
es
Service (NRCS) Conservation.' -I
. . PraciiceStandard-Cqde590.
. ,
.
.. .
' ..
.
.
. . ....
. . .
.
. ...
,

.

'

.

:

'

. 4.' MCL:'.Maitirnum ~ot$aminarit'.~ev&l'i"
the.idahoi?epit&ent pf Health and WBlfare's .
:
Water Quality Standardsand WastewaterTreatrnent Requirements. ::
,
. . ,
. ,
..
R. MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDiMG: Memo~ndiirnof ~nderstandingbetween
. Gooding Count'y and the CAFO Site Advisory Team relative to .C&FG,sitiqgs 1
5an .
Agreement wherein GbodlngCounty will .providethe.Team M h .certain.Informationset . :
*
J .
"
forth in the application in Article VI:. 0 Sltlng
Advisory Team infomatlon.:
.
..
.
.

'
. . . .. .

I

. ... . .
,

z '

'

..

...

'

:

NUTRIENT

Ate

S:
NIANAGEMEMT PLAN: Managdnent, plan irepared -by a
oe@fied
. . nutrient, management.planner in accorslan~e,
with NRCS Standard 590. as
required
by.
.
..
.. . .
. . . . the ldaho State Depattmentof Agriqulture.
:
.
.
.
.
.
.
....
.. ,
. . .
: . . .T. RESIDENCE: Any.struoture pdmari~yused as a dwelling for'hurnan beings.and which ...
. .
for such use. . . .
. .
meets all appilcable state and 1ocai.requirernents
,
..
.
.
U. .WASTE: waste is: . :
1. LiquidWaste: Wade water and,other wade hated4 in liquid form, lnciudiitg iiquid
' ,
manure, which is generated from the operailon ofthe CAFO. For.purposes of thfs
Ordinance, "liquid" shall mean havfn@moisture content of 90% or greater.
...
2. Soiid.Waste: Animal waste material 1n.solidform, including manure, which is
generated fromthe operation
of the CAFO.~
. .
. .
Y. WASTE MANAGEMENTSYSTEM Thk process, area, andlob rnechanism.arnpioyed
fortheretention, .storage; composting~ortreatmentof'waste: .

-

. 3

'

'

'

'

'

,

.

'

'

.

m. WASTESTORAG~ Area:wherellquid and/or solid njaiuiai&s@ie& excluding.corrals;
whewwaste~jsrem~ved.atieas'con~a~year.:
.
.. . .
. . . . .
. . .. .
..
,

?.

- .

.A,. Existing CAFOs shall beallowed ticontinue to operate' in accoiiianke kith the siting . '.
. ,permit issued under prior ordinance$ or.if nu p e n i t has been issued, as registered as .
deflned by OrdinanmNo; 62:~orif not r&gistered,'asbuilt and in'operation as of
. . February 10,1997, or.ifnot registered and llot previously 'having met the defiqition of a
. ' CAFO under prior ordinances, as built and .in operation as of the effective date of this - ordlnancsi and shall be considered grandfathered to that extent only.
. .
, .
.
. ..
,

.

. .

.

-. . ,

.

.

.
.

.

B. Except as grandfatberedin accordance with Sectldn A ibolie, existing ~ ~ ~ 0 s 'nqt.
are
. . relieved of any.obiigations or penalties for noncompiianc'k with the provisions ofthis ' .
Ordinance, or the provisions af prior CAFO ordinances siili in effect. . -. ,.
,

.

.

.

.

.,C..'The ownsr,.of any .CAFO opsrating 1 , i ~ o o d l ncounty
i
withok'a slting.permit having ,
been issued or without registration as provided by Ordinance No.'62;shail apply to the
administrator for a.sitingpemiit within DO days of the adoption of this ordinance. The
.information submitted on the application shall Include that which:existedon Febfuary
.
$9, 1997, the.effective date 5f CAFO Ordinance 4 ..6. 2 , and that which exists at the..
.. . . time of the .application: . ,
. .. . .

: :

pi~
a siting
i n g permit in acoon[ance wifh ~ e k i o n
C above,
: .D;The 6wner.of a . ~ ~ ~ ~ . a p foi

.or any existing.CAFO enlarging, 'replacing, remodeling, modifying or adding corrals,
feed storage areas, .animalfeeding 'arrjzs; barnsor other facilities or improvements,
. . .. within the CAFO footprint, but net increasing animal units or changing the size or , .
.
. location of the waste management system, shall berequired to file anApplicailon.for
, .
-ExlsUngCAFOSiting Permit w ~odlfiCationform;~sset forth below, with the
AdminisIrator. A fee'shall6e submitted as'8et efy msolutlon by We B O ~ qf
N County . ,
.
.
.
Commissioners of Gooding County. If the facilities or:i~provernentsmaet the setback
requirements of the ordinance .in eft:@ at the date of issuance of the permit holder's
- original permit or registration, the Administrator sfiail'issue a permit to construct, replace.
,
. ,.
.
.
. .: .-. or remodel the facilitlss.
. . . .
.:
,.
. .
.
. ,
.. .
. APPLICATION FOR EXIST~NG.C A ~ O
SITTINGPEfiMlT~R.MODIFICA~ON:
1. Name, address, felephone number of appiicant and CAFO fadlity location.
2. Legal description of CAFO real property and legal owner of real property.
. . ,
. .
. 3. Total number of acres on the CAFO.
..
..
x ..
: . . 4.'
Existing use of 1an.d.
.. , .
. .
.
. .
5 ; Proposed modification: '.' . .
..
..
- . ..
.
.
. . .I . is the proposed modification hiein the CAFO toitprint?. . , . .
.. .
.. .
. . - 6. Zoning Didria.
.. :
..
.
. . .., . .
7. Complete the attached Animal ~ n i t ~ o r k s h e e t .
8. Is this CAFO footprint located within 3,960 feet of a parcel of property irra
.. . transitional-Zone; residential zoneoran existing platted'subdi~ision? . .
: .
- .9. Does the modificationmeetall setback &quirements?
. . . . - 10. A vicinity map bfa radius of one-milefrom theCAF0, onqinch eqilals:six hundred.
..
.
sixty (660) feet oreight(8) incfiesequals op(1) mile dtawn to scaleshowingthe: . . .
. .
foliowing:
.
. .
. .:.
.,
. . . . .. . ., .
. .
: - a, Larrd.use:
.
.
.
. .
: . b; Surfaca-watefcourSeb.
. .
.. ; i c; We&, ~inktro~asotwast~wei~s
ofrecor~witkld~ha
bepartrneqkof.~ater
Re~aurcesand~orlocaf
lrrigatio~distrfcts;crofwhictrth~applicantlsiaware
.

.
.

,

:

. . ,.

'

~

.

.

'

'

?
,

'

'

..I:

'

'

T

,

d. . Designate/outline the area where the CAFO, as'defined & this brdlnance,is,.br
. - . .. .'
.
;.
will be located.
. .
11. A site plan of the CAFO, of minimum leaibie size drawn to a scaie-df Iinch.= 1oa
feet, or as apprgved by the~dministratbrinwriting; showing the-following:
. . .. ,:.
.
..
a. Topography .at intervals of twenty (20) feet.- . . :. . . .. .
..
, . b
. Dimensions, size, location, use and setbacks of extsting' and proppsed
facilities . ,.'
:.
.
. , .
. .
and
,improvements
on
the
CAFO,
if.any,including:
: .
.
.
.
.
. . . .
.
.
..
. .
i. barns . .
. .
. . . . . .. .
) . "
ii., Feed storage areas
.
.
iii...Animal confinement.and fqeding'a'reas (corrais) . .
,
. . . . . .. .
..
.
iv.
. . . Waste storage areas liquid, soiid and compost areas ..!., : ,
.. . . . .. .
.
.
. . .
.
.
Y. Wells.
.
.
.
.
.
.
, .
0. Springs and surface water courses.
.
.
.
..
d. Traffic access: ingress, egress, and raid widths to conform to iniemritlonal Fire
.
. .
. . .: , . .
Code for emergency access.
. .,
..
...
. . .
.
,
.e. qubiic thoroughfares.
.
" .
.
.
f
.
Lighting.
. .
, . .
' , 3 '
,
.
. .
,. l i . ~ t t a c h
awriiteri qescr(ption bf the waste managenient system, lnciuding a Site ..
.. ' .
Limitations Rating Criteria (Exhibit.A) for land where the waste is stored and/or
. . .
applied:
.
.
.
.
. .
. Letter from any affeded canal company.stati'ngwhet'her-C~~O:br
p c o p o s ~. . . .. . . . . "
. . . :. .13.
modification meets.the canal company requirements.
. . . ,
14. Letter from IDWR relative to water right permit or license from the Stafe of Idaho. . . .
. . - .. ..
CAFO operatorsball show evidencathat water permlt is adequateforthe operation.
.,
:.,15.A letter of:compiiance from.iSDA, or me applicable.stateagency, that the CAF0,has ..
. .
. .: an approved Nutrient Management Plan, lfrequired, and whether the CAFO is
' ... . operating In compliance with the apprpved'Nutrient Management Plan,.
:
letter of approval of the new deslgn shail.be submitted'by the appropriate state
. .
,,.
. . . 3.6A
.. ,
,,
agency with theapplication.
...
. .
,
. .
. . .
. .
. ' E.,Existing CAFOs shaif-notincrease in total animal units. above those anlmal'units
authorized hy existing permit, registration, or as othewise established in acoordancs . . . .
. .
with Section A of this Articie 111, withoutfirst,co$orming to the requirements of this .
., .
..
.ordinance
forthe expansion portion and obtaining a .New Siting Permit:
,
,
...

'

.a

'

'

-

'

'

,

'

' ' 1

'

.

.

"

'

,

,

'

'

F. Submission of the application shail const~tutepermission from the appllcant for fhe
Administrator or designee ro inspect :he site for the proposed CAFO or ex~ansionand
request from the appiicant veriflahle r'ecords, relativito the e x i s t ~ h for
~ the
~ ~ ~ d
purpose of investigating whether the appiioatlon rnthe criteria setforth lnthis
.
ordinance for approvai. Failure to provide requested Information shall resultln an.
lncompiete appllcation. . .
'

G The'ownerpf a CAFO shall ktifj! the County within thky.(30) day$.of'ceasing or

.

.suspending operations of the CAFO. Failure to do so will render the CAFO In violation
andsubjectto enforcement actfon. If theCAFO is vacant fore period of.on%year, the
'. County may request.ttrat.theowner declarehisintentions with respect.to the.continued
.
non-useof ftie CAFO in writing within twenty-eight'(28) days of therequest. if.the.owner
elects-tocontinue the non~use,he shail be required.to foflowtheproces~outllnedin.
Idaho Codes67-6538. A C A M shall ioseits siting:pemit andgrandfatherrights.i f t h ~
operation is.vacantforten (10).yearsor saoner iitheownerfailsta comply with the.
. bwisions outlined. in. idaha Gade67-G53g .: . . . .
. .

,

,

.

.. .. . . . .

..

H. If a CAFO permitted under a prior ordinance has not commemoed~constructionof the
.
approved facilities and improvements within the .footprint.withina period of one (i
j year . .
. from the.approvqi of.the:siting,pemit,.the Planning and Zoning Administfator may
. . . ',request that the..owner declare.his intentions regardihg .mnstru&ion'of the.facilities and
. . . .
improveinents in wtiting within 28 days.of the request.-Ifthe owner elects to continoe
.. ,
the non-use, he shall'be required to follow the process outlined lri idaho Code $67- . ' :. '
6538.A CAFO shall lose its siting pemit.and.grandfather.rigMsif wnstru,ction is not
.. . . commenced within.tan /10),years from issuaiice of the pernit or. ~ooner
if We owner
.
.
,
fails to comply.with the provisions 6utlin.ed in idaho Code 367-6538. , .
,
.. ., .
. %.
'I, Exi.stingCAFQs shall be transferable., ijrovided)the new owner flies & ,transfer
:statementforh with the Administratorwithln sixty (60) dijys from the date of the
' purchase of the CAFO: The new owner.musi sign a transfer statement form, stating that
.a Nutrient Management Plan is in place. The transfer sistementfurm shall include the . .
,
,
date of the transferand
the:names and mailing
...addresses&
. . .
both the transferor
.
- and . .'
:transferee;'. ,
.. . . , . ., . .. . . :. . , . . . > . , .
. .
.' ,
,
..
1
. . . . . . .. ;, . . .
........
IV.
SITING PERMIT REQUIRED: . . . . . .
. .&: .
.
.
.
.
. . . .
. .
, .
. . .
Prior to c.~mme~ci~~cpn$rudi~n.~fan~facir~les.o~improve&e~ts,,a
. . . . siling permit shall be
. . . . . .
obtained pursuant to this ordinance:
'

I

,

.

'

.

'

'

,

'

'

.

'

'

'

.

I

. . . . . .

. .
. . .. ,

.

A. .To operate a ~ ~ W ' C A F O
. :. . . .

.

1. ,.

.,

, ,

.

,;.

. . .

.

.

: .B: To increase tha animal units ofan exi$ting CAFO over thqse$nimal units authbrked.

'

.

by existing permit, registratlgn, or as-othenvlse established in a.ccordance.with
Section A of Article ill.above;
. .
. . .. . . .. . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .
. .. ... .. ... . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . .. . ..: ...:.
C. T o eniarge or change the location of the:footprinf of'iii.exist~ngCAFO; or
'

I

-

:
.

.

.

. .
D. To enlarge the capacity
. . oSohange the l o i t i o n
. of.the'$&ste
. .
system of
.
. managemknt
..
. . .
. :an.existing CAFO.
:
. .. .
,

,

V.. . ::APPLICATION FOR.SITlNGPERMIT:..E~~~
adplicatibn fat a siting perfnitshall be .
,submitted on a form obtained from the administrator and-containthe following:' . .

.

,

A: ~ a m e ,address, and telephone humber .of a p p l l c a n t ' a r i d . ~io'catioi
~i~~
' ;
., ,
. . :
. .
0: .Legal description of CAFO property, and legal owner of real property. ..... .
. .
....
..
. . .
. . .
.. ,
C. Existing use of dl r e a ~propeity.which is paitof ~ ~ ~ ' ' c A F
Thls.infonnatiori
o.
shall
.include business records substantiating the type:and.numberof'animal units currently
stabled, confined, fed, or maintaineckon the property, if any.

. .

:

.

. . .

'

. . . . . .

.,x

.

.

.

,
.
..
following:
. . . .. . .. . . . . . ..>.. . .. .. . ... . .. . .. . .. .. .
. . . . . 1. Land use. . . . . . . . . .. . . . ....
.
.
. . . .. .. . . .
.2. Sur'face water courses.. . . ., . .
. :. *
. , .: .3. .Wells, sinkhoies or wakte wells of r&ord.withldaho-Depaitmeht ofWrttei
. ,. . . . . . , .
Resources andorlocal~inigationdistriots, or.ofwhich the applicant ig aware.
DesignateIqutline the area where theCAFO footprtnt,
as defined inthis o~dinance,is .:
. . ., . ,. 4. .br
. . . ... .
.. ,
wii!be located. : . .. .
.. . .
.
.
.
. .
, '.
.
.
G. A site p!an,of a minimum legible size.drawnto a scaleof.l,inch = 1'00 feet, or as
.
.approved by the Administrator inwritin& showing the foilowing: . , .
.( .
1. Topography at intervals of twenty (20) feet.
.
. . . .2.. Qlmensipns,.size, locatioiiand useof all pmposed andexisting facilities and .
improvements on the CAFO, if.any, including setbacks, of the-following:
, .
. :
a. Barns.
. .
. ..
.
. . . ... . . . .. . 1.
:. . b. Feed storage areas. . .
. . . . . .. . .
.
,
.: .
..
, . . .
. . . . c. Animal wnflngment.and-feeding:areas-(corak).. . . .
.
..,. . . . . . .
.
d. tiquid and solid waste storage and cornposting areas.
.
.
. %, ,
e. Wells.
. .
. .
. , . .
......
3. Springs and ~urfkcewater courses.
....
. , ..
4. 'Traffic access: ingress, egr@ss,ahd +oad ~ d t h s ' t ocgiiorm t o ~ n i f o r mFire code: . .
. .
, . : (20' minimum) for emergency access tothe CAFO andwithin the footprint
. ..:.
.....:
. . ... ..
5. Public thorouahfares.
. . . .
,;
...
8. Ughting.:
.- .
7, .Designateloutlinethe area where the '~MQ;footprint,i s dkfinid In this ordinance, is
1
or will be located.
!
:
. .. . . . .
. . . .. . . . .
. . .
.. . . . . - ,
.. . . ,. . . . . .
.
.. . H. A k & n descriptio" of the yaste:management .system. . . . . . . ., . . . . .. . .
. .
:
,. . . . . ,
?

.

'

I

t

.

.

.

1.

'

'

#

I

. .

,

.

.

,

1.. Site Limitations Rating Criteria (see Exhibit A) for ail land; including the CAFQ footprint,
., .
. . -under. direct
.
wn@l of the CAFQ, . . . . : ;: . . . ,.. .. . ... . .. . . .. . ... . . -....
..
. . . .
J:, Awrittqn strategy to rnitigate.odor, or ~ b d omat+dgementplarr
r
developed and' :
.
accordance
wlth
the
ldaho
Agriculture
Odor
Management
Ad,
if:required.
. .
. . .

K. Awlitten strategy or plan tomiggate dust.and.~ests,ihciuding~butnot~limit&d
to flies, .
rodents,
birds, etc.
,
.

.

.

.

:

. . .

. . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

..

,

.

.

., ..

. .

, . .

.

.

L

Letter from'any affected.canai.comp&y stating.whether tha proposed CAFO
. . . meets the
canal company requirements. , .
_
I
.
.
. . .
. . .. .
..
, .
M. Letter'from iDWR relative tc water right &&i,obtained or appied for, o;.iicanse from
: , . the State of Idaho; CAFO operatorshall showevldence that.thewater permit ls. .
adequate for the-operatlon.
..
. .
,

N. LetterFrom local fire protection district- stating whetherthe roads on the:Slte,Plan. and:
the-vicinity county roads a~.adequateforfireprotectiotrvehicies.

0.Letter from iocai highway district approving;ingress an&egress pointson~thaSlte-Plan
- and.statingwhethercounty roads areadequateto s e ~ i c ~ t t t e p r o p d o p e r a t i o a

:,

..
. . ,. .. . . . . .
. . . .. . ,. . .
. .
:. .
. Q: Siting ~dvisory
~e'amInformaiion: 'infoim~tionshall besubmitted in accordance w ~ h
. :,
.
.,
IDAPA
02.04.18
RuiesGoverning CAFO
Site. Advisory
Team, as,it now
.
.
.
.
. , exists or'as it
. . . . ..
hereafter
be
amended;
.
.
.
.
.
.. . . may
.
.. . . . . . . . . . :
,
. . . .. .., . .
. .
....

,

.
. .

.,,

-

:

. . .

R. A description of any proposed phasing of the conertldion of the faci1ities.o~
.;
:. :
..
. . Improvements. (Each phase must be'capable'of standing $lime.)
. . . . .
. .
. . .
....
..
..
S. A fee shall be submitted with theappilcatian as set by resolution of t h ~ p b a r dof county
: Commissioners of Gooding County.
.. . .
.
.

. . ... ..

.

\..

,;

.

!

A. ~ ~ p p l i d oReview:
ri
The Administrator shail review the applidationfor'compieteness
. . .
within 10 business.davs.
.
.
.,
I . ~pon~detemiiningthatihe
app1ication.i~
compi&te, the ~ d .m i n. i s t r ~ t o ~ s hsubmit
a i l the'
. . .... . .
application to 'the CAFO Site' Advisory Team f6t review.. : , .
.\
,2.
Upon
det~rminlng
the
application
is
notcompiete,
the
Administrator
shail
provide
.
.
. .
.
.
. written noticeof the deiioiencies to,the applicant. The.Adminis&ator may request .
. .
. . . . . . . addiional infopation if deemed necessary to process the application; The
. . . .,
applioaffon wiil not be considered complete until the defiuencies or addiitlonai
. . . . . . information as identified by the Administrator are cobcted; ff the deficiencies are
.. . . . . . . . . not co,rrecfed within 180 days, the application shall be deemed d%ied andno
further action taken by the Administrator: .. - . :
. .
. , .
.
. . .
8. once the CAFO application is ccinipiek and submitted k t h e CAFO Site ~ d v i i o i
. . : . . . : Team,. the Team (or its desig'neecs)) shall conduct an on-site evaluation. . . .
. . 2, Unless specbcaliy.waived in writing, the appliant andlor owners and Administrator .
(or designee) sha1l.aikays be present during evaiuatlons of the Team. If the'.
.. . . . . Administrator is unabie to participate, then an aiterriate'cou~'officiaI
.
shall be
. . .
. appointed. , . .' .
.: . .
. .
. . , . . 2 The.Suitability Determination shall be signeb by the Tesm niqmberkorttieii
. . . , .. .. .
designees and prepared in'accordanbe.witti the most current IDAPA rules governing
CAFO Site Advisoiy Teams. ,
. .
.
..
...
. . . . . . :
:
C: &HER AGENCIES: The ~dministl$tor.ni&yinvite other adenies, including, but noi' .
. . . :
limited to representatives of IdahoUniversities; U.S. Environmental Protection Agency,
...
,
US. Natural Resources Consewation Servih, U.S. Geoiogical Survey, etc. to review
siteand make cornments.and
. .
the completed application and/or the proposed
.,
.
.recammendations tothe Commission.,
. . .

.

.

:

'

.

'

'

.

'

.

.

.. .. . . .

.

.

D. ,~ubmissionof the application shail constitute pegnission from-the applicant forthe.
:
Administrator or designee.to inspeotthe.slte for fhe'proposed CAFO o r expansion and
request from theappliwnt~varifia~e
records, relativeto theexisting C&FO forthe
.
purpose,& investigating whethertheappticatiog meetsttieciiteria s&forth. in this
.
.,. .
ordinance forapproval: Failure to provide.reguested informatlorr$hail result,in.an
. : inmmpleteapplicati~n~. . .
.
.
. .
. . .
..
. . . . ... .
. . .
E ~ e a i n and.~otica:
g
~he~dmi(listratorsha11
submit-the~com~jlefedilppiicat10n'~and.
CAFO Advisory Tmm Retam~irraliorrtai~Cbmmi~sion~f~~onap~biici~aring.
At:leasl"
fkerr(15) dayspriorto:theih&rinq; iiotice&thiftime'arni-p1aceand:asummary o f t h
.

,

'

'

'

'

i1

..

.

.

..

proposed CAFO application shall be published in the offfcial.newspaper of the cot~nty:
NoZice..may also be made availableto other newspapers, radio and television stations
: , sewing Gobding Couniy: Fifteen (T5) days pHor notice shall.aiso be provided by frst
.. class mail to property owners within one (I)
mile of the CAFO and anyother affected
.
person that has made written rwuest to the Administrator for notice.
. .
.
.
,. ..
. \ . : .
Vil.
C R I ~ R I AFOR APPROVA~: Prior toapproval of siting permit, theCornm&sioh musiftrid :
that the new CAW meets.ailrequirements of thls ordinance including the foliowing:.
.,
.
. . .
. . .
.
.
..
A.. .General requirements;
..
1. ..New CAFOs or~expansionof animal units over those animal uniis authorized by
..
existing Ramlit, registration,. or as otherwise established in accordance with Ssctfon
A of Article ill above wiii only be allowed in aarfcultural zoning districts with the
. . exception of aquaculture CAFCIS.W~~C~ will b i allowed lnail zones except
residential 7nnps
.~
The CAFO applicant must comply with and not be in vioiatlon of any federal, state or
county law or regulation or the requirements of an affected canal company, iocal fire
protection district or local highway district which directly applies to the location or
operation of a CAFO. ~iolationswhich occurred arior to the application may be
considered'relevant by the omm mission as evidence of continued non-compliance; ' .
The operatormust not.have.begun construction of new facilities and improvements . .
for, orcdmmen~d'operationsas, a CAFO upon the land to be used .as a CAFO,
other than as previously authorized by piior permit. A violation of this requirement is
, subject to enforcement pursuant ta Article XIV: Enforcement.
.

.

'

i

:

a

'

'

.

8. 'Waste manaaement
. , ..
" - ...- ....
. . . 1, lfrequired by a 3ate.of !d,ah,o,aggnq..hav&gj!dqdl.ctiq",, =,.CAFQsi7aji.foi1d.w,and
be in compriance with .a current nt$ri~ntmanagement.plan
whlch,Kds been
,
.
. .
, .. . .~.,.
,
. ak~roved
by,said agency.
.
... - . ..
. .
. ,
s ,. .. 2.' The waste managemenf system-shall not be, 1ocated.or operated closer-&an one
.
. ..
thousand three ht2ndred twenty (1,320) feet froma reetdence.owned by someone
.
.
other than the .applicant A new residence located ln.an agricultural zone shall not
. . :
be built within one thousand ,three hundred twenty (1,320).feet of. a waste
.... . . . . . management
'system. The liquid waste management system shail not be located
andlor operated closer than three hundred (300) feet from property llrves and right-,
.
. of-ways. Solid waste management system shail not be located cbser.than.iwo ',
,
. . . .... . . .
,
,
liundred (200J.feet fromihe right-of-ways and ona hundred f@y. (150) feet from
. .
,
.property lines. For the purpose of distribution or application of waste, the setbacks
.
contained above in.this. paragraph Vll 0: 2 shaii not apply. Storage of waste cr
compost shall not be allowed ln'any zone,ather than an agricultural zoning district..
3. The waste management system shail not be iocated andlor operated cioserthan
five hundred (500) feet from a domestic well not owned by the CAFO. A doinestlc
'well for a new residence, Which doesn't belong to the CAFO, must meet the five
hundred(500) feet setback from CAFO. waste management system.
4
;
.That
a CAFO shall have 'the lowest environmental risk rating by the CAFQ Site. .. .
' Advisory .Team. If a CAFO receives other than the lowest environmental riskratlng;
the Commission may consider during the approval process =.letter fram NRCS or
,
comparable agency or firm showing whether and. how the risk rating. m y b e
mitigated and applicant's ability.to:so mitigate:
*S'Site: Limitations Ratlng:Criteria, asgetforth in ExhibltA,, shai~be~mvided
for all land
wittrinthtiCAFh.,~ert~shalI
beno:rating;ofveW
severea'rsevere-im
any
o
fthe
..
.
.
.
. .
8

'

:

.

'

'

'

'

'

'

12

.

factors. if either severe or very severe ratings appear, the applicant may provide, for
,consideration by the Commission during the appioval process; a letter or document
.
. .. ,:
, . from NRCS andfor comparable agency or firm explaining whether and how the very
.. .. . .
'
severe or severeratings may be miflgated.and appiicant's ability to sp mitigate.
. .
6
.
. A. new or axpanding. CAFO siting,permit wiil require applicant to provide a letter.
.. . . . .. . ,.
confirming -approval of a Nutrient Management Pian. prepared in accor.dance with ..,.:
. . ..
.
.
, .
the requirements of the appropriate state agency, if a ~utrlent.~)anagem&t
Plan is
:
required
by
a
state
orfederal
agency..An
appiicant
seeking
expansion
of
a
CAFO'
. .
shall also. pioqide written verificatron from the appropriate state' or federai agency
. , . ... , . t h a t . appiicant Is currently operating in compliance with the approved Nutrient
.. .
' . . . .
..
Management
Plan,
if
a
Nuwent
Management
Plan
is
required.
Arr
applicaht
seekirlg
,
.
.. .
. . .
......
.. . ,
a newCAF0 siting perm4 must provide wn'tten verikation that he can. operate in
.
,.
. .Management
. . .. .
. . wmpilance with the approved Nutrient.Management Plan i f a Nutrient
Plan is required, :
. '.
.- 7. in a,ccordance with Idaho Code 2513805 Design and cobstkction; all new or. .
?
modified
liquid
wasie
systems.shali
be
designed
by
llcensea
professionai
engineers
-:, ...
.
. ..
... .and constrijded in accordanca with standards and specifl&tions either approved by
. ..... .
.. . the idaho Department of Agriculture, (ISDA) or in accordance with hny existing
,
. .
. .
. . relevant memorandums o f ' understanding with the department of. environmenfal.
.., .. , . ,'. - , - . quality. Ail, persons shall submit pla'ns and specifications for new.or mgdified liquid
...
waste
systems
to
the
director
.of
;ISDA.
for
-approval.
A
person
shall
n
o
t
begin
,
.~ .
. .. ,constructionof a liquid waste system prior to approval of plans and specifications by :,
. ,.
. .
. .
ISDA. (klaho Code 25-3805)
.
.
;
a.
Flush
systems
not
utiiizing,biologica~,
chemical
or
a@e;odor
reducing.
. . ..
technologies are not allowed.
.
.
.
.
. - . ;b. Fiush systernsutilizing fresh water, aerobic basins; segtiencing batch reactors,.
.,
.
.
.
.
anaerobic
digestiqn*
or
other
odor
reducing
techno~cgi~s
will
be
.
allowed
..
. .
(aquaculture is.exempt).
. . ~.
.:
. '. ,8. Aquaculture CAFOs are exempt fmk the &ste management &tbacks' except for
. . .,
,. .
..
. . . .. .. the storage of solid waste on land... .
~,
,
.
.
.
. . .
. .. . .
muit demonstrate that: , . ,
. C. .witerouaiitv: AII CAFO adb~icants
T ~ ~ C A Fwill
O be in cdripiiance with the Clean Water Act and any relevant federal
or state...reoulation
im~lementinathe Clean Water Act 'n Idaho.
.-.
" I. ..
. . ;. 2, ..m-erewtilnot be dis~harge.of@llutantsintoiurface or ground water except as.
. .. . .i
.
.permitted'by the appropriate state andlor federal agency with lurisdiction,A copy of.
. ....i
any permit from any agency relative to,dlscharge of pollutants
..
, must
. be filed with
. ..
. .
the.Sltlng Permit flle of the applicant. . . . .
..
. ;..,. , , .; . 3 . The CAFO owns hdequate potable waterrights tooperate. This must beevidenced
. , .. . . . . by a permit.or iicensefrom the Idaho Department of Water..Resources; orthat the
CAFO is in theprocsss of .obtaining the permit or license.fromthe Stateof idaho, in
:,
.
, .: which cpse issuance.of.the siting permitwill be contingentupon 6btain'ing.the
.
,
. . . . . .; appropriate permit orlicense. The.Administrator will not issue a:CAFO occupancy
.
. permkwithout written proof of an approved water right, or compieted transferfrom
,
.
. ., , : .
the.IDWR.. .
. .
. .
. .
.

'

.

,

'

'

'

:

-

'

'

\

.,

'

A.

..

.

'

,

' '

4, .D.. ~ .i-o a-.e.,r k.rinhtsr
..-.
-

.

,>.

'

'

:

1. Theapproved maximum
, oenslty of animals:shall ngexceed:flve(5) animal u n i t s ~ ~ e r
tillaole; i m g a t e d : a c r e ; ~ n _ e d d b v ~ & ~ A - ~ ~ a p p l ! ; c a n ~ ' k a l a nsuppoitth*
&~~e-to
animal units is reouirea lo. be im Good~na..~ountv'witff
theexc6oiion:of.conti~uolis

.. . . . .
. .
acre. .
.. .
..
. . . . . . . . . . . 2 . Corrals shallbelocated at least i n e thousand tkree-hundred twerity(1,320) f&f
from the nearest corner of any residence not beionging to the owner of the C&FO.
Residences shall be construded at least one thousand three hundred twenty
. . .
. . .. . . . . .. . . (1,320) feet away from existing cbrrais notbeionging to the owner co~structing,the
setback from a public right.
. .residence. Corrals shali have a one hundred
. (100)
. . . . foot
. . . .
. .., ..
sf-way
and
property
lines.
. . .
. . 3. Ali feed storageareas $hall have a seventy-five (75) foot setback from a public right.
.
:
.. of-way and three hundred (300) feet from an existing residence not owned by owner
.
of the CAFO. Provided, however, that silage, haylage, powoes orany other feed.
. . . .
productresultingfrom the ensliage process'whiCh is stored In the open air shall be
. . .
located at least seven hundred (700) feet fromany .existing'residencenot belonging
. . .
to theowner of the CAFO. Residences shali be constructed at least seven hundred
. ,':
I
' 1
(700) feet from any existing feed storage areas
. . . of this type not belonging to the ..
owner constructing the residence. .,
, .
..
. .:.
4. Lights from CAFOs shail be placedand shielded to prevent the ligM source from
... . . . .. .
:. : . . . becoming a nuisance or hazard outside the property lines of theCAF0.
..." ..
,
5. The CAFafaotpirint shall not be located withimthree thousand nine hundred sixty .
. (3,960) feet of a transitional zone; residential zone or an existing platted subdivision
.
.:.
. . .. '. . . wlih improvements constructed as oftheeffective date of this ordiriance. Residentlai
. . subdivisions proposed afier the effective date of this ordinanw.shall be located no
..
closer than three thousand nine hundred sixty (3,950) feet to any existing CAFO
. . .
:
footprint.
..
-,
.
.
6.
A
new
CAFO
footprint
shall
not
he
....
iocated.within.on~(rf).mile-ofth&.rim
ofeither
the:
,
..l,....
.....................................
" Snake
. .
River Car!%! dr:t~e.Ma!ad.Rjv,arin~on,
..
. .. . . 7. A nbw CAFO footprint shail not be located withln'two thousand six hundred forty feet
.
(2,g40) Zone 'W flood plain as set out on theFederal Emergency Management . .
Agency's 1985 Flood.insuranceRate Map for Gooding County.
. .
,. - . .. 8. A CAFO in excess of one thousand (1,000) animai units shall h a v ~ a incntinental
n
,
incease to the setbacku-contdined herein, except there shall not be inwrnental
increase.to the setback from a public right of way or to the setbacks from the canyon
rims. There shall be a one percent 41%) increase per one hundred (I
00) animal
, .
. .. . .
units, t0.a maximum .of. one hundred.percent (100%) increase to thd setback . , ,
distance.
. .
9:.
Dead
animals
awaiting disposal must beshielded from public view and disposed o f .
...
wifhin
72
hours
per iDAPA 02-04-17-030.
.....
.....
.................................
. . . . ...
.......
. .
E. EXCEPTIONS TO SETBACKREQUIREMENTS..
. .
1. The setbacks contained inthis Article Vil. Crlteria for ~pproval, ions B and D do
., .
,
. . .
, not apply if the affected property owner executes a d t t e n waiver with.the CAFO .,
owner, under terms and conditions that the parties may negotiate. The written
. waiver must legally describe-both.the CAFO property and the affected propeW\and
.
be in recordable form when initially submitted to the Administrator: arid must be
. .
- , .
. recorded if the. application is approvea:The recorded waivei shall preclude.
enforcement of the setback distances described therein. A change-in ownership d
the affected property or theCAFO shail not affect.thevalidity ofthe waiver.
2 Aquawlture.CAFOs areexempt from the setbacks contained in ArticleViI. Criteria:
.
. .
for Approval, Section D.
.
. 3: Setbacks contained in ~ r t i c i e ~ lr li t e & f o r ~ ~ p m v a
Section
i,
D.shall not.apPlY-t~
theconstruction of' any residenceand/or residential subdivisionsloqted irrany
..
transitional uu7es:khat a~eestabflshedasoftbe&dive-dataofthisUrdiname
.

. , .. :

.

,

. ,..

:

/

.

:

',

^

,

:

..

. .. . .
.
. . , , ,.. . . . .. . .
. . .... . .... .
.
RYQR-SWIN'E'CAFO: If requirgdby staie::law~or-rdgulatibn;a poultry or swine
$in site approval [rom the Idaho Deparhqent of ETirjiconmentai . . .
.apprdpriate stateagency having
, .,' '
.
. julisdictioii.
. .. . . .
,
.. . .
',
,. . . : . ,.
.:.

' '

siting permit

odiic&on of the fequirement&'bfth&btdinance and. it?$ be ;ought by:
quest fora.variance at the 6me %the Riing bf the application
the.
. . for
.

.

..

. .
.
5..A v$riance. shall not be considered a dghtorspecial pri\iilegk but shetll be granted to an.
. . . .. . .. . . . applicah oniy.upon his stiowingthat the variance is not in conflict with the public
.. , .
. :interest and will not cause an.ad\;erse impact to, the.neighboring
property. 'owners.
.
. .. . .
. . .
..

.:

*

. . . . .

.

'

.

,

6 . A variance may begranted to the setbacks contain&

in thiidrdinirice otjy upon's
.,
showing of undue hardship because of the characteristics of thesit&.
., ".. .
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
:
_
.,
..
.
.
.... . . . . . . . .
.
' 2
'
D. A variance may be soughtto the requirements of the orainance to Increase the animal
density to a maximum of seven (7) animal un~tsper lrngated tillable acre. Cons~derafion
Wil beaiven to such a variance if the CAFO ooerator emdovs multiole.. ,oroven
-.
environkental technoiogles or methods to enhance or !&rive air, soil, and water
quality including but not llmjted to methane or anaerobic digesters, berms with growing .
. .
hedges and trees, etc. If approved, such variance may be revoked if the CAFO'operator
discontinues the empioyment of the technology or method upon wnich the grant of the
.

.I

.:

'

;

.

'

:

'

'

I

.~

a

D: prior to granting variancenotice an opportunity fb be heard shall be provided to

.,

. property ownerswithlh one mile of the parcel under consitleratitisn and to those affected
persons who have previously requested a notice. The procedure c.0nsidering.avariance
'shall follow the provisions as set out h the Qoodlng.Cotlnty. Zoning
. ~.Ordinance for
. . . . >. .. . , . .
variances.
..
. . . . . . .. .. .. . .
. . . .
. ; . .; . .. , .
.
. . . . . .
.. . ,. .
1X.
GRAN+R'DENIAL
OF SITING. PERMIT! Thedommission s'hali.speCify: . :
.
.
. .
. .
.. .
.
.
. A. The standards used In k.vallfatlng the applieiloni -::
.
.
. . > .
',. :
.. ,
. .
. ,. .. .....
:
.
.
.
.
,. ,
. . . .
. . . 8:. be reasc'ns.for approvalor denial; a& . . .
...
.
:
.
.
, ,.
.
,
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
... . "
6.- ~he:actlon&,If any, thathe cipplicant~co~ld
take toobtain a
.,.
. . . . .
. . .
. .
D. If constr&ion is not commenced within one (1)year-of 1ssuance.of the N& or
;, . . Expanding CAFO Siting Permif, the Applicant sheif appear before the:Carnmission to
'show documentation~ofhmasurabieprogress towarif.a:cornpleted project The Applicant
shdl reappear on ayeariy basis thereafter to show cause why the New o f Expanding
- .CAW haas-notbeenoompleted. IftheCAFO is-not.aworking.CAF0 @thin five years,of
.
theCAFOperniit belng:issued, the.Commission shall revoke.the permit'if it finds that ,
. . . -theconstruotio.rrof.the-faqiiities arid.irrrpmvernents has not:progressertto;anextent that'
..
. reflectrjtkoriginal.intentofthe:permit:
. . .
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
. .
. . . .
. . .
E.
Q U R ~ ~ G ~ N ~ U ~ ( Z N
:
. . .
Any changes. to. the; CAM. fao~print:prop.osed:durin~co~ctio~
which.& mt
,

.

.

I

.&kit..:'

'

;

GHANGES

.

substantially change the approved f~otprin~musf
be.submitted to the Planning and
Zoning Administrator for approval. The request inust clearly specify the changels) and
.
provide an explanation orjustificationfor the change(s): Ifihephange causes
' .
substantial re!ocatlon of lmpr~vementsor waste managenient system; rtotice of the
change shall be given to affected ijersons and.a hearing will be scheduled.
.
. .
... , .
a:
X.
. . . . OCCUPANCY CERT~FICATEREQUIRED~ ~ d otor use of the expanded faciiitiis of an
. existing CAFO or occupation of a new CAFO by animals, anoccuparicy Certificate is .,.
.
required.
. . .
.. ./
.
After approval of the siting penhit, but prior to commencing cbnstmetion of '.'
. . . :,A,
.
...
.
impiovemeots, ,the permit owner shall notify the Administrator of the coininencement of
the
c ~ n s t ~ c t i oAdditionally,
n,
if construction 0f.a l@uidwaste storage lagoon
, . .
" commences after the initial commencement of construction notice, the permit.owner
shall provide the Administrator wjth .separate notice of the lagaon construction
-.
commencement,
, '. .. . , 8. inspedjonof the orjnstruction
progriiq bf the facilities authorized by the pennit :$hall ;
occur at regular.inter/als or at the request ofthe permit owner. The Buiiding inspector
. .
... or the Adminisfrator, as appropriate under the circumstances, snail petfarm the
. .
, Inspsetions.
...
..

.. , .
.
-

I
.
.
.

.

;

,

'

..

~

. ..

.

',

:

,

dl'The ~uildinginspector or th~'Adrninistiatoi~tral1
have the awthdr6 ti'issue and.post on

.the preniises of the CAFO a "STOP WORKnorder if an inspeflon reveals a material '
.. . violation of the t e n s of the permit. Allwork must STOP aRer posting the order. The
permit owner may appeal suoh an order to the'commission andthe Board, as
necessary, in accordance with the provisioni of the Gooding County Zoning Ordinance.
..
... ,
. ., .
'D; Befop issuance of cert~citeof occupancy, the CAFQ must provide,a copy of a water
..
permit or license approved .by the.State of Idaho Departpent of Water Resources. .,
'

s

'

E. Before issuance of a certificate of occupancy, a dairy CAFO shall have a compliance
certificate issued from the Idaho Depamnent of Agriculture, all other CAFO sites shafl
have a compliance.certification from the appropriate'idaho State agency. .. ,

F. After completion of the oonstructlon of the fa@r&s authorized by th=. perrrh; or.any
.'
approved change request's or no~compiianceeo.rp@ons,. the.Adminlstrat(~r.shall
issue
'ahoccupancy certificate to the permit owner. The cerilfloate shall certify that all facilities
'

have been inspected and.conform to the terms of the permit, with approved changes,
and the permit owner is fuily authorizec~ooccupy and operate the CAFO.faciiitles, in
accordance with the terms of the approved CAFO siting permit,
.

.

.

.

:

.

.

.

.

.

G: If the Administrator aenies issuance bf an occupancy ceriificate, such denial may be
appealed to the Commissiorrand the Board,'as necessary, In accordance with the
provisions of the Gooding County Zoning.Ordinance. . . . . .

.
. . .

'

1
'

,

- OPERATING CRiTEKiAr A CAFO kust.operqt@within';hpparameterscontained.lrrtha.
( aptjroved siting permit and in accordancewiththe criieria for approval set.foMin Article

VII. Criteria forApprova1 of this ordinance, exceptdvhere thosmriteria;for approval may
have been varied.pursuanttuth~tpmcedure.set.forthin.ArtfcfeVlll. Varianeq orp.ertain.ta
sethacks which conflictwith the satbacksin e W . a t t h e .timea:CAFO siting permitwas
. ..
approved:
. ..
.,
..
.. .

c

,.

..
.. :, ; . . .
..
. .
A. NUSRIENT ~ N A G E M E N T
PROGRAM< A CAFO shall cont1nue.t; be in coipiianci .
with .nutrient management program requirements established .by state and federal
.
,
.
agencies.
: .
.
.
. .
.. ... . . . . . . . .. . . .
. .

.

.,

..

.

.

. . .

8.:.
WASTE S ~ O R ~AG
PE
P I,. ~ C A T I O N : ~COMPOSTING:;
~~/~~
A:s&e,for coiposting solid

. waste from CAfO mkiprovide the required area and conditions for allweather
.
composting4s weit as limit the environmental risk associated with odor, noiss,dust,
.
leaching and surface water runoff; Site planning involves finding an acceptable location,
within required setbacks, adapting the cornposting method to the site, providing
. .:
, . , sufficient land area (allow for future expansion) and.lmplementing surface water runoff.
. ... . ... . . .,arid pdilution.cpntroimeasures as needed; The materials being composted and system
:. ..management will also impact these-invlronrnentalconcerns. Solid waste shall be
...
:
,
.
. . .
' removed from storage areas at leakt annually.
.
1. Waste storage and/or camposting must be in compliance with state and lccgi
' I . .
. : . . .'regulations pertaining to surface water, ground water andodors.. .
, 2: . Comm~ffiiai~compostiirgo~
storage of ,soiidwastefor longer than oiiei(l)'ye'ar '.
,
.. .. .
requires a Special Use Permit pursuad to the proQisions
. of. the Gaoding County. . .
,
>
Zoning Ordinance.
.
.
. . . 3. . Distribution or application of waste from a.CAFO:
I'
a. Liquid waste shall not be applied oninow, ice or frbze" .soil. .This is for lands .
.
.
.
.
that
are
under.dlreqt
c
o
n
b
i
on
the
CAFO
facility.
.
.
.
.
.. .. .. . . .
b. Liquid or solid waste.applied to tillable ground must.be incorpijkited kihin.96
hours with the exception of application on inigated growing or estabiished crops .
. . .
o r on frozen ground,. .
.
c..
.
Runoff
from
application
of
wasti
orunincorporated,wast~~~suiting
in pooilirg of
. ., . ,..
.. .... .. . .!.
waste In a field shail.be removed within two weeks. The time pbriod may be
. ... . . . . . . . -. extend upon approval of the administrator and theappropriate date'agency.
d. During time period from May 25 through September 15, liquid land application
shall contain rio more than .25% solids.
.
.
. . . .
.
e.' Tkere will no! be any application on public rights-of-way. . . . . . . .
~ 1 1 . DISCQNTi\lUED CAFOs: In addition to fuifl!llng the requirem6nts of ArHcie lli: ~uiitintlng
. GAFQs, Sectlon E above, the dwner of 'a CAFO ceasing or suspending operations shall,. .
, remove all soild and itquid-wastefrom the CAFOpmperty within 180 days of ceasing or
.
..
.
operations. . . . .
. . suspending
.,
. . . . . ,. .
.
. ~.
~ .
of the waste into the irriaated, tllfabfe acieaae of the
. . .
. :. A. Land appiicatidn and hcomoratidn
CAFO
property
in
compliance
with
the
CAEO's approved ~Gtrient~anagemeniPlan
..
,:and other requirements of law or rule shall be considered to be removal of the.waste.'
, . .
. .
. :.
6; Waste not rekbved within said amount of 186 days shall be considerd~db e a
nuisance and may be abated by Gooding County in ascordaticewith provisions of idaho
. ,
Code 52-201, et seg., and the cost thereof assessed.againstthep'rop.eityand added to
thetaxes and certifiedb y the.county clerkand the tax-assessor.. . . .
.. ..
. . ..
XIII: . . A@F&L
Any applicantor ,q#eo&ed.
pekdrr aggrieved: by a. decisio~06ttwCommissiorrwho.
appeared in person or lnwritlngbefore thoCommissi~nmay appeal.thddeeision ofthe,
:
Goommissionto .the'Roard. Appeals shall,begoverned.and:process&in accordancz%with . ,
th~pmvisioni~of-the
Gooding County ZoningOrdlnanca. ' . : '
. . .
. . .. . .. . .. . ' ,
. . .
.
.
.
: . .. . . . .
~~

, . .

.

,.

,

:

'

'

.

~

,

.

'

'

'

'

'

'

.

.

.

:.

_ .

. .

.. VIOM~ONS

XlV.
.
'

AND ENFORCEMENT.
. .
,
.
. . . .....
:
.. . ,
..
. ,
. .. .... . . . . .. .. . . .
.,. .
...
...
. .. .
A. The fol1owing;acts are unlawful: -.
: .
. , .. .
.
: 1. Failure to comply with the requireme'nts of this, ordinance.
.:.
2.
Knowingly
making
a
false
siatement,.representation,
or
certificatio'n
in any
. .
. : ,. . . application, report, document, or record developed, maintained, or submitted
pursuant to this ordinance or rule of any State of ldaho agency'havingjurisdiction
of
...
. . .
.
. .
.'a CAFO,.. . . .
...
. .
. :
. . .
. . .

.

'

'

'

.

.

.,

.

,'

. /.

.
.

. . . . .

.

nib of any State of
ldaho agency having jurisdiction of a CAFO, orvalid,siting permit issued by Gooding
..
..
County shall.constiiute a mlsdemeanorand be punishable by up to biX (6) months injail
.
.
.
and
up.
to
a
One
Thousand.Doilar
($1000.00)
fine,
or
both.
Each
day
a
violation.
.
,,.
'continues shaii be considered a separate offense., . :
. ,
. .
. .
. .
. . , .
. . . . .. .
,
. .' C. The B'aard, following noice'and hearing
accordanca with the provisians of Chapter
..
: . , 52, Title 67,. Idaho Code, may revoke a siting permit:
?
For a'materiai Giqlation
of anycriteria for approvai .orcontinued
operation of the " '
. . .... .. ..I.
. .
.
. .
CAFO:
. .
. .
. 2. If an approval was obtained by miir&pr&sentationorfailure to dlsci- a&relevant
..:. - facts; or
. .
~,
,- .
3. If approval for adequate water rights cannot be obtahed'from the ldaho ~ e ~ a ; t m e n t
. . ' of Water Resources.
. . . . ....
. ,
. . .
P
.. .
'
D. in orderfo cany out the intent and purpose of this ordinance, any authorized.
. . . representativecrf Gooding County, selected by the Board of County Commissioners af
. ... . -Gooding County, or agency authorized tomview alleged violations in order to alldvthe
.
. .
-county to enforce this ordinance is hereby authorized to do any ,of.thefolloying.within
' . . . . . . . . theirjurisdiction: . . .
.
1. Carry .out any acivities neoessaiy to insure compliance of this ordinance to protact .
the healthi safety i n d weifire of the residents of Qoodlng County.. ;
. . : ..2. If an inspection report including a violation has been issued, a copy shallbe
'.
.
.
. .' . . delivered to the Planning,and Zoning Adminlstrgor of Gooding County,'lSDA and
. .
.' . . the CAFO operator and filed in:thesiting permit flle.
3.. Animal unit numbers will be randomly assessed annually utilizingcukent Idaho , .
: Department of Agriculture production records with.own.erl~peratot
verifloation of.
. .
: '@iiimal.unit nurriben on't'heCAF0 (aquaculturn.is exempt from this requirement).' If , '
. the ownerloperator fails to provide verifiable numbers, tha Administrator will
,
.. .
,estimate using average industry replacement numbers. Any CAFO found to be in
violation of permitted animal units will be given foulteen (14) working days from the
date of receipt of notlce by theAdministrator to remove the exced animals. Failure
. . . . .. . to remove may result in civil enforcernent.adion bv.the county which may include a
.
.
fine up to $l00,00 per day per animal unit overthe. p&nittednumber. .
4. The Administrator or his designee is authorized to enter andinsped any CAFO and
have access to or copy any CAFO animal or production records deemed.necessary
to ensure. compilance,with the provisions of this ordinance. All records.cop~ed.or. '
obtained by the.Admlnistrat&rorhis designee 'asa;result open inspection'pursuant
to .this paragrapl?.shallb~considered~exempt.frorn
disolosurceunder Idaho G m h
Section 9-301, et:seq,, unlessathewf1se~deemBdtabep.ubiicrecords:noteXempt:
from disclosur~pursuanttoldaho CodeSections 9-33Tthrough'9-3%3; orother
provisionaof ldahw law. Any inspectlorrreport; detwmimtlonof-compliance.OrW' 8. A vloiation ofthe"provisions ofthe requirement$of this ordinance,

. ..

.

:

'

'

'

'

,

.-

.

'

18

'

compliance or other record created by the Administrator or hls designees as a resuit
of an inspection conducted pursuant to this section
shall not be.exemnt
frnm
........
-..-...F...-..,
disclosure unless otherwise'exempt from disclosure under idaho Code Sectioriq 9301 through 9-346, or other provisiono f idahqlaw.
E. 'whenever the Adminimtor vaiidates a CAFO orbinance violation,.a-iecoid thereof will
,
be placed in ihe ownerioperator's flie with the county Administrator.

i

.

.

.

.

'

-

. F. In the event any'affected persan alleges that the CAFO no longermeetsthe
' .
requirement6set forth hereinand in the occupancy certificate, the affected
may
,
initiate a contested'case before the Board'as governed by Chapter 52,Title 67, Idaho .
,.
Code, the Administrative Procedure Act. .The Board shall conduct a hearing in
accordance with the provisions of Chapter 52, Tile 67, IdahoCode. Following the
,
' bearing, the Board may:
1, Find in favor of the CAFO; or,
....
. . .
. . .
2
Find
i,nfavor
ofthe
complainant,
.and
. .
* ,.
.. ,. ,
3. Revoke the occupant) certificate; .
'4. Suspend the occupancy certiRcate f6r a definiik pqiod; . .
. .
5. M o d i i the occupancy certificate; or, . ,
. . .
6. Provide conditions vpon the occupancy ctjttificate.
. ,
. I.
G: ~u;ther, the Bokrtf- may &.any time take immediate &ti& i o protect thihi public in
accordance. with the process set forth in Idaho's Administrative Procedure, Act,
. . .
specifically Idaho Code 6 67-5247.
..
. , ....
.
.
.
. . .
.
.
.
This ordinance shaii be,in full force and effect upon publication-following passagB and approval.
Reguiariy passed and approved by the Board of County'Commissioners of Goading County, Idaho,
on this /z f4 day of ,Turv,"
,2007.
.A
. .
. . .
. .
. .
\
APPROVED
.
. .. .. .
,
.

.

'

,

.

.

.

. ,- . .

Tom Fauikner, ~haimlan

. .

.

..

,

.,

Lag,. F? F,J,,&

Heien Edwards, Commissioner

'

,

ATTEST:

.

'

DBnise,Giil, Clerk

/I,

.

.

"..

.

EXHIBIT B

THE IDAHO DAIRY POLLUTION PREVENTION IMTIATIVE
MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
OBJECTIVE;
(MOU) are to defme roles of the
The objectives of this 'Memorandum of ~nders'tandii~
agencies in regulating the dairy industry in Idaho and to recognize the Idaho State
Department of Agriculture's (ISDA's) lead role in ens&iig daij waste systems and practices
in accordance with the provisions outlined in the Idaho waste Management Guidelines for
Confiied Feedimg Operations (CFO Guidelines), a 1993 publication by the Idaho Department
sets
. ...... ...forth
..
of Health and Welfare's Division' of Environmental.Quality (IDEQ). This. ..MOU ~.
arrangement
between
the
agencies
and
the
Idah
a... .working
. . ..,,
mspection efforts, increase the frequency of inspections. of
and toprovide a sound inspection program, in order to pre
..
surface and groundwater from dairy waste contamination.
BACKGROUND

I

This MOU has been developed because of the recognition by the Idaho Dairymen's
Association (IDA), ISDA, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency @PA), IDEQ, and
other interested parties for the need to formalize an ongoing effort to conserve resources, to
more effectively and efficiently use personnel, to reduce duplicative inspection services, and
to ensure Idaho dairymen comply with the Clean Water Act (CWA) and the Idaho Water
Qttality Standards and Wastewater Treatment Standards (IWQS). This approach will
capitalize on the already frequent presence of ISDA dairy inspectors on dairy farms and is
intended to enable IDEQ and the EPA to redirect and focus resources.
AGREEMENT
Whereas the ISDA routinely inspects dairies for milk sanitation issues, and;
Whereas the ISDA, the IDEQ, and the EPA conduct routine environmental inspections on
these same dairy farms, and;
Whereas it is in the best interests of the people residing in the State of Idaho to support more
efficient governmental programs, and;
Whereas the protection of water quality will be enhanced through a more cooperative and
efficient approach, the undersigned agencies hereby acknowledge the ISDA as the lead
agency for dairy waste management inspections to ensure compliance with the CWA and the
N Q S , and agree to the following:

MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING - 1

1)

Inspections of dairies should generally include a visual inspection of the waste
containment and runoff control facilities.

2)

Inspections of dairies will be conducted so that reliable information concerning
operating conditions applicable to water quality requirements will be documented.

3)

Inspections may include the collection of discharge samples and photographs. Any
sampling of discharges and subsequent analyses will be conducted according to
procedures subsequently approved by ISDA, IDEQ, and EPA with consultation with
IDA.

4)

Meetings between the ISDA, the IDEQ, the EPA, and the IDA will be the primary
method for discussion of program progress. The ISDA, IDEQ, and EPA may also
identify those instances where enforcement action may be appropriate, An annual
mid-year review meeting will be held each April between the ISDA, the IDEQ, the
EPA, and the IDA to address issues regarding waste management and the
environment relative to the dairy industry.

5)

ISDA, IDEQ and EPA files will be mutually available under applicable law to the
ISDA, IDEQ and EPA for inspection and copying. They shall respect the
confidentiality of files or materials designated CONFIDENTIAC in accordance with
federal and state regulations. .
,

RESPONSIBILITIES

The ISDA will:
1)

Promulgate and enforce rules for the purpose of carrying out the objective of this
MOU. Non-compliance with these rules or discharge violations may result in
revocation of authority to sell milk for human consumption.

2)

Initiate appropriate dairy waste inspection protocols to prevent dairy waste releases.

3)

Conduct periodic inspections of all dairies to include evaluation of waste collection,
treatment, handling, disposal, and management procedures for compliance with the
CWA and the IWQS. Respond to all complaints and information regarding dairy
waste management.

4)

Notify IDEQ immediately of all releases that cannot be stopped within 24 hours. All
releases that present a substantial present or potential hazard to human health and the
environment shall be immediately reported to the IDEQ.

MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING - 2

5)

Provide a written summary report of all observed releases from dairies that reach
waters of the United States on a quarterly basis to the EPA and the IDEQ. The
report will include, at a minimum, the number of releases by watershed, the number
of inspections conducted, and a summary of the resolution actions taken.

6)

Prepare and submit an annual report to the IDEQ and the EPA prior to the annual
mid-year review. The report will include activities for the past year as well as
planned and ongoing activities for the current year.

7)

Not revoke a dairy facility's authorization to sell milk if there is a discharge from that
facility if that facility has a National Pollution Discharge Elimination System
(NPDES) permit and the discharge is not in violation of the NPDES permit.

8)

Approve the design, construction, and location of dairy waste management systems
for dairy farms, per the CFO Guidelines.

The DEQ will:
I

1)

Provide training, information, education, and technical assistance for waste handling
and disposal to the ISDA, and/or to dairies upon request, to the extent of available
resources.

2)

Discontinue routine compliance inspections on dairies, consistent with the terms of
this MOU.

3)

Conduct inspections of dairies only when requested by the ISDA. However, the
IDEQ retains theright to inspect in any situation it considers to present a substantial
present or potential hazard to human health and the environment after due notification
to ISDA.

4)

Initiate enforcement actions-underthe authority of the Idaho Environmental Protection
and Health Act, only upon request or referral by the ISDA or as a direct result of the
investigation actions outlined in paragraph 3 above.

5)

Evaluate ISDA inspection records annually, or at a frequency determined to be
necessary by the parties to this agreement during the annual mid-year review. The
IDEQ will prepare and submit a report of this review to the ISDA.

The EPA:
1)

. -.... penpit coverage .forthose d a i i operations wishing protection
Will
,._ provide
_ _ NPDES
afforded
through
the authority of the CWA.
-....

2)

Will discontinue routine compliance inspections on dairies during the term of this
agreement.

MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING - 3

3)

Intends to conduct inspections of dairies only when requested by the ISDA.
However, the EPA retains the right to inspect in any situation it considers to present
a substantial present or potential hazard to human health and the environment after
due notification of ISDA. -

4)

May initiate enforcement action under the CWA upon request or referral by the ISDA
or the IDEQ, or as a direct result of investigations conducted as outlined in the
preceding paragraph.

5)

Will provide annual training, information, education, and technical assistance for
waste handling and disposal to the ISDA andlor dairies upon request, to the extent of
available resources.

6)

Will review the ISDA inspection program twelve rnonthi after its initiation. A & a l l
number of dairies (not to exceed ten) across the state will be visited as part of-the
oversight review to determine program success. During the oversight review, these
dairies will be visited by an ISDA inspector or field person and an EPA.staff person
foi the following purpohes: (1) to ensuie that inspections are occurring as provided
by this MOU and ISDA mles; and (2) to ensure inspections are conducted in:a
consistent manner across the state. Information collected by EPA during oversight
visits will be for the purpose of providing feedback to ISDA. As ISDA will be the
lead' agency in 1daho for dairy inspections, EPA does not intend to use information
resulting from the oversight visits to initiate independent enforcement actions except
as provided in paragraph #3 above. EPA will submit a report of the review to the
parties. This on-site inspection process will be reviewed annually to determine if it
is needed fo'r the following year and be renew&, modified or cancelled.

,

The IDA wiu.
1)

Continue the concept of the "Dairy of Merit" program which acknowledges dairies
that operate in an environmentally responsible manner.

2)

Support continuing education of dairies concerning necessary waste management
practices to protect surface and ground water from contamination.

3)

Participate in the annual review with the signatory parties and work cooperatively
with the signatory parties to achieve the objectives of this MOU.

GENERAL PROVISIONS
1)

Nothing in this agreement shall be construed as surrendering existing statutory or
regulatory authority of any party. However, the IDEQ and the EPA recognize the
lead role of the ISDA in inspecting dairies as set forth in this MOU and will exercise
their authorities accordingly.
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2)

Nothing in this agreement shall be construed to release a dairy from complying with
applicable local, state, and federal environmental statutes, regulations, permits, or
consent orders.

-

3)

The term of this agreement shall be 5 years, unless otherwise revoked by any one of
the signatory parties following 30 day notice to all parties. This agreement may be
amended or extended through mutual agreement of the parties. This agreement, when
accepted by each agency, will be effective from date of the last signature.

SIGNATORY PARTIES:

Wallace N. Cory, P&.
Administrator
Division of Environmental Quality
Idaho Department of Health and Welfare
Date: 5 Z i s ,&6-

Chuck Clarke, Administrator
Region 10, u.'s.EPA ' .
/
'Date:. . A/J

Pete Lizaso
Chairman
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AMENDMENT
OF TI-IE 1995 lDAHO DAIRY POLLUTION PREVENTION INlTlATlVE
MEMORANDUM OF W E R-S T A M I I N G
Between the
IDAHO STATE DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE,
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY,
REGION 10, U.S. EPA,
and the
IDAHO DAIRYMEN'S ASSOCIATION, INC
AGREEMENT
It is expressly agreed by the parties that this agreement is an amendment to the 1995 Idaho Dairy Pollution
Prevention Initiative Memorandum of TJnderstanding which is by reference made a part hereof, and all
terms, conditions, and provisions thereof, unless specifically modified herein, are to apply to this agreement
and are made a part of this agreement as though they were expressly rewritten, incorporated, and included
herein.
NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutuai promises, obligations, and conditions, the patties do
hereby agree that paragraph 3 under the General Provisions of the 1995 Memorandum of Understanding
shall be amended as follows:
GENERAL PROVSIONS:
3) The term of the 1995 Memorandum of Understanding shall be 5 years and 8 months, unless otherwise
revoked by any one of the signatory parties following 30 day notice to all parties. The 1995 Memorandum
of Understanding may be amended or extended through mutual agreement of the parties. The parties
mutually agree to extend the term of the 1995 Memorandum of Understanding from October 4,2000, to June
1,2001. This agreement, when accepted by each agency, will be effective from date of the last signature.

,--'-.

chuckFindiey,
/
Acting Regional Adminishator
Region 10, U.S. EPA

%%d .
Date

.Ek

G2
-

Pete Lmso
Idaho Dairymen's Association, Inc.

9-23-0d
Date

i

TRE IDAHO DArRY POLLUTION PREVENTION I~A&ATIVE
MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING

The objectives of this Memorandum of understanding (MOU) are to define roles of the agencies in
regulating the dairy industry in Idaho and to recognize the Idaho State Department of Agriculture's .
(ISDA's) lead role in ensuring dairy waste systems and practices are in accordance with the provisions
outlined in the Idaho Waste Management Guidelines for Confined Feeding Operations (CFO
Guideliies), a 1997 publication by the Idaho Department of Envhnrnental Quality (IDEQ. This
MOU sets forth a working arrangement between the agencies and the Idaho w e n to reduce
duplicative inspection efforts, and to provide a sound inspection program in order to prevent water
pollution and protect Idaho's surface and ground water from dairy waste contamination.

BACKGROUND
This MOU succeeds the October 4,1995 MOU, which was developed because of the recognition by
the Idaho Dairymen's Association (IDA), ISDA, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency @PA),
IDEQ, and other interested parlies for the need to formalize an ongoing effort to conserve resources, to
more effectively and efficiently use personnel, to reduce duplicative inspection services, and to ensure
Idaho dairymen comply with the Clean Water Act (CWA), the Idaho Water Quality Standards and
Wastewater Treatment Requirements (IDAPA 58.01.02), the Idaho Groundwater Quality Rule
(IDAPA 58.01.11), and the Idaho Rules Governing Dairy Waste (IDAPA 02.04.14) ("Dairy Waste
Rules"). This approach capitalii on the frequent presence of ISDA dairy inspectors on dairy farms
and is intended to enable IDEQ and EPA to redirect and focus resources.

AGREEMENT
Whereas ISDA routinely inspects dairies for milk sanitation issues, and;
Whereis ISDA, IDEQ, and EPA have the authority to conduct environmental inspections on these
same dairy farms, and;
Whereas it is in the best interests of the residents of the State of Idaho to support more efficient
governmental programs, and;
Whereas the protection of water quality will be enhanced through a cooperative and efficient approach
to dairy waste management, the undersigned agencies hereby acknowledge ISDA as the lead agency
for dairy waste management inspections, and agree to the following:
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1)

Inspections of dairies should generally include a visual inspection of the waste containment and
runoff control facilities including land application areas that are part of the dairy.

2)

ISDA will conduct inspections of dairies to insure compliance with the Dairy Waste Rules.

3)

Inspections shall include the collection of infomation sufficient to determine compliance with
the applicable requirements set forth in "Background."

4)

Meetings between ISDA, IDEQ, EPA, and IDA will be the primary method for discussion of
program progress. The ISDA, IDEQ and EPA may also identify those instances where
enforcement action may be appropriate. An annual review meeting will be held each April
between ISDA, IDEQ, EPA, and IDA to address issues regarding waste management and the
environment relative to the dairy industry.

5)

ISDA, IDEQ, and EPA files will be mutually available under public records laws applicable to
the signatory agencies for i m p d o n and copying. The agencies shall respect the
confidentiality of files or materids-designated CONFIDENTIAL in accordance with applicable
federal and state law.

The ISDA will:
1)

Enforce its existing rules and promulgate, where necessary, new rules for the purposes of
carrying out the objectives of this MOU. Non-compliance with these rules may result in
penalties as provided in Idaho Code Title 37, Chapter 4 or the Dairy Waste Rules, including,
but not limited to, revocation or suspension of authority to sell milk for human consumption,

2)

Maintain and improve, where necessary, existing dajr waste inspection protocols to prevent
discharges of dairy wastes.

3)

Conduct periodic inspections of all dairies to include evaluation of waste collection, treatment,
handling, disposal, on-site land application sites (that are part of the dairy) and management
procedures for compliance with the Dairy Waste Rules and the CWA. Respond to all
complaints and information regarding dairy waste management.

4)

Notify IDEQ immediately of all discharges that cannot be stopped within 24 hours. All
discharges that may present an imminent and substantial danger to public health and the
environment shall be immediately reported to IDEQ.
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5,

Upon request h r n a signato~yparty to this Agreement, provide a &itten s~mmaryreport to
the parties of all observed discharges from dairies that reach waters of the United States or
waters of the State. The report will include, at a minimum, known information regarding the
number and location of discharges, the size and duration of the discharge, and the resolution
actions taken.

6)

Prepare and submit an annual report to IDEQ and EPA prior to the annual review. The report
will include activities for the past year, including the information outlined in paragraph 5
above, as well as planned and ongoing activities for the current year.

7)

Not penalize a dairy under Idaho Code Title 37, Chapter 4 or the Dairy Waste Rules if there is a
discharge from that facility that is authorized by a National Pollutant Discharge Elimination
System (NPDES) permit.

8)

Review and approve the design, construction, and location of dairy waste management systems
(including nutrient management plans) for dairy farms, per the Idaho Code and the Dairy 'Waste
Rules.

The IDEQ wiU:

I

1)

Provide training, information, education, and technical assistance for waste handling to ISDA,
andlor to dairies upon request, to the extent'of available resources.

2)

Conduct inspections of dairies only when requested by ISDA. However, IDEQ retains the right
to inspect in any situation it considers to present a n imminent and substantial danger.topublic
health and the environment after due notification to ISDA.

3)

Initiate enforcement actions, within agency discretion, under the authority of the Idaho
Environmental Protection and Health Act, only upon request or referral by ISDA or as a direct
result of the investigation actions outlined in paragraph 2 above.

4)

Evaluate ISDA inspection records annually, or at a frequency determined to be necessary by
the parties to this agreement during the annual review. The IDEQ will prepare and submit a
report of this review to ISDA.

5)

When IDEQ determines a violation of ambient environmental surface or ground water
standads has occurred in an area where a dairy may be contributing to pollutants of concern,
IDEQ shall notify ISDA, and ISDA shall provide all available pertinent information regarding
the dairies in the area to DDEQ. If sufficient information is not available, IDEQ will request
that ISDA develop such information. KLSDA is unable to develop the appropriate information,
IDEQ may initiate any necessary actions to collect the information.

-
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The EPA will:
1)

In a timely manner, review and act upon NPDES permit notices of intent (general permits) and

2)

Defer routine compliance inspections and enforcement actions on dairies to ISDA during the
term- of this MOU. Consistent with General Provisions paragraph 1 of this MOU, and EPA
obligations under the CWA, EPA retains the right to inspect and enforce after due notification
to ISDA.

3)

Provide training, information, education, and technical assistance for waste handling to ISDA
andlor dairies upon request, to the extent of available resources.

4)

Review and evaluate the ISDA dairy waste management program every twelve months for the
purpose of determining whether the program is satisfying the relevant State and Federal
requirements and the terms of this MOU. In preparation for the annual review, EPA will meet
with IDEQ and ISDA, and determine the scope and manner in which the review will be
conducted. Infomation collected, reviewed and evaluated may include: compliance
information, aerial surveillance information, complaints, record keeping, inspection reports,
resource allocations, and enfoycement actions. In addition, a small number of dairies (not to
exceed ten) may be jointly inspected with ISDA. Findings of the review, along with
appropriate recommendations, will be presented and discussed at the annual review meeting.

applications (individual permits) submitted by Idaho W e s .

The IDA d l :
1)

Support continuing education of dairies concerning necessary waste management practices to
protect surface and ground water from contamination

2)

Participate in the annual review with the signatory agencies and work cooperatively with the
signatory agencies to achieve the objectives of this MOU.

3)

Encourage recognition of dairies as part of existing and/or new environmental stewardship
award programs.

4)

Participate in MOU reviews with the parties, make recommendations for improvement of the
program, and work cooperatively with the parties to take appropriate actions to achieve the
objective of this MOU.

5)

Continue to actively support 111.funding to effectively implement and accomplish the goals of
the Dairy Waste Rules and this MOU.

6)

Work with EPA, ISDA, and DEQ towards obtaining a delegated NPDES permit program for
the SGte of Idaho.

-
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'E.

GENERAL PROVISIONS
1)

Nothing in this agreement shall be construed as surrendering existing statutory or regulatory
authority of the agencies. However, LDEQ and EPA recognize the lead role of ISDA in
inspecting dairies as set forth in this MOU and will exercise their authorities accordingly.

2)

Nothing in this agreement shall be construed to release a dairy fiom complying with applicable
local, state, and federal environmental statutes, regulations, permits, or consent orders.

3)

The term of this agreement shall be 5 years, unless (1) otherwise revoked by any one of the
signatory agencies following 30 days notice to all parties or (2) the State of Idaho obtains an
approved NPDES permit program. This agreement may be amended or extended through
mutual written agreement of the parties. This agreement, when accepted by each agency, will
be effective on the date of the last signature.

4)

This MOU does not apply to dairies located within the exterior boundaries of Indian
Reservations within the State of Idaho.

SIGNATORY AGENCIES:

*

PA,

Pete L i m o
Chairman

en's Association, Inc.
Idaho DT
Date:

-
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AMENDMENT

OF m 2001IDAHO DAIRY POLLW*~ONPREVENTIONII~ITY~~
MEMOFL4.NDUM OF UNDERSTANDING

Between the
IDAHO STAT!.? DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURF,
IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY, REGION 10,U.S. EPA.

and the
IDAHO DAIRYMEN'S ASSOQATION, INC.
AGREEMEN

It is expressly agreed by the parties that this agreement is an amendment to the 2001 Idaho Dairy Pollution
Prevention InitiativeMemorandum of Understanding which is by reference made a part hereof, and all t e r n ,
conditions, and provisions thereof, unless specificallymodified herein, are to apply to this agreement and are
made a part of this agreement as though they were expressly rewritten, incorporated, and included herein.
NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual promises, obligations, and conditions, the parties do
hereby agree that paragraph 3 under the General Provisions of the 2001 Memorandum of Understanding shall
be amended as follows:
GENERAL PROVISIONS:
3) The term of the 2UOl Memorandum of Understanding shall be 5 years and 8 months, unless otherwise
revoked by any one of the signatory parties following 30 day notice to all parties. The 2001 Memorandum of
Understanding may be amended or extended through mutual agreement of the parties. The parties mutually
agree to extend the term of the 2001 Memorandum of Understanding &omAugust 30,2006, to May 1,2007.
This agreement, wheg accepted by epch agency, will be effective fiom the date of the last signature.

8-U.

81/86
rJ?

Toni Hardesty
Director
Idaho Department of Environmental Quality

8/*/~&
Date
Acting Regional Administrator
Region 10, U.S. EPA

Dale

~-6d6
Mike ~uesneli
Idaho Dairymen's Association, Inc

Date

AMENDMENT
OF THE 2001 IDAHO DAIRYPOLL~?~ONPREVENTIONINITIATNE
MEMOFQiNDUM0b UNDERSTANDING

Between the
IDAHO STATE DIIPARWNT OF AGRICULTURE,

IDAHO DEPARTMENT OF ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY, REGION 10, U.S. EPA.

andthe
IDAHODAIRYMEN'SASSO~ATION,
INC.

AGREEMENT
I

It is expressly agreed by the parties that this agreement is an amendment of the August 30,2006 amendment to
the 2001 Idaho Dairy PollutionPrevention Initiative Memorandum of Understanding which is by reference
made a part hereof, and all terms, conditions, and provisions thereof, unless specifically modified herein, are to
apply to this agreement and are made a part of this agreement as though they were expressly rewritten,
incorporated, and included herein.
NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual promises, obligations, and conditions, the parties do
hereby agree that paragraph 3 under the General Provisions of the 2001 Memorandum of Understanding shall
be amended as follows:
GENERAL PROVISIONS:

3) The term of the 2001 Memorandum of Understanding, as amended August 30,2006, shall be 6 years and 3
months unless otherwise revoked by any one of the signatory parties following 30 day notice to all parties. The
2001 Memorandum of Understanding, as amended August 30,2006, may be amended or extended through
mutual agreement of the parties. The parties mutually agree to extend the term of the 2001 Memorandum of
Understanding from August 30,2006, to February 1,2008. This amendment, when accepted by each agency,
will be effective from the date of the last signature.

L.-ate
Director
Idaho State Department of Agriculture

ri'a~h7
Elin Miller
Regional Administrator
Region 10, U.S. EPA

?oni kardestv
Director
Idaho Department of Environmental Quality
.

Date

Date

y-jo-a7
Date

P a h o Dairymen's Association, Inc

THIRD AMENDMENT
Or; THT 2001 IDAHO DAIRY POLLUTION PREYENTION INITIATIW
MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING

Between the
IDAHO STATE DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE,
IDAHO DEPARTMENT O F ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY,REGION

10, U.S. EPA.

and the
IDAHO DAIRYMEN'S ASSOCIATION, INC.
AGREEMENT
I

It is expressly agreed by the parties that this is the Third Amendment to the 2001 Idaho Dairy Pollution
Prevention Initiative Memorandum of Understanding, which is by reference made a part hereof, and all terms,
conditions, and provisions thereof, unless specifically modified herein, apply to and are made a part of this
Third Amendment as though they were expressly rewritten, incorporated, and included herein. The effect of
this Third Amendment is to extend the term of the 2001 Memorandum of Understanding, as set forth in the
April 30,2007 Amendment, from February 1,2008 to May 1,2009.
NOW, TEREFORE, in consideration of the mutual promises, obligations, and conditions, the p d e s do
hereby agree that Paragraph 3 under the General Provisions of the 2001 Memorandum of Understanding shall
be amended as follows:
GENERAL PROVISIONS:
3) The term of the 2001 Memorandum of Understanding, as amended, shall be from August 30,2001 to May 1,
2009, unless otherwise revolced by any one of the signatory parties following 30 day notice to all parties. The
2001 Memorandum of Understanding, as amended, may be amended or extended through mutual agreement of
the parties. This Third Amendment, when accepted by each agency, will be effective from the date of the last
signature.

date
Celia R. Gould 1
Director
Idaho State Department of Agriculture

Regional Administrator
Region 10, U.S. EPA

Toni Hardesty
Director
Idaho Department of Environmental Quality

Date

EXHIBIT C

THE IDAHO BEEF CATTLE ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL
lMEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING

The objective of this Memorandum of Undemtanding (MOW is to define the roles of the
signatory agencies in regulating beef cattle animal feeding operations @eef cattle AFOs) in
Idaho. This MOU spts forth working arrangements between the Idaho State Department of
Agriculture m ~ ) & eIdaho Department of Environmental Quality (IDEQ, the United States
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), and the Idaho Cattle Association (ICA) (herein after
r e f d to collectively as "the parties"), to assure compliance with the federal Clean Water Act,
33 USC $9 1251 1387 (CWA) ahd the Beef Cattle Environmental Control Act, Chapter 49,
Title 22, Idaho Code (''the Act").

-

These working arrangements are designed to reduce duplicative inspection and compliance
efforts, increase the &equency of ,finspectionsof beef cattle animal feeding operations and provide
&d protect water of
a sound inspection and complianh program, in order to prevent
the state and other natural resources in an environmentally proactive and economically
achievable manner.

All parties to this MOU encourage the state of Idaho to obtaid a delegated National Pollutant
D'iharge Elimination System (NPDES) permit program fhm EPA.

B.

SUMMARY OF AGENCY ROLES

ISDA is the primary state agency to regulate beef cattle animal feeding operations (AFOs) to
enmn the protection of Idaho's natural resources,including waters of the state, to accomplish
the goals of the Act.
IDEQ is the state agency responsible for the establishment of ambient environmental standards
and the overall achievement of these standards.
EPA is the federal agency responsible for implementation of the NPDES program in the state of
Idaho.

C.

BACKGROUND

Beef cattle animal feeding operations, as defined in the Act, are already subject to regulation by
state and federal agencies. ISDA routinely inspects beef cattle AFOs, and IDEQ and EPA also
conduct inspections on these beef cattle AFOs.

Beef cattle AFOs, regacdlk of whether the AFO actually has anNPDES permit, are responsible
to construct, maintain and ope* their fao'ities to prevent contamhation of w a t e ~
of the state
by achieving the conditionsspecified in the Act a t the Idaho State Waste Management
Guideiines for Animal Feeding Operations (Guidelines) or the Idah General NPDES Permit, 62
Fed. Reg. 20177 (General Permit) or any individual NPDES @ts,
whichever is applicable.
Protection of waters of the state will be enhanced through a more cooperative, educational, and
efficient approach.
D.

AGREEMENT

The parties to this MOU agree to the following roles and responsibiities:
The ISDA will:
..

I

1. Regulate beef cattle AFOs to accomplish the goals of the Act. ISD&saU pgula@.,facJit$es
9 . m h a Iwaste to thewajers of the state.
2. Develop rules, operating guidesmes, and -tion
the provisions of the Act.

protocols for the purpose of carrying out

3. Conduct periodic inspections of all beef cattle AFOs that include evaluation of waste
collection, storage, treatment, handling, and management pmcedures to determine compliance
with the Act and the General Permit or the Guidelines. Inspections will include visual assessment
of the facilities followed by a written inspection report. The initial focus of the program will be
those beef cattle AFOs that have the greatest potential to impact the environment
4. Take the lead role in conjunction with IDEQ, EPA, NRCS and SCC in development and
review ofBest Management Pmctices (BMPs), for beef cattle AFOs, which protect Idaho's
n a W r e s o w . Appmved BMPs are those listed in the Guidelines, and other practices listed
in the Idaho Agricultural Pollution Abatement Plan and the Act.

5. Require that wastewater storage and containment facility plans and nutrient management plans
for beef cattle AFOs are submitted and approved
in acconiance with the standards and schedtdes
..
specified in the Act.
6. Document all non-compliance including actual and potential discharge violations. In.the case
of discfiarge violations, documentation shall include a description of the cause of the discharge,
the dates and times of the discharge, description of any samples taken and identification of any
required corrective actions.

7. Conduct enforcement actions against beef cattle AFOs, within agency discretion, in
accordance with the Act. Such actions may include, but not be limited to, issuance of
o f p d t i w on those beef cattle
compliance schedules for impmvements to and/or as-ent
AFOs that do not meet the standards specified in the Act, the Idaho General NPDES Permit or
the Guidelines. ISDA will consult with IDEQ prior to taking enforcement actions solely for
violations of state water quality standards.

8. Immediately notify IDEQof conditions at beef cattle AFOs tbat may pose an imminent and
substantial danger to public health or the environment. Such notification shall not relieve ISDA
of its obligation to implement and assure compliance with the Act and this MOU.

9. Raspond to complaints and information regarding waste management relative to Beef Cattle
AFOs whether on or off the Eacility.
10. Participate in annual reviews with the parties and work cooperatively with the parties to take
appropriate follow-up actions to achieve the objectives of tbis MOU. Prepare and submit an
annual report to IDEQ, EPA and ICA prior to the annual review. he report will include a
description of activities for the past year including, but not Iiited to:the number and general
location of inspections conducted, summaries of non-compliance findings; numbers, types and
status ofenforcement actions; number of discharges; and a review of work plan
accomplishments. The report wiU. also include an annual work plan describiing those activities
planned for the future.

11. Pmvide teohnical assistance to beef cattle AFOs, as resources allow, including but not
limited to, the location, design, and construction of wastewater storage containment facilities and
the development of nutrient management plans. As appropriate, JSDA may provide such
tmhnical assistance tbxuugh amngements with other agencies or r e f d s to quaMed
professionals.
12. Assume associatedregulatory costs of the beef cattle AFO program with legislatively
approved personnel and budgets, and continue to seek funding to implement the Act and the
responsibiities identified in this MOU.

13. Work with EPA and IDEQ towards obtaining a delegated NPDES pennit program for the
state of Idaho.
14. Develop, seek support for, and continue progcams that promote sound environmental
stewardship through educational efforts, informational materials, on-site technical assistance
visits and other efforts.

15. ISDA and IDEQ have developed a separate written agreement regarding all cattle feeding
operations not specificaliy covered by this four party MOU.

The IDEQ will.
1. Provide traioing,information, education, and technical assistance for waste handling at beef
cattle AFOs to the ISDA, upon request, to the extent of available resources.
2. Consistent with the Act, conduct inspections only when requested by ISDA or in situations
which present an imminent and substantial danger to human health or the environment, after
notifying ISDA. In situations where imminent&d substantial danger to human health or the
environment is identified, IDEQ will notify EPA.

3. Report and direct all complaints regarding beef cattle AFOs to ISDA except as provided in
paragtaph 2 of this section
4. Initiate enforcementactions, within agency discretion, underL& authority of Idaho
Environmental F'wtection and Health Ad, only as a direct.result-of the investigative actions
outlined in paragraph 2 of this, section or upon request f h m ISDA.

5. Consult with ISDA before certifj+& discharges f h m beef cattle AFOs as provided under 33
USC 5 1341 (Seation 401 of the CWA)as provided.in the Act.

6. Work with EPA add ISDA towards obtaining a delegated NPDES peanit program for the
state of Idaho.
7. Participate in annual reviews with the &es
and work cooperatively with the parties to
achieve the objectives of this MOU. The annual review may include file reviews by the agencies
as well as inspection of a small agreed upon number of beef cattle AFOs across the state by a
team repwenting the parties.
a

8. IDEQ and ISDA have developed a separate written agreement regarding all cattle feeding
operations not specitically covered by this four party MOU.
9. When IDEQ.determines a violation of ambient environmental standards has occmed in an
area where beef cattle AFOs may be contributing to pollutantsof coneem, IDEQ shall notify
ISDA and ISDA shall collect.and provide allavailable pertinent informationreg~pdingthe beef
cattIe AFOs in the area to IDEQ. If sufficient information is not available, IDEQ will request
that ISDA develop such information. If ISDA is unable to develop the appropriate information,
IDEQmay initiate any necessary actions to collect the information.
The EPA will:
1. Within thirty (30) days of the eff@ve date of this MOU, provide the parties with a written
summary of EPA beef cattle AFO iDspections in Idaho including: general locations, enforcement
actions, penalties assessed and other pertinent information in order to provide a historical
reference and baseline for assessing future activity.

2. In a timely manner, review and act uponNPDES Permit notices pf intent and applications by
Idaho beef cattle AFOs.
3. Discontinue routine compliance kqmtions and subsequent enforcement on beef cattle AFOs
during the term of this agreement. Consistent with General Provision E3 of this MOU, and
EPA's obligations under the Clean Water Act, EPA retains the right to inspect and enforce after
due notification to ISDA.

4. In c o d t a t i o n with ISDA develop a transition plan that will identi9 all NPDES compliice
actions begun but not completed by EPA and identify the manner in which they will be
addressed. The plan will acknowledgeto the degree possible those actions that can be n : f d to
ISDA for follow-up.

5. Report and d&t complaints reganding beef cattle AFOs to ISDA except as provided in
pruagraph 3 of this section.
6. Provide training,information, kducation, and technical assistance for waste handling at beef
cattle AFO to the ISDA upon request, to the extent of available resources.
7. Participate in annual reviews with the parties and work cooperatively with the parties to
achieve the obiectives of this MOU. The annual review may kclude file reviews by the agencies
as well as i n d o n of a small agreed upon number of beef d e AFOS across the state by a
team r e p m t i n g the parties. Information collected by EPA duringjoint hspections or other
reviews will be used for the purpose of providing feedback to the parties regarding the
effectiveness of the MOU. EPA does not intend to use i n f o d o n resulting h m the joint
inspections and other raiews to initiate indepmdent enforcement actions except as provided in
paragraph 3 of this section. EPA will submit a written report of its d e w of the beef cattle AFO
program to all parties.
8. Work with IDEQ and ISDA towardsobtaining a detegatedNPDES permit program for the
state of Idaho.

9. Work with the parties to seek federal and other sources of funding, including grants, which
increase outreach, education and other necewry improvements, related to environmental
conditions at beef cattle AFOs.
The XCA will:
1. Continue to promote sound environmental stewardship through educational programs,
informational materials, on-site visits and other efforts.
2. Encourage recognition of beef cattle AFOs as part of existing andfor new environmental
stewardship award programs.

,

3. Participate in MOU reviews with the parties, make recommendations for impxuvement of the
prognun, and work oooperatively with the parties to take appropriate actions to achieve the
objectives of this MOU.
4. Continue to actively support N 1 funding to effectively implement and accomplish the goals
of the Act and this MOU.

5. Work with EPA, ISDA and IDEQ towards obtaining a delegated NPDES permit program for
the state of Idaho.
0.

GENERAL PROVISIONS

1. Meetings between ISDA, IDEQ, EPA, and the ICA will be the primary method for discussion
of program progress. The ISDA, IDEQ,and EPA may also identify those instances where
enforcement action may be appropriate. An annuai review meeting will be held, during the third
quarter of the calendar year, betweeh the ISDA, IDEQ, EPA and the ICA to address issues
regarding waste management and implementation of this MOU.

2. ISDA, IDEQ and PA files related to implementation of this MOUwill be available under
applicable law for inspection and copying. Each agehCy shall respect the'confidentidity of files
or makriak designated CONFIDENTIAL in accordance with federal and stata,mgulations. This
provision shall not be construed to authorize or require the,disclosureof agency files to third
parties except as required by federal and state laws.
3. Nothing in this MOU sball be construed as surrendering existing statutory or regulatory
authority of the agencies. The IDEQ and the EPA recognize the lead role of the ISDA in .
regulating beef cattle APOs as set forth in the Act and this MOU and will exercise their
authorities accordingly.

4. Nothing in this MOU shall be consmvd to release beef cattle AFOs from complying with
applicable local, state, and federal environmental statutes, regulations, permits or consent orders.
5. Beef cattle AFOs operating in compliance with the Act and approved best management
practices shall not be subject to state enforcement action for violation of state water quality
standards except in the event of imminent and substantial danger to public health or the
environment as provided in Chapter 1, Title 39, Idaho Code. However, ISDA shall evaluate and
modify such best management practices as necessary.

6. This MOU does not apply to beef cattle AFOs located within the exterior boundaries of Indian
Reservations within the state of Idaho. The parties ofjurisdiction on reservations may negotiate
a separate MOU to address beef cattle AFOs located within the exterior boundaries of Indian
Reservations.

I
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7. This MOU, when signed by each patty, will be effective from date of the last signature
through the same date,2005 and shall continue t h e r d k on a year-*year basis until and unless
(1) it is revoked by any one of the signatory parties following 60 day notice to ail partiesxtthg
forth the party's reason(s) for terminating the MOU or (2) the state of Idaho obtains a delegated
NPDES permit program. This MOU may be amended through mutual written agreement of the
parties.

SIGNATORY PARTIES:

Environmental Quality

.
-

..

Chuck Findlev. A& ~egionaf
Adrmnrstrator
Region 10, U:S. EPA
Date: d ) o & " & /

-

G. C. &tea, president
Idaho Cattle Association
Date: /{/L~/QO

NATURAL RESOURCES CONSERVATION SERVICE
CONSERVATION PRACTICE STANDARD
NUTRIENT MANAGEMENT
(Acre)
CODE 590
DEFINITION
Managing the amount, source,
placement, form, and timing of the
application of nutrients and soil
amendments.
PURPOSES
It is inteilded that nutrient management
plans developed from this ~tandardbe
used to help producers improve or
maintain their level of management and'
expertise as it relates to the application
of nutrients on the lands they own and/or
control.
To budget and supply nutrients for
production..
* To il~i~lirnize
the potential for
e~lvirollmentaldamage including
agricultural non-point source
pollution of surface and grouild
water resources.
* To maintain or improve the pl~ysical,
chemical and biological condition of
soil.
To properly utilize all sources of
organic material including animal
waste as a plant nutrient source.
To prevent or reduce excess nutrient
- concentrations in the soil.

CRXTERIA
General Criteria Applicable to All
Purposes
4

-.

:

.

4

CONDITIONS WHERE PRACTfCE
APPLIES
This practiceapplies to all lands where
plant nutrients and soil amendments are
applied.
..

Plans for nutrient management shall
comply with all applicable federal,
state, and local laws and regulations.
Allnutrient management plans that
address land application of animal
waste shall comply with the State of
Idaho Waste Management
Guidelines for Confined Feeding
Operations.
Plans for nutrient management shall
be deveIoped in accordance with
policy requirements of the NRCS
General Manual Title 450, Part
401.03 (Teclmical Guides, Policy
and Responsibilities) and Title 190,
Part 402 (Ecological Sciences,
Nutrient Management, Policy);
technical requirements of the NRCS
Field Office Technical Guide
(FOTG); procedures.contained in the
National Planning Procedures
Ha~~dbook
(N'PPH), andthe NRCS
National Agronomy Manual @?AM)
Section 503.
Persons who approve plans for
nutrient managementshatl be
certified through the joint Idaho
~ e ~ a r t m eof
n tAgriculture, NRCS,
and University pf Idaho (Uof I)
certification program.
A nutrient-budgetfor nitrogen,
phosphorus, and potassium shall be
developed that considers all potential

0,

~ o n s r r v a t ~ opracuce
n
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sources of nutrients including, but
not limited to, animal waste and
organic by-products, waste water,
con~n~ercial
fertilizer, crop residues,
legurne credits, and irrigation water.
Nutrient budgets shall use:

. .

1. U of I of Idaho Fertilizer Guides.
2. Recommendations with an
equivalent research database
approved by a committee madeup of industry, university and
agency representatives.
3. Crop uptake values.(Chapter 6,
NRCS ~griculturalWaste . .
Management Field Handbook).
4.: Tables, values and guides
generated from 1diho ~ n i m a l
.
Waste Management Program
(IDAWM) or other state .
approved programs.
5. Those contained in the NRCS
Agricultural waste Management
.
Field Handbook, .(AWMPH).
'

.

*

If actual analysis data is available for
applied waste, or if waste sources are
unique, then use actual analysis
vali~esin lieu of standad-values. If
actual analysis data is not available,
nutrient content ofwaste, organic byproducts, septage, and cover crops
shall be determined using standard
values containedin NRCS
~~ricultural:
waste Management
Eield Handbook (AWMFH) Chapter
4, ASAE D-384, or U of I of Idaho
Fertilizer Guides.
.
; Yield goals for the crops included in
- the recommendation shall be based
on proven yield by the producer, and
achievable yield goals for the area
including~advancementsin
technology. Yield goals shall be
established for every crop in the
rotation.

NRCS, I 4
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Nutrient management plans shall
specify the fo,m (liquid, gas or
solid), source (dairy, feedlot,
commercial fertilizer, etc.), amount,
timing, and method of application of
nutrients on each field or
Conservation Treatment Unit (CTU)
to achieve realistic production gpals,
while minimizing nitrogen and/or
phosphorus movement to surface
.
and/or ground water.
* The soil test phosphorus level above
which there is no agronomic
advantage for application of
additional phosphorus is the
Phosphonis Threshold (TH) f o r , .
crops growninIdaho. The TH is
used in the nutrient budgeting
process to determine application
.
rates, andto determine trends in soil
P concentrations over time. A soil
test P concentration is a chemical..
evaluation of the capability of the
soil, as represented by a'soil sample,
to supply plant available P during the
growing season to achieve a desired
yield response. .
If nutrient requirements are not
available for new or specialty crops
use local data from the producer or
industry.
Crop rotations sha1l.be.documented
in the nutrient management plan.
* Inigation WaterManagement as
prescribed by the Irrigation Water
Management.Standard (Code 449),
shallbe a component of a nutrient
management plan if nutrients are
applied on irrigated cropland.
0 '
Refer to the Nutrient Application
Timing section of this standard for
required runoff control practices.
,

.

;

I

Soil Sampling and Laboratory
Analysis
Soil samples shall be collected and
prepared in a manner representative
of the entire field (see U of I CES
NO. 704, Soil Sampling for an
example).
* Soil test analysis will be performed
using analytical methods prescribed
by the North American (formerly the
Western States) Laboratory
Proficiency Testing Program. Soil
test P will be determined using the
Bray 1 method for soils with no free
lime (pHC6.5) and the Olsen method
(NaHCO,) method for soils with free
I
lime (pH>6.5).

-

Soil Testing Development of the
Initial Nutrient
Management Plan
r

A nutrient management plan for N
budgeting shall be developed using
current soil tests taken in the spring
prior to seeding a spring crop, in the
fall prior to seeding a fall crop, or in
the spring following a fall seeded
crop.
A nutrient management plan for P
budgeting can be developed using
soil tests taken anytime during the
year.
Soil tests for P are taken for two
main purposes: 1) to develop the P
nutrient budget; and 2) for
comparison to the appropriate P
- Threshold value. In some cases, one
soil test will serve both purposes.
Current soil tests for purposes of
developing the nutrient budget shall
be taken as described in Table 1.

-

R

----- Depth
0 - 12 inches
12 - 24 inches

1

Nutrient Analyzed
1 NO,-N,NH,-N.P,
&K
NO, - N, NH, -

I
/

A complete lab analysis should be
made of samples taken from the first
foot for all nutrient management-plans.
Fields that are part of a long term
sod, pasture, or alfalfa in rotation,
may not require annual soil tests.
Soil tests are to be taken when
nutrients will be applied as part of an
on-going management program.
Non-inversion cropping systems
(i.e., no till) or areas where resource
problems dictate closer management
may require soil samples in zones
less than 0 - 12".
Soil tests taken m a r i s o n to the
P threshold will be taken at one of
two depths, as described in Table 2,
dependent upon on-site surface or
ground water resource concerns.
Surface water runoff concerns exist
when runoff leaves the contiguous
operating unit from normal storm
events, rain on snow or frozen
ground, or imgation.
Ground water concerns exists when a
high water table, fractured bedrock,
cobbles, gravel, or course-textured
soils are conducive for the downward
movement of water and associated
nutrients.

NRCS, ID
June, 1999
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Table 2
Primary Resource ( P Threshold
Concern
Soil Sample
Depth
Surface Water

I

Eractured bedrock,
cobbles or gravel

18-24"

When considering soil P levels, a
surface water resource concem is the
priority concern. If both concerns
exist, a surface water concern takes
priority. If neither concern-exists,
tlxen the nutrient management plan is
developed based on tlv TH for the
ground water concernto prevent . .
concentrations of nulriknts above the
agrononlic require~nentof the crop,
and to maintain soil quality and long
tenn sustainability of the cropland
resource.
To meet local nutrient requirements,
as identified in.the fertilizer guide or
approved industry recommendations,
the 0 - 12" soil test can be used to
detelnline other diagnostic needs.
Fields that are part of nonirrigated
cropland rotation that includes
sunllner fallow do not have to be soil
tested the year the field(s) are in
summer fallow.
In situations where specialty crops
are raised, or environmental
considerations have been identified
(high water tables, leaching
, vulnerability, tile'drains, fractured
bedrock, deep or shallow soils),
sampling greater than or less than the
prescribed depths may be
appropriate. The NRCS soil survey
data is sufficient to make this
detennination unless site specific

a

-;
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conditions vary substantially from
the survey. The production system
and environmental considerations
will determine soil-sampling depth.
Soil samples will represent the field
or CTU being planned.
* Phosphorus Threshold (TH)
concentrations by resource concern
are described in Table 3. Use the
resource concem identified
and site characteristics to determine
the TH of the site.

Soil Testing - Maintenance of the
NutrientManagement
Plan
,

* For purposes of developing annual

*

nutrient budgets, soil samples will be
taken and analyzed as described in
Table 1.
For purposes of tracking P trends,
soil samples will taken and analyzed
as described in Table 2 and as
follows:
Surface water resource concern: Use
rhe soil P concentration determined
from the 0-12 inch sampletaken for
development of nutrient budgets.
Ground water resource concem: The
TH soil test for P at the 18-24 inch
zone is required to track P trends and

to make adjustments in the plan as
necessary. Soil samples for
comparison to the TH will be taken
once every 3 years if results of the
initial soil test for P are greater than
75% of the TH, and once every 5
years if results of the initial soil test
for P are less than 75% of the TH.

v
Soil Test P
Surface Water
< TH (ppm)

> TH (ppm)l
Ground Water
< TH @pm)

Plant Tissue Testing

.

Tissue sampling and testing is
recommended during the growing
season to monitor crop nutrient
concentrations.
Tissue sampling shall be done in
accordance with U of I of Idaho
guidelines or the pideiines of the
laboratory performing the tissue
analysis.

Acceptable nitrogen, phosphoms and
potassium applicatioll rates shall be
established according to the U of I of
Idaho Fertilizer Guide or
recoi~lrtlendationsfrom an approved
equivalent research database, and
will be based on soil tests as
identified in the previous section
under Soil Testing.
Nitrogen application rates will be
detennined for each crop in the
rotation.
Phosphorus application rates will be
determined for a single crop or for
the crop rotation. Table 4 includes P
- application rates based on soil test P
concentrations as compared to the
site TH.

Recommended rates
or Crop P uptake
Crop P uptake
Recommended P
rate or Nitrogen
based

> TH @pm)'
Crop P uptake
1 Note: When soil test P concentrations are

above the TH, the planner, in cooperation
with the producer, tvill design a nutrient
management plan that will reduce soil test
P concentrations below the TH and
minimize potential off-site transport. This
may require adjustments in crop rotation,
irrigation method and scheduling, form,
timing or placenlent of P applied, and
changes in P application rates less than
crop P uptake.

Nutrient Application Rates
e

P Application Rate

0

.
0

If soil test P concelltrations are above
the TH, then crop uptake values will
be used in development of the
nutrient budget regardless of the
nutrient source.
Potassium application shall not
exceed the recommended rate except
when concentrations in the soil are
detennined not to cause unacceptable
nutrient imbalance in crops and
forage quality, and do not become
limiting to crop growth and
sustainability.
Starter fertilizers are considered a
part of the nutrient budget.
Nutrient applications are
recommended when plant tissue tests
indicate a need for nutrient
application to correct or prevent a
deficiency.
NRCS, ID
June, 1999

Calibrate waste and fertilizer
application equipment to ensure
reconlmended rates are applied.

If most of the commercial N is
applied in the fall for a subsequent
spring crop, applications shall be
made when soil temperatures are low
enough to minimize nitrification (<
50" F), or with a nitrification
inhibitor, or controlled release
fertilizer.

Nutrient Application Timing

-

Application of solid wastes. Solid
waste shall be incorporated unless
applications are made on frozen
ground; perennial crops or cropland
under no-till; in,those cases,
emergency tillage (i.e. chiseling and
disking cross slope),.construction of
berms or other containment practices
will be applied to prevent surface..
runoff.
Application of liquid wastes.
Application of liquid waste shall not
be made outside the active growing
period of the crop, unless a water
budgetfor the site shows that deep
percolation of wastewater or runoff
will not occur prior to. the next cropgrowing season. Liquid waste.shal1
be applied to crops at amounts not
exceeding soil water holding
capacity in the crop-rooting zone.
~ ~ ~ l i c a tofi oliquid
n wastes through
surface or sprinkler irrigation
systenis will be timed to prevent
deep percolation or runoff. The
nuniber of app1i'cations will be based
011 the volume ofwaste to be
disposed of as well as related
concerns with surface runoff and
deep percolation.
Application of commercial fertilizer.
Timing of applications shall be
. sufficient to provide adequate plant
establishment, growth and residue
decomposition not to exceed U of I
Crop Fertilizer Guides or an
approved equivalent research
database or crop uptake values and to
avoid surface runoff andfor leaching.

NRCS, ID
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Criteria Applicable to Utilizing
Organic Waste Resources as a Plant
Nutrient Source
Organic biosolids, (i.e. waste from
food processing facilities), shall be
applied as prescribed by federal,
state, or local regulations.
Criteria for Maintenance or
Improvement of Physical, Chemical or
Biological Condition of Soil
Biosolids, other than animal waste,
and sewage sludge shall be applied
as prescribed by federal, state, or
local regulations (40 CFR parts 403
and 503).
Biosolids and by-products shall be
applied to the soil as prescribed by
federal, state and local regulations.
Records of application and content of
biosolids must be maintained as
required by the state.
Additional Criteria to Protect.Water
Qualityon Vulnerable.Sites
.
'

*

If the field or CTU lies within a
hydrologic unit area that has been
designated as having impaired water
quaiity associated with nutrients, is
within an area where nutrient
contamination has been identified as
a ground water quality concern, or is
within a sole source water or
wellhead protection area where

8

nutrient contamination is of special
concern due to high or very high
vulnerability then, the nutrient
management plan shall include an
assessment of the potential risk for
nitrogen and/or phosphorus to
adversely impact water quality. The
Nitrogen Leaching Index andlor the
Phosphorus Index (PI), or other
acceptable assessment tools may be
used to make these assessments.
Nutrient management plans shall
include a record of site vulnerability
ratings for each field or CTU and
necessary conservation practices and
management actions that will reduce
the potential for nutrient movement
from fields or CTUs with a high or
very high vulnerability rating
Utilize nutrient timing and placement
to reduce Nitrogen and Pl~osphorus
pollution of ground and surface
waters. Special consideration will be
given to application and placement
of nrrtrients on sensitive areas (i.e.,
Highly Erodible Lands (HEL),
within flood plains, near sensitive
water bodies, in areas of ground
water contamination from nutrient
applications, within sole source
water, wellhead protection areas, or
within other areas of water quality
concern).
In areas of special consideration,
methods will include:
1. Apply nutrients to crop fields to
avoid or reduce potential of
transport to gullies, ditches,
surface inlets, sinkhole areas, or
wellhead area.
2. Do not apply animal waste on
sites where runoff is delivered
directly to a conveyance channel

or receiving water body unless
runoff is treated with a
conservation buffer or other
mitigating practice prior to
delivery.
In areas of special consideration,
recommended methods may include:

1. Split applications of Nitrogen to provide nutrients at the times of
maximum crop uptake.
2. Band or place applications of
phosphorus near the seed row.
3. Incorporate broadcast fertilizer on
cultivated crops.
4. Farm on the contour or cross slope
on all fields adjacent to wetlands if
nutrient runoff appears to pose a
more significant hazard than
leaching.
5. Utilize fall cover crops whenever
possible to immobilize residual
nitrogen and retain for spring crops.
6. Utilize Conservation Cover, Residue
Management, Conservation Crop
Rotation, Grassed Waterway,
Irrigation Water Management,
Vegetative Buffer Strips and other
conservation practices as needed to
protect or improve water quality.
CONSIDERATIONS
Individual conservation practices
should be planned as part of a
comprehensive conservation plan,
which addresses all resource,
concerns on the unit and reaches a
Resource Management System level
of treatment.
Rotations included in a nutrient
management plan should meet the
criteria of the Conservation Crop
Rotation standard (Code 328).
When soil test P concentrations
NRCS, ID
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approach 75% of the TH, consider
developing the nutrient management
plan using crop P uptake for
application rates. Recognize that at
75% of TH, concentrations of P are
approaching the TH and
..
should be
.
management changes
considered.
Vary the amount of fertilizei in
different partsof the field to account
for differing fertilizer needs and the
potential for leachingand runoff.
Consider app1)ring liquid wastes
mixed with imgation water during
the last 114 to 113 of the imgation set
to minimize deep percolation and

Consider analyzing products from
industrial processing used as
fertilizer or soil amendments for
heavy metals or other contaminants
to prevent their buildup in the soil.
Consider cover crops whenever
possible to utilize and recycle
residual nitrogen.
Band applications of phosphorus
near the seed row.
Applying nutrient nlaterials
uniformly to application areas or as
prescribed by precision agricultural
techniques.
Delaying field application of animal
wastes or other organic by-products
if precipitation capable of producing
runoff and erosion is forecast within
24 hours of the time of the planned
application.
Consider the potential problenls from
asso~iatedwith the land
odors
. .
application of animal wastes,
especially when applied n'earo'r
upwind of residences.
Consider nitrogen volatilization
losses associated with the land
application of animal wastes.
Volatilization losses can become
significant, if wastes is not
immediately incorporated into the
soil after application.

'
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consider split .applicationsof
nitrogen to provide nutrients at: the
times of maximum crop utilization,
especially on fallseeded crops.
Consider routine mineral and nitrate
nitrogen status testing of forages
produced from land with long term
andlor heavy waste application rates.
Excessive soil potassium call lead to
high potassium levels in forages,
especially legumes like alfalfa,
produced for livestock. Excess
potassiun~intake by cattle is
associated with decreased
magnesium absorption, decreased
feed intake and milk production,
increased intake of water, and
increased urine output. High dietary
levels of potassium are a major
concern during the dry period.
Plants with high levels of potassium
and low levels of magnesium can
cause grass tetany, a non-infectious
metabolic disease in cattle.
* Consider limitedapplication of
organic materials with high heavy
metal concentrations.

NRCS,ID.
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PLANS AND SPECIFICATIONS

*

Plans and speciiications shall be in
keeping with this standard and shall
describe the requirements for
applying the practice to achieve its
intended purpose(s), using nutrients
to achieve production goals and to
prevent or minimize water quality
impairment.

_-_ .. -
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necessary to convert to
phosphorus based waste or
nutrient application rates for
plan implementation.
12. The potential for soil
phosphorous drawdown from
the production and harvesting
of crops.

The following components shall be
included in the nutrient management
plan:
1. Aerial site photograph or map
and a soil map.
2. Current and/or planned plant
production sequence or crop
rotation.
3. Results of soil, plant, water and
organic sample analyses.
4. Realistic yield goals for the crops
in the rotation.
5. Quantification of all nutrient
sources.
6. Recommended nutrient rates,
timing, and method,of
application and incorporation.
7. Location of designated sensitive
areas or resources and the
associated practices or methods
planned to protect the area.
8. Guidance for implementation,
operation and maintena~lceof the
nutrient manageme~ltcomponent
of the conservation plan.
9. Complete nutrient budget for
nitroge~~,
phosphorus, and
potassium for the rotation or crop
sequence.

.

When nutrient management plans are
expected to increase soil phosphorus
concentrations, such that
conce~ttrationsapproach the TH,
plans shall include:
10. A caution that phosphorus
accumulation in the soil can
occur and that the potential for
such accumulation can
contribute to water quality
impairment, animal health, or
crop production problems.
11. A discussion of the time
interval after which it may be

OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE
Nutrient Management Plan Review
and Revision
The ownerlclient is responsible for safe
operation and maintenance of this
practice including all equipment.
Operation and maintenance addresses
the following:

.

Nutrient management p l a ~ shall
~ s be
reviewed annually by the producer or
their representative to determine if
adjustments or modifications are
needed. Annual reviewers, including
the producer, need not be certified.
The producer or their representative,
shall revise the plan, as needed, to
reflect significant changes in the
operation that affect the overall
nutrient management plan or upon
change in landowner or tenant.
Significant changes may include:
1. increase in livestock by 10%;
2. major changes to waste handling
and storage system;
3. increase or decrease in
application area by 10%;
4. change in crop or crop rotation;
5. change in irrigation system;
6. new designation as a sensitive
area.

..

Safety
Protect fertilizer and organic byNRCS, ID

product storage facilities from,
weather and accidental leakage or
..
spillage. Storage of manure,
fertilizers and cleaning of application
equipment should be done away
from a wellhead.
Calibration of application equipment
to ensure uniform distribution of
material at planned ratcs.
Backflow protection devices shall be
.
. to Idaho
installed according
chemigation requirements when
using irrigation systems for
application or distribution of liquid
waste or commercial fertilizer.
Workers should be protected from
and avoid unnecessary contact with
chemical fertilizers and organic byproducts. Protectio~lshould include
the use of protec'tiveclotl~ingwhen
working with plant nutrients. Extra
caution must be taken when handling
anllnonia sources of nutrients, or
when:dealing with organic wastes
stored in unventilated enclosures.
The disposal.of material generated
from cleaning nutrient application
equipment should be stored and
disposed of properly. Excess
n,at&ial should be collect'ed and
stored, or.field applied in arj
appropriate manner. Excessmaterial
should not be applied on areas of
high potential risk for runoff and
leaching.
The disposal or recycling of nutrient
containers should be done according
to state and local guidelines ot
regulations.

NRCS, ID
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Field Records
The producer will maintain field
level records for a minimum of five
years. As applicable, records include:
1. Soil, plant tissue, organic, and
water test results as collected and
recommendations 'for nutriknt
application.
2. Quantities, analyses and sources
of nutrients applied.
3. ~ ~ ~ r o x i mdates
a t e and methods
nutrients were applied.
4. Crops planted, planting and
harvest dates, yields, and crop
residues removed.
5. Dates of annual review and
person performing the review
and recommendations that
resulted from the review.
6. Any additional infinnation as
required by this standard, (i.e.
Site Vulnerability, Site Risk
Assessn~ent,Biosolid application
records, and other appropriate
cautions and discussions).
7. suggested Additional Records as
applicable:

* Inigation Water Management
evaluations.

* Recommended conservation
practices and management
actions that can reduce the
potential for nutrient
movement.
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Animal Waste Terms
Common terms when discussing animal waste:
Animal Feed~naOperation
Animal Un~ts
Comprehensive Nutrient Manaaement Plans lCNMPs1
Feed Manaaement
Manure Handlina and Storacie
Land Application of Manure
Land Manaqement
Record Keeping
Other Options for Manure Use
Concentrated Animal Feedina Operation (CAPO)
I
Nitrate/Nitrite
Nutrients
Nutrient Manaoement Plan
Pathoqens

A typical dairy meets the
definition of an Animal Feeding
Operation.
,
'.. ,..,.... .,,,,.... ,. . . . ,... ,.,
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Animal Feeding Operation (AFO): A lot or facility where: (1) animals have been, are, or will be stabled
OF confined and fed or maintained for a total of 45 days or more in a 12-month period; and (2) where crops,
vegetation, forage growth, or post harvest residues arcs not sustained in the normal growing season over
any portion of the lot or facility.
Animal Units (AU): A unit of measurement formerly used by EPA and USDA to measure the size of animal
feeding operations. An AU is equal to approximately one beef cow. Therefore, 1,000 beef cows equal 1,000
AU. There are multipliers for other types of animal feeding operations.
Comprehensive Nutrient Manasamant Hans (CMPs):
The Unified National Strategy for AFQs EirllPi for the M
Rm to develop technically sound and economically
feasible comprehensive nutrient mwagenwnt plws (CMplJ.) for all animal feeding operations. The unified
strategy anticipates that for the maferrity QP AFQs, v o l l u r t ~ yeflwts will be the princtple approach to assist
owners and operators in developing and i ~ n p h e n t l n g
CNMlas. Mwmer, any CAFO permitted under the
National lbllutant Discharoe EtiminaElon Sv@&tm /NleD,&Q would be rsqttir& to develop and implement a
Nutrient Managepnmt Plan tha8 includes many of the same cornpone& ~f a CNMP. Key elements of a CNMP
include:

-

F o d ManylrmMnt Whare pSSIbk animal diets a& feed shwM be modMled to reduce the
mounts of nutrients in manwe.
Wnum W a n d l i n g ad StaPPa). Manure needs €Q bn handla$ and stored propady to prevent
water pollution From runoff wd to reduce the p&?ntial for nutrient release lnto the air.
Land Apptkrtlon d Manun - Land applkation is the most common, and, ~fsufficient areas of
land exist, an appropriate methed of using menure because of the value of the nutrients and organic
matter. Land application in accordance with the CNMP should minimize water quality and public
health risk.

-
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Land Management - Tillage, crop residue management, grazing management and other
conservation practices should be used to minimize the movement of soil, organic materials,
nutrients and pathogens to surface and ground water from lands where manure is applied.
Record Keeping - Feedlot operators should keep records that indicate the quantity of manure
produced and ultimate use, including where, when and amount of nutrients applied.
Other Options for Manure Use I n vulnerable watenneds, where the potential for
environmentally sound land application is limited, alternative uses of manure, such as the sale of
manure to other farmers, the composting and sale of compost to homeowners, or using manure for
power generation may need to be considered.

-

Concentrated Animal Feeding Operation (CAFO): An AFO that is defined or designated as a CAFO
based on the number of animals at the facility and/or whether the facility discharges to waters-of the United
States (WUS). An AFO is defined as a large CAFO i f i t stables or confines numbers of animals specified in
the CAFO rule. For example, an AFO with 700 mature dairy cows qualifies as a CAFO. A medium CAFO is
smaller (e.g., 400 mature cows) than a large CAFO and it discharges to WUS. A small CAFO does not have a
sufficient number of animals to qualify as a medium CAFO, and it must be designated a CAFO upon a
determination that it is a significant contributor of pollutants to a WUS. The prior explanations are a
simplification of the definitions for Large, Medium, and Small CAFOs. For the exact definitions, please see
40 CFR 122.23.
Nutrient Management Plan (NMP): is a tool for managing nitrogen and/or phosphorus through best
management practices and procedure9 necessary to implement applicable effluent limitations and
standards. A key component of a NMP is the balancing of manurelwastewater nutrients applied to the land
with the nutrient needs of the crops grown.
For detailed information, go to: EPA's national CAFO Web site
Nitrate/Nitrite: Nitrogen combined with oxygen forms nitrate. According to EPA's 1992 report to
Congress, 49 states identified nitrates as a principal ground water contaminant. Nitrate can contaminate
drinking water supplies drawn from ground water. It has been linked to cancer and birth defects. Nitrite
may be formed in the stomach by the ingestion of nitrate in drinking water. This can cause the potentially
fatal infant disease, methemoglobinemia or "blue baby syndrome".
Nutrients: According to EPA's 1992 report to Congress, the states reported that nutrients and siltation
impaired more miles of rivers and streams than any other pollutants. Nutrients are chemical elements, such
as nitrogen and phosphorous, that are essential to plant and animal growth. However, excess nutrients in
water can degrade water quality by contributing to eutrophication, low levels of dissolved oxygen (anoxia),
and toxic algal blooms or other circumstances, have been associated with outbreaks of microbes such as
Pfiesteria piscicida.
Nutrient Management Plan (NMP): is a tool for managing nitrogen and/or phosphorus through best
management practices and procedures necessary to implement applicable effluent limitations and
standards. A key component of a NMP is the balancing of manurelwastewater nutrients applied to the land
with the nutrient needs of the crops grown.
For detailed information, go to: EPA's national CAFO Web site
Pathogens: Organisms that pollute drinking water supplies and threaten human health (for example,
giardia and cryptosporidium). Pathogens in manure can also create a food safety concern if manure is
applied directly to crops at inappropriate times.
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Abstract
Methods of managing animal waste on confined feeding operations
(CF0)--dairies, feedlots, sheep, hogs, poultry, and other animal-rearing facilities
directly affect the potential for pollution of Idaho's surface and ground waters.
The purpose of this document is to help confined feeding operation managers and
regulators understand management practices and design criteria that prevent
water pollution. This information can be used to develop best management
practices (BMPs).
These guidelines also are intended to assist managers in complying with state and
federal water quality regulations and clarify governmental agency involvement.
The introduction sets the context for specific guidance in Chapters 3 through 12.
Information on water quality, existing regulations, site evaluation, and planning
c~nsiderations~should
improve evaluation of a confined feeding operation. It also
will provide general direction for developing a waste management system best
management practice to comply with the legal requirements.
The intent of these guidelines is to show that waste and wastewater must be
captured, treated, and stored on site for proper treatment, preferably through
agronomic utilization back on the land. The basic methods to achieve a good
waste management system are explained in the text. The topic of Chapter 6,
minimizing wastewater volumes by conserving water and diverting surface
runoff, is often overlooked as a means of reducing size of storage basins or
preventing overflows in existing basins. Management of precipitation runoff for
the surface of the lot is discussed in Chapter 7. Chapter 8 outlines the critical
design criteria for waste collection and storage facilities. Chapter 9 explains
estimating storage requirements in a step-by-step procedure.
Land application of animal waste may be a source of non-point source pollution,
particularly ground water. To prevent this, it must be managed properly as
described in Chapter 10. Practices that help control odors and other potential
pollutants are described in Chapters 10 and 1 1.

DEQ

Chapter 1

Introduction

Due to increasing development and use of land and water resources, responsible
land stewardship is critical. Use of streams, canals, rivers, and lakes to dispose of
waste from confined feeding operations, or allowing wastes to reach ground
water, is no longer acceptable.
A practice that manages wastes on confinement areas and on cropland where
wastes are fully utilized, to maintain surface and ground water quality at desired
levels, is a best management practice (BMP). A BMP is the most effective way to
prevent or reduce pollution generated from confined feeding operations. Because
of unique site characteristics, water quality goals, practices and operation
management, a BMP will be unique for each site.
These guidelines are meant to help managers evaluate specific situations and
understand practices needed to implement a BMP. The 1991 Idaho Agricultural
Pollution Abatement Plan (Ag Plan) states, "Using the Idaho Waste Management
Guidelines for, Confined Feeding Operations with site-specific information will
result in a Best Management Practice designed to meet water quality goals." The
plan addresses Idaho's agricultural nonpoint source water quality concerns in
response to the federal Clean Water Act. Conservation, environmental, and
industry groups assisted technical agencies in developing these guidelines.
The Ground Water Protection Plan adopted by the 1992 Legislature establishes
criteria to protect ground water quality. The Idaho Ground Water Vulnerability
Mapping Program and the Environmental Protection Agency's Sole Source
Aquifer designations have been established to provide adequate protection of
particularly susceptible state waters. In these areas, additional requirements may
be necessary to safeguard ground water quality.
Various federal, state, and local agencies ensure proper waste management of
confined feeding operations. They are responsible for programs including the
Idaho Agricultural Pollution Abatement Plan (Ag Plan).

Division of Environmental Quality (DEQ)
The DEQ is responsible for protecting surface and ground water quality in Idaho.
It is concerned with wastes and other pollutants entering and adversely impacting
state water quality. It will provide information to confined feeding operation
managers to assist them in proper waste management.

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
The EPA regulates discharge of pollutants to waters of the United States under
authority of the Idaho General NPDES CAFO (National Pollutant Discharge
Elimination System Concentrated Animal Feeding Operation) Permit. Discharge
of pollutants to waters of the United States from CAFOS, except as provided in
the permit, is a violation of the Clean Water Act (CWA), subject to penalty.
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Proper waste management greatly reduces the probability of discharge and
reduces the possibility of penalty.

Idaho State Department of Agriculture (ISDA)
The ISDA is responsible for administering the Idaho manufactured Grade and
Grade A Dairy Program. ISDA is concerned with improperly managed wastes
and other pollutants affecting sanitation of dairy products and is responsible for
the approval and operation of dairy waste systems as outlined in Title 37-Chapter
4 Idaho Code and rules found in IDAPA 02.04.14.

Idaho Department of Water Resources (IDWR)
The IDWR regulates water appropriation and well construction.

Food and Drug Administration (FDA)
The FDA is concerned with sanitation of milk production.

USDA Agencies
Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS): The ,NRCS provides
technical and financial assistance for developing BMPs and design of waste
management facilities.
Cooperative Extension System (CES): The CES provides educational programs
in constructing, operating, and maintaining confined feeding operations waste
management systems. They can also assist in the siting, design and sizing of
waste management systems for livestock facilities.

Local Agencies
Soil Conservation District (SCD): The SCD is the local management agency
responsible for agricultural non-point source pollution activities. It provides
assistance to private landowners through design or adoption of BMPs and
component practices to meet State Water Quality Standards and protect
beneficial uses.
Irrigation Districts: Local irrigation districts are responsible for water
conveyance for irrigation purposes. They are concerned with wastes and debris
entering canal and drain systems.
County Planning and Zoning: Certain counties have local laws or regulations
concerning confined feeding operations. Other counties may develop such
regulations.

Animal Waste Management Concerns
A confined feeding operation is a contiguous area or parcel of land where there
are confined livestock including fowl, furbearers, cattle, dairy animals, swine,
sheep, goats, horses, llamas, mules, donkeys, and similar domesticated animals,
including their offspring.
Livestock confinement is defined as the keeping of animals within a structure or area for a period of more than 48 hours during any seven consecutive days,
except where such livestock are fed exclusively on growing range, pasturage or
crop residues, or are confined on cropland of 20 acres or more for a period of not
more than 120 days in any calendar year.
In 1997 there were 1050 dairies and 270,000 mature dairy cows in Idaho. These
operations are primarily on the Snake River Plain (APAP 1991). It is estimated
that dairy cattle produce 85 pounds of manure per day per 1,000 pounds of live
weight. In one ye&, a 500-cowherd of 1,000-pound cows can produce about
7,750 tons of manure containing 850 tons of solids with 34 tons of nitrogen, six
tons of phosphorous, and 25 tons of potassium (USDA-SCS, 1992).
In 1996, there were 45 feedlots in Idaho with 617,000 head of cattle (Idaho
Agricultural Statistics). Feedlot cattle produce an estimated 62 pounds of manure
per day per 1,000 pounds of live weight. A 500-head lot can produce about 6,900
tons of manure per year with 810 tons of solids, 39 tons of nitrogen, eight tons of
phosphorous, and 21 tons of potassium (USDA-SCS, 1992).

In 1995, there were about 16,000 head of sheep and lambs, 45,000 hogs and pigs
on feed, and a few large commercial poultry operations with a total of
approximately 1,000,000 birds in Idaho. Approximate animal numbers for other
animal-rearing operations are not known.

-

Estimated total yearly production of manure, solids, nitrogen, phosphorus and
potassium are shown below. Amounts shown are those excreted by the animals
(USDA-SCS, 1992). The actual amount of nutrients available for application is
dependent upon several factors, including animal and ration, and manure storage,
handling and treatment conditions.
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Livestock
Type
Dairy

Animal
Number
270,000

Manure
Tonsiyr
5,863,800

Solids
Tonslyr
641,600

Nitrogen
Tonslyr
25,500

Phosphorus Potassium
Tonslyr
Tonslyr
13,800
4,800

Feedlot

617,000

6,981,400

1,002,200

48,400

10,100

25,900

Swine

45,000

113,300

1 1,800

700

300

400

Sheep

16,000

18,400

4,900

200

38

200

Poultry

1,000,000

38,700

10,100

600

300

300

Table 1. Idaho Livestock Statistics
Animal waste contains elements which may impact surface and ground water
quality. The most common potential pollutants are suspended solids, organic
wastes, bacteria, &d nutrients (nitrogen and phosphorus compounds). Other
potential pollutants associated with confined feeding operations include
petroleum products and pesticides.
The major effect of poor waste management is degradation of water quality.
Principal problems that may be associated with discharges from poorly-operated
confined feeding operations are:
Organic materials such as manure decrease dissolved oxygen concentration
which may adversely affect fish and other aquatic organisms;
Settling of solids in streambeds may destroy spawning areas and fish food
organisms;
Bacterial and viral concentrations increase the potential spread of disease.
Organisms such as Vibrio, Rotavirus, Leptospirosis, Salmonella, and others are
spread by animal waste discharges;
Nitrogen compounds kill aquatic organisms by ammonia toxicity;
Infiltration of nitrates into ground water occurs from improperly sealed storage
ponds or corrals where soils are highly permeable or where fractured bedrock is
close to the surface. High nitrates in surface and ground water pose a health
hazard for humans and animals;
Improper use of pesticide compounds in confined feeding operations increases
the potential of these chemicals to impact surface and ground water. Pesticides in
surface or ground water pose a hazard for humans and the environment;
* Discharges to irrigation canals may clog canals, laterals, and intake pipes and
will increase moss and aquatic plant growth. This could decrease flow efficiency,
raise canal maintenance costs, and increase the potential to impact water quality,
if chemicals are used to control plant growth;
Animal wastes applied to the land in amounts that exceed nutrient requirements
of crop and soil capacity or applied at the wrong time may impact surface or
ground water quality;
Nuisance conditions such as odor, rodents, and fly problems may occur;
High animal concentrations and or operations in an area may have a higher
potential to impact water quality when they are improperly managed.

Objectives of Animal Waste Management
The primary objectives of animal waste management are:
To prevent water pollution and maintain or improve Idaho's water resources;
To collect and store all solid and liquid waste on-site in a manner that prevents
wastes fiom entering surface water and seepage of nutrients into ground water;
To manage both solid and liquid waste, preferably by proper land application for
crop production and soil enhancement without excessively loading the soil
profile which could result in ground water pollution;
To control odors, flies, rodents, and other vermin;
To install a system that will solve present problems and prevent future animal
waste problems economically;
To use and store pesticides in such a manner as not to adversely affect water
quality or the environment.

Purpose of Guidelinp
The purpose of these guidelines is:
To describe basic waste management practices;
To educate owners and operators to effectively manage waste systems to protect
Idaho's surface and ground water;
To identify alternative practices that meet primary objectives of an animal waste
management system that, when applied in combination, will result in a BMP.
To establish criteria and practices to prevent non-compliance and discharge
violations.
Not all of these guidelines may be needed for a confined feeding operation, only
those that are appropriate to the particular site. Also, some practices may not be
practical. Therefore, innovative, site-specific solutions to an animal waste
management problem are encouraged.
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Requirements of these rules are:
Restrictions are placed on discharge of wastewaters and human activities which
may adversely affect water quality in Idaho;
State waters are protected for beneficial uses for which they are suitable,
including agricultural and domestic water supplies, and support for aquatic
organisms and recreation. Surface waters have classifications with specific limits
for parameters such as bacteria, dissolved oxygen, ammonia, and temperature.
Construction of waste treatment and disposal facilities must submit to preconstruction plan review and approval for new or modified waste systems. These
plans need to be submitted to the appropriate state regulatory agency and local
planning and zoning commissions, if appropriate.
Hazardous and deleterious materials must not be stored in such a manner to enter
or have the potential to enter state waters. Such materials include, but are not
limited to, trash, rubbish, garbage, oil, gasoline, chemicals, sawdust, and
accumulations of manure.
I

The Idaho Ground Water Quality Rule, IDAPA 16, Title 1, Chapter 11 regulates
confined feeding operations and land treatment of solid and liquid dairy waste as
it relates to protection of existing and future beneficial uses of ground water in
the state. The Ground Water Quality Rule is administered by the Idaho Division
of Environmental Quality.
Specific sections of the Rule that apply are:
Section 0 1.1 1.000 Legal Authority
Section 01.1 1.001 Title and Scope
Section 0 1.11.007;Definitions
-.01 Agricultural Chemical
-.02 Aquifer
-.03 Beneficial Uses
-.08 Cleanup
-. 10 Contaminant
-.16 Ground Water Quality Standard
-.19 Natural Background Level
-.26 Site Background Level
Section 01 .I 1.200 Ground Water Quality Standards
Section 01.11.301 Management of Activities With the Potential to Degrade
Aquifers
Section 01.11.400 Ground Water Contamination
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Requirements of these rules are:
Minimum requirements are established for protection of ground water quality
through standards and an aquifer categorization process. If a natural background
level exceeds a standard, that natural level becomes the standard;
Ground water is not to he degraded and standards are not to be exceeded unless
allowed by DEQ under certain circumstances.

Rules Governing Grade A Pasteurized Milk
The 1993 Grade A Pasteurized Milk Ordinance (PMO) was adopted by reference
as rule under IDAPA 02.04.08. The Grade A Pasteurized Milk Ordinance
regulates confined feeding operations as it applies to waste management and
sanitation of Grade A dairy products. The Idaho Grade A Dairy Program is
administered by the Idaho State Department of Agriculture.
I

Specific sections of the PMO that apply are:
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Part I1 - Section 5 Inspection of Dairy Farms
Part I1 - Section 7 Cow Yard
Part I1 - Section 7 Milkhouse or Room, Construction and Facilities
Part I1 - Section 7 Toilet
Part I1 - Section 7 Water Supply
Part I1 - Section 12 Future Dairy Farms and Milk Plants
Appendix C Construction Standards for Toilet and Sewage Disposal Facilities
Appendix D Standards for Water Sources
Requirements of these rules are:
Cow yards must he graded and drained with no standing pooled water or
accumulated organic wastes. If manure is used for bedding, straw or other
materials must be added to prevent soiling the cows udders and flanks;
All waste discharges must he properly disposed;
Toilet facilities must be conveniently located. If water under pressure is
available, a flush toilet must he provided and connected to a septic tank and drain
field approved by the appropriate state agency. If a city sanitary sewer line is
available, it should be utilized. Floor drains must be happed and maintained, if
connected to a sewer system;
Water wells must be constructed and operated in accordance with the State
Health Authority. Water used in the milking operation and cooling of milk must
be from a safe source and properly protected. This water must meet appropriate
state agency bacteriological standards. There can be no connection between safe
and unsafe water supplies and no improper submerged inlets can exist unless an
approved hackfYow prevention device is utilized to protect the water supply;
Dairy surroundings must be neat and clean and fiee of harborages and breeding
areas for insects or rodents. Proper manure disposal methods should he used to

minimize fly breeding. Spilled or improperly handled milk and garbage should be
discarded properly;
All new dairies or reconstructed or extensively altered dairies regulated under
Grade "A" rules must submit plans for milking parlors and milk plants for the
purpose of milk production to the Idaho State Department of Agriculture for
written approval.

Idaho Dairy Laws
Idaho Dairy Laws, Title 37, Chapter 4, regulate confmed feeding operations as
they apply to waste management and sanitation of manufactured Grade and
Grade A dairy products. The Idaho manufactured Grade and Grade A Dairy
Program is administered by the Idaho State Department of Agriculture.
Specific applicable regulation is:
Section 401 1nsPe&ionsby Department and Director
Requirements of this regulation are:
Cow yards, loafing areas, manure lagoons, and similar areas must be maintained
to prevent conditions which may affect milk quality;
Adequate sanitation of containers, equipment, buildings, premises, or anything
employed in the production, handling, storing, processing, or manufacturing of
dairy products;
Review plans and specifications for construction and operation of dairy waste
systems;
Penalties for violations.

Water Appropriation
Chapter 2, Title 52 of the Idaho Code provides statutory guidelines for the
appropriation of water with the state. The Idaho Water Appropriation Rules and
Regulations augment these statutes. In general, a water right must be obtained
for a dairy operation. An exception is that if the source is ground water and if the
total daily requirement is less than 13,000 gallons per day a water right
application is not required.
A water right filing must be advertised and is subject to protest. Successful
securement of a water right can become a significant effort, so prospective water
users are encouraged to contact the IDWR early in the facility planning process.
IDWR maintains regional offices in Boise, Twin Falls, Idaho Falls and Coeur
D'Alene to provide assistance to the public for water appropriation and other
regulatory programs.
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Well Construction Standards
Section 42-238 and 42-238b, Idaho Code, provide statutory guidelines for the
regulation of construction of wells within the state. The Idaho Well Construction
Standards Rules and Regulations augment these statutes. A well drilling permit
must be obtained for any well drilled in the state, and the well must be drilled by
a licensed driller in conformance with the statutes, rules and regulations.
If the total daily diversion exceeds 13,000 gallons, a well drilling permit will be
issued only after a water right is secured. The well drilling permit will often have
specific conditions of approval. Prospective well owners are encouraged to
contact the nearest IDWR regional office early in the well planning process.

National Pollution Discharge
Elimination System (NPDES Permit)
The National Pollution Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permit program
regulates discharges from Concentrated Animal Feeding Operations (CAFO)
under the Clean Water Act (CWA). An NPDES general permit applies the same
effluent limitations and requirements to all discharging CAFOs in Idaho. In
Idaho, the NPDES permit program is administered by the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA).
WDES permit requirements are summarized below, highlighting major
requirements of immediate concern to cattle feedlots, dairy operations, or swine
operations. They do not represent all conditions of the permit. For more
information, call EPA in Seattle at 1-800-424-4EPA.
1. EPA defmes a CAE0 as a site where a) and b) are hue:
a) Pollutants (contaminated runoff, process wastewater, manure) may be discharged
into surface water. Examples of typical discharges that are regulated are overflow
from a liquid manure storage pond, corral runoff, land application site runoff or
direct access of cattle to waterways;
b) Specific numbers of animals confined at least 45 days in any 12-month period,
including dairy cattle, poultry, swine, etc.
2. Confined feeding operations (CFO), which do not meet these specifications may
be designated as a CAFO by EPA after an inspection reveals that the CFO is a
significant contributor of pollution to surface andlor ground water.
3. If you have a permit, it means that a discharge is allowed, under certain
precipitation conditions, but only under the following conditions:
a) Collection andlor storage facilities are provided and properly operated and
maintained to contain all wastewater (such as milking parlor and washing pen
wastewater) and contaminated runoff from a 25-year, 24-hour rainfall event for
the site location: and

b) The facility is designed, operated, and maintained to contain all runoff from
accumulation of winter precipitation. To determine the amount of accumulated
winter precipitation, assume a minimum of three (3) inches of ~ n o f or
f calculate
runoff based on precipitation values for the one in five-year winter (see Table 7).
All information supporting retention of less than three inches must be kept on site
and made available upon request; and
c) Animals confined in the CAFO are not allowed direct contact with canals,
streams, lakes, or other waters of the United States. Fences may be used to
restrict access;
4. If you do not have a permit and your operation qualifies as a CAFO as defined
above, any discharge occurring from your operation is a violation of the Federal
Clean Water Act, and you may be subject to a penalty andlor given a schedule to
correct the problem.
5. To be covered by the permit and allowed to discharge as described, you must
send a letter tq EPA requesting to be covered by the general permit. Please mail
the following information to:

NPDES PERMIT
Environmental Protection Agency
1200 6" Avenue
Seattle, Washington 98 101
Previous NPDES permit number, if applicable;
Owner's name, address, and telephone number;
Operator's name, address, and telephone number;
Types of waste handling practices used for processing wastes (such as
containment in a waste storage pond plus land application);
Type and number of animals confined;
Name of surface waters that might receive a discharge from the facility
(including canals, laterals, rivers, etc.);
A sketch of the operation, including control facilities, diversion ditches, building
structures, feeding areas, slope, direction of overland and surface water flow, and
proximity to surface waters. Include any other information that would add to
EPA's understanding of the operation. The sketch does not need to be
professionally drawn; a hand-drawn sketch is acceptable. However, it is
important to list dimensions.
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In the event of a discharge, you must report the following information to EPA:
Description, cause, and estimated duration and volume of discharge;
Period of discharge and, if applicable, how long it is expected to continue, dates,
times, and steps taken to correct and prevent another discharge;
If caused by precipitation event, information concerning amount of precipitation
during 24 hours prior to discharge. National Weather Service stations to call for
information are:
Boise - 334-9860
Pocatello - 236-6900

Sole Source Aquifer Project Review
Under Section 1424(e) of the Safe Drinking Water Act (SDWA), proposed livestock and
conservation projects that are to receive "federal financial assistance" and which have the
potential to contaminate an EPA designated Sole Source Aquifer (SSA) "so as to create a
significant hazard to public health" are subject to EPA review and approval. Project proponents
are encouraged to work closely with federal funding agencies early in the application process to
determine if EPA review is required, what information is necessary for submittal to EPA, and to
implement steps to expedite the review process.
For more information on the Region 10 Sole Source Aquifer Protection Program:
Please call Toll-free from AK, ID, OR, and WA at 1-800-424-4EPA
World Wide Web URL
http:ll~.epa.govlrlOearthlofficeslwaterlow.htm

Chapter 3

Planning a Waste

A number of factors influence the decision to build a new facility or expand or
modify an existing one. Once such a decision is made, operators need to develop
a plan to handle all sources of waste from the barn, milking center, corrals, calf
pens and so on.

Environmental Factors
Rainfall - How many inches of rain are expected from a 25-year, 24-hour storm?
What is the annual average precipitation? What is the average one-in-five-year
winter precipitation/snowmelt runoff!
Stream Location - Where are nearby streams and canals located? How will
locating facilities or installing berms and ditches minimize potential discharges to
a stream or cadal?
Temperature - How will winter temperatures affect the operation and ability to
land apply solid or liquid wastes?
Topography - How can runoff from sloped terrain be controlled? Is the land too
steep for pond construction or land application? Can runoff be diverted tn avoid
contamination? Can topography be altered to enhance waste control?
Soil Type - What is the permeability where the proposed storage pond is to be
built? Are there boulders or bedrock near the surface?
Surface Drainage - How are the necessary runoff storage volumes calculated
and which runoff curve number should be used? Are all areas contributing runoff
included in calculations?
Water Table Depth - How near the surface is ground water which may limit
depth of the storage pond? Does fractured rock allow access to ground water by
stored or runoff waste?
Well Location -Are there any irrigation, drinking, or injection wells in the area?

Operational Factors
Herd Size - How much waste will the facility have to handle? Will herd size
increase in the near future?
Cropping & Feeding Practices - How can these practices be coordinated with
manure and liquid waste application to cropland?
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Land Area - Is there enough land to construct an adequate animal waste system
(i.e., for ponds and other structures)? Is there enough land to meet planning and
zoning requirements?
Availability of Cropland for Liquid and Solid Manure Application - Is there
enough cropland to accept all wastes to match nutrients to crop uptake or should
arrangements be made with a nearby farmer?
Existing Buildings & Machinery - Which waste transport and storage options
would be most efficient and economical based on available machinery and
existing structures?
Facilities - What are the sources of waste being stored - parlor, holding pen, feed
alleys, housing, and cooling water?

Economic Factors
Availability of Capital & Labor - How much money and labor must be invested
to adequately protect surface and ground water? Which system or set of BMPs is
best suited for your particular location?

Future Expansion Plans
Facility Design - How can the facility be designed to accommodate an increase
in herd size or a change in management over the next few years?

Social Factors
Neighbors - Where are the nearest residences? How can odors and flies be
minimized?

Permit Requirements - If Applicable
EPA General Permit - The permit requires sizing a waste facility to prevent
discharges and to contain all wastewater and runoff from a 25-year, 24-hour
storm event plus snowmelt over drainage area Erom a one-in-five-year winter.
Idaho Code, Section 39-1 18 requires that plans and specifications for all new or
modified waste treatment or disposal facilities be submitted to DEQ for review
and approval prior to construction. Title 37 Chapter 4 Idaho Code requires
Department of Agriculture, instead of DEQ, approval for dairy waste systems.
Zoning - What are future development plans for the area? Is the land zoned for
agriculture only? Are there county building requirements?

Consider the Alternatives
Because of the number of influencing factors, there is no one Best Management
Practice that can be recommended to all confined feeding operation managers. A
BMP should be specific to the individual operation and based on existing
physical, operational, and economic conditions, opportunities and constraints,
and whether you are expanding, remodeling, or rebuilding. Consider'
management options presented in these guidelines, but don't stop there. Other
options and further details are available in the list of guidance manuals.
For an existing livestock operation, evaluate existing pollution potential, then
consider alternatives and select the most practical methods to effectively manage
all waste.
For a new livestock operation, site selection is the most important consideration.
Most potential operational and environmental problems can be minimized
through careful site evaluation and selection. Obtain information on the soil and
topography bdfore buying land. Consider major management options, different
kinds of housing, various types of waste handling equipment, and storage
alternatives. Zoning ordinances are a very important consideration before
deciding to build a CFO. Zoning ordinances can provide protection to the CFO
owner as well as ma1 residences.

In all cases, it is necessary to take into consideration plans for future expansion.
Ideally, planning animal waste management systems should be open-ended so a
system may be expanded or improved.
Careful planning can minimize problems caused by equipment breakdown,
vacations, sickness, adverse weather conditions, and future expansions. Try to
avoid special equipment with limited use.

Operating Plan
Developing an animal waste management operating plan is critical to ensure the
operation complies with federal, state, and local waste management
requirements. At a minimum, the plan should include:
A description of equipment and strnctures used to collect, transport, store, and
land-apply animal wastes and wastewater, including storage volume and storage
time;
Schedules for emptying storage facilities and land-applying accumulated solids;
Schedules, rates, and locations for application of waste;
Maintenance program requirements for handling/storage facilities and application
equipment;
Agreements with other landowners to accept liquid or solid wastes, if necessary.
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Getting Help
Getting help and consulting with professionals is an important step in planning an
animal waste management system.
For planning, site evaluation, engineering, and design services, consult:
Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS), U.S. Department of
Agriculture (USDA);
Idaho State Department of Agriculture (ISDA);
Division of Environmental Quality (DEQ), Idaho Department of Health and
Welfare;
Cooperative Extension System (CES), University of Idaho;
Independent consulting engineers in your area. They can provide planning,
design, and construction specification services;
Waste handling equipment manufacturers;
Local planning and zoning commissions. They will know about any restrictions
in your area.
I

For more information about animal waste management, contact:
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Idaho Cattle Association, Boise;
Idaho Dairymen's Associationlunited Dairymen of Idaho, Boise;
Other local operators with waste systems.
WWW.ONEPLAN.STATE.ID.US

For financial assistance and information:
Natural Resources Conservation Service (NRCS-USDA) or Farm Services
Agency (FSA-USDA). See county ofice listing under U.S. Government in
the phone book;
Soil Conservation District (SCD).

Chapter 4

Site Selection

Site selection is the most important consideration in planning new CEO's. When
adding or improving a waste management system on an existing CEO, there may
be constraints in applying some guidelines. However, the items below should be
considered before decisions are made regarding land requirements and location
of waste storage facilities.
The more you know about land, surface, and subsurface conditions, the easier it
will be to plan a waste management system and handle any problems.

Land & Site Considerations
Land needs of a confined feeding operation will vary with the type of facility and
climate conditions. Total area required for an integrated system may be
determined as the sum of areas required for each of these components:
Production areh (milking center, corrals, housing, feed area and feed storage);
Runoff diversion ditches;
Runoff collection and retention structures;
Solid/liquid separator;
Waste storage structure;
Available land area for waste application;
Buffer zones around confinement area and/or land application sites, if needed to
prevent discharges to surface water or injection wells.
An existing or new CEO in some situations may have limited land area to
accommodate both a waste storage facility and enough land to properly dispose
of waste. In these circumstances, it will be necessary to make arrangements with
neighboring farmers to spread or spray on his cropland or pasture.

Local Weather Conditions
Waste storage systems must be designed to contain processed wastewater, storm
event rainfall, and winter precipitation runoff. Due to differences throughout the
state, precipitation calculations should be based on the local situation.
Rainfall: Find the amount of rain generated from the 25-year, 24-hour storm
event for your area (see Figure 2). This is a minimum rainfall storage
requirement under the EPA general permit.
Winter Precipitation: Additional storage must be allowed for runoff from three
inches of winter precipitation or the amount of runoff calculated from a
one-in-five-year winter (See Table 7).
Wind Direction: Prevailing wind direction is important, relative to human
occupancy in the area and potential odor, dust, and aerosol drift problems.

Figure 2. Ptecipitmion in tcnths o f an inch frum 25-year, 24-hour storm in ldilha

Land Use and Human Occupancy
Urban development, zoning ordinances, proximity of residences, business,
recreational areas, roads, and highways need to be considered. The
recommended minimum distances from a waste storage facility are:
Domestic well: 100 feet, 200-300 feet preferable;
Public well: 1,000 feet (from Wellhead Protection Program);
Property line: 300 feet.
The above distances can be modified based upon site specific conditions, and
appropriate professional judgement.
Expected growth of residential areas should always be considered in site
selections. In some cases, zoning requirements may be more restrictive than these
recommendations..Contact your local county office of planning and zoning for
specific information, See listing under County Government in the phone book.

Sprface and Subsurface Geology
Geologic factors must be considered, including topography, as steeper slopes
may increase amount of surface runoff. Soil characteristics, type, depth, and
drainage, affect pollution potential from waste storage and land application. The
occurrence of bedrock, fractured rock, or alluvial gravels and sand will increase
potential for leaching. Special construction techniques and land application
methods of livestock wastes will be required for some sites.

Local Hydrology & Hydrogeology
The location and distance to surface water (streams, canals, drains, lakes), need
to be considered: Corrals, housing, and waste facilities should be located to
minimize potential discharges. A facility should be sited outside areas frequently
flooded or with frequent high water. Ground water depth and flow direction
should be considered, and the bottom of a sealed storage pond should be located
a minimum of two feet above the seasonal, maximum ground water level.
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Chapter 5

Controlling Animal Access
to Surface and Ground Water

Animal access to surface and ground water (streams, canals, drains, lakes, ponds)
must be controlled to minimize wastes deposited directly in water and prevent
stream banks and beds from damage by trampling.

Location
Install or relocate corral fences to prevent confined animals from entering surface
waters. The space between a corral and surface water creates a buffer zone that
prevents corral runoff not collected in the waste system from entering surface
water. It may be necessary to construct a channel, dike, basin, or other collection
andlor storage facility for interception of runoff %om the corral.
Locate corrals outside of areas frequently flooded or with frequent high water,
I

Water Development
Provide an alternate watering system such as a trough instead of direct access to
surface water.
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Chapter 6

Minimizing
Wastewater Volumes

Confined feeding operations should be designed so the waste management
system only has to process wastewater necessary to the operation. Water,
uncontaminated by animal wastes or other wastes from the confined feeding
operation, needs to he handled without going through the waste management
system, reducing capacity requirements for handling, storing, and using waste.

Runoff Water Diversions
Diverting surface runoff from entering the confined animal feeding area may
require ditches, dikes, terraces, channels, or gutters surrounding all or part of the
operation to prevent uncontaminated runoff from entering the confinement or
waste storage areas:
Diversions us$d below high sediment-producing areas should be designed to
prevent damaging accumulations of sediment;
General design criteria for diversion ditches based on size for a peak runoff from
a 25-yes frequency, 24-hour storm include:
Minimum freeboard of 0.5 feet,
Channel designed with stable side slopes;
Channel velocity (controlled by the slope) not to exceed that considered
non-erosive for the specific soil type;
Adequate, non-erosive outlet, such as a grassed waterway, vegetated
area, or stable watercourse.
Construct water bars or cattle guards to intercept and divert road runoff that may
enter confinement area;
Install gutters andldownspoutsto intercept roof runoff and route to "clean" water
diversion.

Water Conservation
Evaluate and minimize water use as much as possible:

e

Reduce water use for cooling, cleaning, flushing, and washing animals;
Reuse wastewater for flushing manure from barns (see Figure 4);
Maintain clean, dry bedding for animals. Cleaner animals will reduce volume of
washwater needed;
Install timer on any automatic wash-down equipment.

Rgure 4. Wastewater noshing system.

Roofing
Roof construction to exclude precipitation may be feasible for some operations
where locally heavy rainfall or snow occurs. For example, dairies may want to
roof feeding areas to minimize runoff volumes that need to be stored:

* Roof portions or all of restinglfeeding areas;
Roof solid manure storage area;
Roof milking center.
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Chapter 7

Management of
Preei~itationRunoff

In most feedlots, manure, moisture, and constant animal traffic form a compacted
layer impeding water movement into soil. In these situations, most rainwater
would be expected to run off and/or remain on the corral surface. Runoff from .
rainfall or snowrnelt which comes in contact with manure in housing, corral, or
stack areas is considered wastewater and should be collected, stored, and
subsequently applied to cropland, in accordance with Chapter 10, Nutrient
Management.

Precipitation Runoff Volume
The volume of precipitation runoff to be retained is based on a 25-year, 24-hour
storm rainfall plus the one-in-five-year runoff from winter precipitation (see
Table 7). Factors affecting runoff from rainfall are:
I

Characteristics of the corral surface;
Size of corral area.
See Chapter 9, Estimating Storage.

Collection Options
Collection options for runoff from a corral are:
Gravity flow directly to a settling basin, then to storage;
Gravity flow to a $itch which transports waste to a settling basin, then to storage.
This system usually consists of deep, narrow, and steep, fast-flowing ditches. It is
used to transport total runoff, liquid and solid, to collection areas (see Figure 5).
Earthen ditches used to convey waste to storage/collection areas and points of
application must be appropriately lined to prevent infiltration of nutrients to
ground water.

Waste Storage Pond

Figure 5. Diversion of "clean" water around feedlot.
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Chapter 8

Waste System Components
and Design Criteria

The waste management system in a CEO involves handling, storing, and
disposing of manure and liquid waste produced while animals are confined. This
management has become an important part of the overall planning and operation
of the CFO, since the capital investment and labor required contribute to
production costs.

Operational Considerations
Each manure system has advantages and disadvantages, and no one system is
best for all farms. Considerations in choosing a system include investments,
labor, convenience, aesthetics, regulations, and personal preference. Developing
the best system for a CFO also requires considering size of the operation, sources
of manure and wastewater, cropping practices, soil types, topography, proximity
to neighbors, eic.

*

A waste management system must be planned, designed, and managed to:

Prevent pollution of surface or ground water;
Control odors;
Eliminate breeding places for insects;
Provide a convenient and efficient operation for the operator;
Require minimal investment, maintenance, and operational costs;
Meet legal requirements.
Proper management of manure, wastewater, and feed ensures further benefits in
providing a healthy environment for animals. Disease organisms cannot thrive in
a facility that is clean, dry, and manure-free. This chapter describes systems
suitable for solid, semi-solid, and liquid types of manure handling systems. Any
plan for, or modification of, a CEO should consider all the alternatives for
manure management and allow for equipment breakdown, vacations, sickness,
and changes in technology or farm management. Alternatives for farm
management, housing, and manure handling and disposal should be considered,
along with leasing equipment, custom hiring, or sharing equipment with a
neighbor.

Manure Considerations
The moisture content of manure partially determines how it can he handled and
stored. The manure produced by replacements and mature animals varies in
moisture content, dependimg on species, feed rations, and amount and type of
bedding used. Manure can be classified according to three consistencies: Solid
(16 percent or more solids), semi-solid (12 to 16 percent solids), and liquid (12
percent or less solids).

Solid manure contains considerable.fibrous bedding and is easily handled with a
front-end loader and conventional manure spreader. In most cases, it can be
stacked. Excess water, such as runoff, leaking water tanks, etc., must be kept out
of manure.
Semi-solid manure generally contains some bedding and can be handled with a
front-endloader and a conventional or flail spreader. It will flow to some extent,
but is too thick to agitate and pump with liquid manure handling equipment.
Increased amounts of bedding make semi-solid manure more solid. Precipitation
and freestanding water should be drained away from storage. Otherwise,
semi-solid manure becomes the consistency of liquid manure.
Liquid manure usually contains little or no bedding, and water may be added so it
can be agitated into a liquid consistency and handled with a liquid-manure pump
and liquid-manure spreader. If liquid manure is handled with irrigation
equipment, considerable quantities of water must be added.

Basic System Types,
When evaluating manure storage options, it is desirable to consider both
advantages and disadvantages. The storage system option must work with other
management practices in the operation. For example, in a dairy operation, the
cow management system and type of facilities have a big impact on the manure
system chosen. It should be safe, expandable, compatible with pollution
regulations, and capable of handling all sources of manure. The following
summary of options commonly found in Idaho is intended as a guide and not
all-inclusive.

Daily Land Application
Advantages: Only manure is hauled, not precipitation. Investment in equipment
is low, and workload is distributed throughout the year.
Disadvantages: A separate management system is required for yard runoff and
wastewater from the milking center or other production areas in livestock
operation. Equipment life is shortened by corrosion, wetting and drying and daily
hips through the mud and snow. Extra time for equipment maintenance and
startup is required. More time is required on a daily basis, even during the rush of
planting and harvesting. Priority must be given to hauling. Manure must be
hauled regardless of weather conditions, and land may be unavailable for
spreading during the crop production season. Hauling on wet ground may cause
more soil compaction and rutting. Nutrients are lost during long-term exposure of
applied manure. The potential is great for pollution and loss of manure nutrients
due to runoff, especially on sloping fields. Under certain climatic conditions,
geographic locations, soil types, topography and cropping practices, daily land
applications would be illegal. The regulatory agency may require the livestock
operator to provide documentation that ground and surface water will not be
adversely impacted.
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Uncovered Storage Facilities
Advantages: All discharges, such as manure, milking center wastewater, and
feedlot runoff, can be handled in one system. Since no roof is needed open
storage facilities cost less than covered ones. Dangerous gases do not
accumulate.
Disadvantages: With open storage facilities, manure generally needs to be
handled as a sluny or liquid. To produce semi-solid manure, precipitation must
be drained from the storage area via a picket dam or the equivalent. If sluny
handling is chosen, the bedding must contain minimal amounts of fine-textured
material. The workload is concentrated during planting and harvesting.
Obnoxious odors are released at the time of agitation and spreading of liquid
manure. An open storage must be fenced to keep out children and livestock.
There is potential for pollution due to runoff.

Stacks
Advantages: Stack systems can accommodate large quantities of long, fibrous
bedding and can be used in areas of shallow depth of soil, bedrock, or ground
water. No agitation is required and much of the manure is always in a
ready-to-haul condition.
Disadvantages: A separate management system is required for runoff from the
yard and stack and for wastewater from the dairy milking center. Separate
equipment is needed for handling manure liquids and solids. Large quantities of
concrete may be required. Freezing temperatures present problems unless the
stacker is movable. Collection and treatment of leachate may be required.

Cornposting
Advantages: The composting process is achieved by using aerobic
microorganisms to decompose organic materials into stable form. Composting is
generally conducted under controlled aerobic conditions. Temperatures of 130 to
160 degrees Fahrenheit are commonly achieved, providing pathogen kill and
desiccation of weed seeds. The major advantage of composting is the production
of a stabilized product that can be stored or spread with little odor or fly-breeding
potential. There are also fewer trips to field. Improved physical properties
include low moisture content, uniform particle size, friable texture, reduced
materials volume, and reduced weight.
Disadvantages: The major disadvantage of composting is cost of equipment and
labor. Market demand for compost may be temporal, and malodor is usually
produced in the initial stages. Even though composting results in a stable
material, many nutrients are lost during the process. Approximately half the
organic matter, 10 percent of potassium, and up to 40 percent of nitrogen can be
lost during composting.

Wetlands
Advantages: A constructed wetlands treatment system provides an efficient
low-cost, low maintenance method for treating livestock waste. Man-made
marshes can receive daily accumulation of waste and remove potential pollutants
through natural decomposition. Treated water is discharged at the end.
Disadvantages: It may take a large amount of area to treat all waste produced by
the operation. There also could be a sizable investment for construction. The
outflow coming from the wetland may require a point discharge permit,
depending on operation location.

Earthen Bank with Earthen Floor
Advantages: Both milking center wastewater and barn manure can be stored
together in liquid systems. Earthwork results in low-cost construction, and such
storage can be filled in easily and a new one constructed, if expansion occurs.
Storage can be located next to the barn.
Disadvantages: Considerable land area is disturbed during construction. Strong
odor occurs during agitation and spreading. Load-out equipment cannot be
operated on the earth floor. Ground water may be polluted in areas of fractured
rock strata, if ponds are not sealed. Concrete or other linings may be necessary.
Fencing is required to keep people and livestock out of storage. Above ground
earthen banks are subject to rodent intrusion.

Earthen Bank with Concrete Floor
Advantages: Milking center wastewater and barn manure can be stored together
in dairy liquid systems. Earthen bank storage facilities with concrete floors can
handle semi-solid as well as liquid manure, if entrance ramp is constructed and
provisions are made for separating precipitation from manure (picket dam).
Concrete floors are recommended in vulnerable ground water areas, such as
fractured bedrock or high water tables.
Disadvantages: A semi-solid manure system may require precipitation and
milking center wastewater to be handled separately from manure. Considerable
land area is disturbed during construction. Fencing is required to keep people and
livestock out. If manure is handled as a semi-solid, a concrete floor and picket
dam increase installation cost. Above ground earthen banks are subject to rodent
intrusion.
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In Ground Tank
Advantages: Generally, no pumps are needed to fill the storage facility, and a
minimal amount of land area is required. A roof can be added to keep out
precipitation.
Disadvantages: The manure must be handled as a sluny or liquid and must be
pumped out of the storage facility. Bedding must be short material and limited in
quantity. The floor is usually poured-concrete construction with steel
reinforcement. Walls may be poured-in-place reinforced concrete or pre-cast
reinforced concrete. Because tanks must he watertight, construction and
operation of these storages in areas with high water tables can cause problems.
Strong odor occurs during agitation and spread'mg. Drowning is a possible
hazard, and toxic and explosive gas can build up, if the storage facility has a
cover.

Above-Ground Silo or Rectangular Tank
Advantages: Above-ground storage tanks can he constructed in areas with
shallow bedrock or where the depth to ground water is shallow. A minimal
amount of land area is required. When ladders are removed, it is difficult for
unauthorized persons to gain access to such a storage unit.
Disadvantages: Manure must be handled as a sluny or liquid, and only a
minimal amount of fine bedding can be used. Manure must he pumped in and out
of storage unless the elevation is sufficient for gravity flow. (Back-flow
protection is necessary.) Agitation and removal of solids from the large-diameter
storage facilities may pose a problem, and strong odor occurs during agitation
and spreading.

Bedded Pack
Advantages: A wide choice of bedding materials can be used, and no special
manure storage is necessary. To keep costs low, manure can be handled with a
front-end loader and box spreader. Power requirements for loading and spreading
are also lower than with liquid systems. Manure is available for hauling at any
time. Cattle are housed on the bedded pack, so no additional area is needed.
Disadvantages: Bedding must be added frequently and in large quantities to
keep cattle clean. Building walls must be high enough to allow for buildup of the
manure pack and strong enough to withstand the force of pack and unloading
equipment.

System Design
The type of waste system to use is determined by the amount and type of waste to
be handled. In many cases, two or more methods of handling wastes are used
within a single operation. Far example, it is common in dairies for waste from the
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milking operation to be handled separately from feeding and housing area waste.
The system designer must determine the amount of waste deposited within a
given area of the facility (see Table 3).
Most animal waste is deposited in feeding and housing areas. In many cases, it is
more economical to handle wastes from housing and feeding areas as a solid,
keeping it separate from highly liquid wastes found in dairy milking centers.
Many operators flush holding pens to clean them and use sprinklers to clean
cows. Both practices will make it impractical to handle this portion of the waste
as a solid. Milking parlor waste is nearly always liquid because of the volume of
water used to clean the milking center and wash cows. The following factors are
important in designing a waste storage system:

*

Number of storage units to be used;
Type of manure stored, solid or liquid (see Table 11);
Type and amount of bedding used (see Table 5);
Number and weight of animals;
Daily expected volume of waste;
Area contributing to surface runoff and amount of runoff expected;
Newly constructed facilities require a minimum of 180 days storage. This storage
requirement may increase in areas with a shorter growing season.
Environmental considerations.
Calculations for determining waste storage are straightforward, and the primary
concern is containing all waste produced. Determining proper storage size
involves calculating the volume of waste produced and the size of structure to
hold it.

Storage Basin
A storage basin isan impoundment made by excavation or earthfill for temporary
storage of animal waste and is the most basic component of a waste management
system. An earthen basin can be used as a settling facility and for runoff
collection. It can also be used to temporarily store all forms of waste, solid,
semi-solid, sluny, or liquid.
Storage capacity should be determined based on minimum EPA permit
requirements, if applicable, or length of storage time, available space, and
volume of waste to be stored. Both surface area available and depth may be
limited, the latter because of soil and subsurface conditions. See Chapter 9,
Estimating Storage.

Design Recommendations
Locate basin close to waste sources, but maintain recommended distances. These
distances can be modified based upon site specific conditions, and appropriate
professional judgement. Check county planning and zoning requirements for
minimum distances:
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100 feet from a stream, and a vegetated buffer strip is recommended;
100 feet from a private water supply, 200-300 feet preferable;
300 feet up gradient from a private water supply, 300-500 feet preferable;
100 feet from any residence, 300-500 feet preferable;
1,000 feet from a public water supply, or other distance as determined by a
Wellhead Protection Plan;
Allow for expansion plans.
Seepage control must be provided to prevent contamination of ground water
andlor a water supply well:
A subsurface investigation may be required to evaluate soilbedrock

characteristics and ground water conditions. Consuit with NRCS and the
appropriate regulatory agency;
Construct to an elevation of at least two feet above seasonal high water table;
Allow some solid accumulation in the bottom to facilitate natural sealing;
In areas of permeable soils, high groundwater table, andlor fractured bedrock, a
sealant such as bentonite or a synthetic liner is required to prevent seepage.
If bentonite is used, it should not be allowed to dry out during or after
installation;
Consideration should be given to methods of solids removal to prevent
disturbance of the seal;
Depth to the water table must be considered in designing depth of basin.
Hydraulic and organic loading must be considered in design of basin;
Sealing may be accomplished by proper compaction of existing soils. Soils need
to be evaluated before making this decision. Amount and types of soil must
conform to the requirements of USDA Tech Note 716-Rev. 1 as amended. The
appropriate regulatory agency will review and approve this process. After
clearing and scarifying, maximum density is achievable with proper moisture and
compacting equipment;
If a synthetic liner such as PVC or polyethylene is used, quality control during
installation is essential for proper functioning. Manufacturer's specifications for
material thickness and installation must be followed. The most important aspects
of installation are:
Clearing soil base to remove roots, stones, or other objects that could puncture
the liner;
Proper seaming procedures and materials that follow manufacturer's
specifications;
Laying six-inch protective earth layer, free of sharp objects, on top of liner;
In areas with high organic content in soil beneath the structure, or where gas may
still be produced, the liner needs venting capabilities or it may float.
Bottom design is based on maintenance efficiency:
A three to four percent sloped bottom toward pump-out points;

* Where vertical shaft pumps are used, a concrete pad should be placed at
pump-out access to prevent scouring.

DEQ
The earth embankment design should include:
Inside slopes a minimum of 2: 1 (run:rise);

* Outside slopes a minimum of 3:l;

Design height increased by at least five percent to ensure top elevation is
maintained after natural settling,
Top width of eight feet, unless height of embankment is less than 6 feet above
ground, in which case the embankment top width should be at least as wide as the
height (Federal cost share will require a minimum eight foot top width regardless of the height);
Vegetated outside slopes to control erosion;
Use practices that reduce rodent habitat.
Access ramps should be built with reinforced concrete at least five inches thick,
sloped no steeper than 7:1, and have a raked surface. Fill should be
well-compacted with proper equipment according to soils. Figure 6 shows three
variations on access.
Inlet and outlet should be a permanent structure to resist erosion, plugging, and
damage by ice! If slurry and solid waste are stored here, inlet should be designed
to deposit waste near center of basin. The outlet must not be able to release stored
material automatically. An emergency spillway also needs to be provided to
ensure the dike will not overtop in the event of a release greater than the designed
volume.

System Maintenance
Maintenance is required for any waste system component to function as
designed:

* If a majority of solids are stored in a basin, provisions must be made for
0

periodically removing them to preserve storage capacity for runoff and storm
events without disturbing the seal;
After a storm event or if basin is full, liquids must be removed to maintain the
emergency capacity required for another storm event.

Safety
Safety provisions may be necessary if basin is located so that it is a safety hazard
for children andlor animals. Fences and warning signs generally meet these
needs. A dried manure surface can be deceptive.

Solid Manure Storage
Handling as much waste as possible in solid form is recommended to minimize
the need to remove solids from liquid waste storage basins. Therefore, it is
desirable to construct settling basins or channels and design housing or corrals
for periodic removal of partially dried, solid manure. In addition, a dairy operator
may want to handle all wastes from dry cows and heifers (generally 17 percent of

I
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the herd at any one time) as a solid. This generally requires more labor and a
separate storage area, but less specialized pumping and handling equipment.
The first step in removing manure from the lot or corral surface is scraping it into
piles or windrows. Care should be taken not to disturb the manure pack on the lot
or corral surface. This pack reduces movement of moisture and pollutants
downward into the water table. Once manure has been scraped, it may be
removed from the feedlot with a front-end loader. If manure is to be stockpiled
for sale or later application to cropland, large canyalls or trucks with front-end
loaders may be used to transport it to a suitable storage area. If manure is to be
transported immediately to a land application site, spreader trucks should he
used. Manure may also he mounded to dry within the pen and left for cattle to lie
on in wet weather.
Location of the storage area should be away from streams or wells and on a
material of minimal permeability to prevent seepage into ground water. Berming
may be required to prevent runoff. If maintained, a compacted soil and manure
layer as found in-a confinement lot usually provides an adequate floor for
mounding dry manure. It should also be located for year-round access so manure
can be spread when field conditions and weather permit.
Calculate capacity by figuring volume of solid manure produced from the
operations over a minimum four-month period. If bedding is used, that should be
figured into the volume. An average reduction of one-half the original volume of
bedding is suggested. For more flexibility in timing land application of manure,
provide for six months of storage.
Design recommendations for a concrete slab with buck wall@):

* Concrete base at least five inches thick, graded two percent or less away
from load point (thicker concrete or added reinforcing may be required);

* One or more walls to control drainage and buck manure against will reduce
floor area needed. One option is tightly-fitted wooden planks;

* A roof will keep precipitation out;

Drainage from the stack must flow to the liquid storage basin or grassed area
with low permeability soils. Drainage must not be allowed to enter surface
waters;
Provide for convenient filling with a tractor-mounted manure loader or
scraper, elevator stacker, blower stacker, or piston pumping system;
Unloading is usually accomplished with a tractor-mounted bucket or manure
bucket;
A stacker loaded storage should be designed to accommodate stacker height.
This system generally is used for confinement stall barns and where terrain
does not allow a loading dock or ramp. Freeze-ups may make this system
impractical.

Liquid-Solid Separation
It is desirable to separate liquids from solids for ease of handling and to minimize
frequency of solids removal from liquid storage basins. An effective solids
removal system will significantly reduce size of the storage basin required.
Separation is accomplished by gravity, screens, filters, or evaporation of water.
After separation, solids can be land-applied immediately or stored and dried for
later use. Liquids are then easier to handle for land application or recycling for
flushing. Separation may also result in reduced odors from storage basins.
Settling facilities may he designed to intercept the total lot runoff, settle out most
solids, and release liquids to a storage pond or infiltration area.
Extended periods of wet, freezing weather need to be considered in the design.
Settling facilities may also be designed to intercept dairy barn and milking parlor
wastes to settle out solids. The primary design recommendations are the desired
maintenance cycle, weekly, monthly cleaning schedule, land application
schedule, etc., and estimated percentage of manure entering that will settle out,
dry, and be removed as a solid.

Settling Channel
A settling channel can be used for transport to a storage pond and for solids
removal. It is a wide, shallow, gently sloping, flat-bottomed waterway in which
runoff solids will settle due to low velocity of moving liquid (see Figure 7).
Design recommendations:

Side slopes 3:1 or less;
Bottom slopes 0.1 percent to 0.3 percent (1 to 3 ft.11000 ft.);
Variable flow design, where a faster flow is maintained (two feet per second or
fps) in the first 50 to 100 feet section to settle out large solids, and a slower flow
is maintained (0.5 fps) in the following section to settle out smaller solids; or
uniform flow design, where a constant flow is maintained (generally one fps);
Screens or removable porous dams can be used with the uniform flow design in
areas with less than 25 inches of precipitation per year. Screens trap solids and
permit liquids and small particles to pass. Small screen openings trap more solids
hut require more cleaning. Porous dams can he constructed of spaced boards,
welded wire fabric, or expanded metal mesh which can be scraped clean.
Maintenance: Settling channel should be cleaned regularly when accumulations
reduce channel volume and when sufficient drying permits handling with scraper
and loader.
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Settling Basin
A settling basin is an earthen or concrete basin designed to settle or screen out
solids by reducing velocity of runoff (see Figure 7).

.

Design recommendations (structural criteria will be the same as for earthen
storage basins):
Liquids need lo drain into a storage basin in a controlled manner;
Porous dam or screen permits liquid to drain off. Spaced boards, welded wire
fabric, or expanded metal mesh can be scraped clean;
Perforated pipe outlets are usually of PVC plastic, galvanized steel, or concrete.
Flow rate is controlled by holes or slots used per vertical foot of pipe;
Two settling basins, parallel to each other, are recommended so one may be used
while the other is cleaned or maintained;
A concrete basin is more expensive to install, but many operators find
maintenance is trouble-free and efficient (see Figure 8).
Maintenance:

,

Basin should be cleaned on a regular schedule based on storage capacity;
Outlets should be cleaned after each runoff event;
Basin seals must be maintained during cleaning.

Other Separation Methods
Screening and Filtration (see Figure 9): Commercial screening and filtration
systems are available for treating livestock wastes. In general, they produce a
solid with about 70 to 80 percent moisture content.
There are several screening methods. One has a stationary screen mounted on an
incline with slurry applied to the top edge of screen. Liquid passes through it and
is drained away. Solids move down the face and drop into a storage area or
conveyor.
The second method has a rapidly vibrating screen. Vibration aids movement of
solids across the screen and reduces clogging. There are many vibrating screen
configurations.
Another method has a rotating screen. Slurry passes between cylindrical screens
and press rollers in several steps. The liquid passes through to the center of the
screen and out the other side for discharge. Solids are conveyed to the next
screen section and then to storage.
In another method, slurry is applied to the top of a porous belt which passes
through rollers. Liquids are pressed through by the rollers, and solids are carried
along on the belt. This system has been successful with livestock waste.
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Evaporation Ponds: Where evaporation exceeds precipitation, evaporation
ponds can remove water from livestock wastes. In arid regions, evaporation can
be as much as 24 inches greater than rainfall. Design an evaporation pond large
enough to accumulate all wastes during the wet season, plus runoff from the 25year, 24-hour storm. Increasing land values may discourage evaporation ponds
except in low-rainfall, high-evaporation areas. Sealing requirements are the same
as for storage basins.
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Chapter 9

Estimating Storage

Several factors must be considered when estimating waste storage requirements,
length of time and type of waste being stored, precipitation, and amount of
process wastewater.
The EPA permit requires four month storage. In Idaho, because of winter and
cropping practices, it is not uncommon to apply waste to cropland in spring and
fall. Six month storage capacity is highly recommended. This gives producers
flexibility if the ground is frozen and application cannot be made, or when
equipment failures delay application.
When estimating storage, it is important to consider all waste sources. In a dairy
operation, bedding, manure, process water, and precipitation contribute to the
amount of waste being stored.

Runoff

I

Runoff is a major contributor to waste storage requirements, even in Idaho's dry
climate. EPA requirements in Idaho are to provide storage for a 25-year, 24-hour
storm event, plus three inches of runoff, or the one-in-five-year winter runoff. In
estimating runoff and winter precipitation, all areas contributing to runoff in
which water becomes contaminated with animal waste must be included. It is
beneficial to divert as much runoff as possible from entering the corral area to
eliminate the need for storing excess water.

Precipitation
When precipitation exceeds evaporation, additional storage must be provided.
Facilities with less than six months' storage require more frequent management
and labor, since waste will need to be land-applied more often.
It is important to estimate future needs. Including future requirements in the
initial installation is cost-effective and easier to accomplish than trying to enlarge
an existing system.

Solid Storage
It is necessary to plan for storage of solid manure. If corral space is limited,
storing solid manure outside the corral will increase animal comfort and health
while allowing more animals to be housed in a smaller area. Operations where
feed alleys or holding pens are scraped also require solid manure storage. If solid
storage is used, it is important to consider runoff from the area where solids are
stored. Runoff must be included in liquid storage requirements.
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Other Considerations
It may not be necessary to contain all liquid waste in a single storage basin. It
may not be practical to store runoff in the primary waste area. In many cases, a
containment berm may be used to capture runoff outside the corral. This method
provides a large surface area, is usually shallow, and allows a producer to let
evaporation reduce the amount of liquid, leaving dry solids. If a containment
berm is to be used, it is important to keep non-polluted runoff separate from
contaminated runoff to reduce storage and disposal requirements.
This method of estimating waste to determine storage basin size does not take
into account accumulation of solids over a period of years. Additional storage
space should be allowed for accumulation of solids for the period between cleanout of solids. It is difficult to estimate additional storage required for
accumulations of solids. Different designs for emptying storage will result in
varying levels of solid removal. Also, some decomposition of solids will occur
due to biological processes which will affect amount of solids left to be removed.
Proper operatipn and maintenance of a storage basin must include a plan for
periodic solids removal. Frequency of solids removal will depend upon amount
of solids going into the lagoon and method used to empty the lagoon.
The following worksheets are designed to aid in calculating storage
requirements. The example used is based on a 200-cow dairy with solid and
liquid storage calculations:
200 daily cows, 1,300 pounds average body weight;
Two acres unpaved lot area with less than two percent slope;
Runoff contained in storage facility;
Winter precipitation from Twin Falls WSO Airport;
25-year, 24-hour storm is 1.8 inches;
Long straw bedding used in loose housing;
14 days between cleanout, 60 percent efficiency.

MANURE VOLUME WORKSHEET - Example 1
Name:

I

Date:

Location:

1. Number of animals in herd
2. Average weight of animals in herd
3. Manure volume per day (cubic feet). (Table
11)
.
(line 1 x line 21100b x 1.37)
4. Percent of manure being stored (in decimal)
(Table 3)
5. Manure being
- stored per day in cubic feet
(line 4 x line 3)
6. Contribution of bedding stored with manure in cubic feet per day
(line 1 x line 211000 x amount from Table 5)
7. Cubic feet of manure and bedding per day
(line 5 + line 6)
I
8. Days of storage required
9. Volume of storage required in cubic feet
(line 8 x line 7)
* Refer to Tables 8 and 9.

Prepared By:

200
1300
356.2

/

.85

1 302.8
273
575.8
180
*lo3644
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MANURE VOLUME WORKSHEET
Name:

Date:

Location:

1. Number of animals in herd
2. Average weight of animals in herd
3. Manure volume per day (cubic feet). (Table
11)
.
(line 1 x line 2/1000 x 1.37)
4. Percent of manure being stored (in decimal)
(Table 3)
5. Manure being stored per day in cubic feet
(line 4 x line 3)
6. Contribution of bedding stored with manure in cubic feet per day
(line 1 x line 211000 x amount from Table 5)
7. Cubic feet of manure and bedding per day
(line 5 + line 6)
8. Days of storage required ,
9. Volume of storage required in cubic feet
(line 8 x line 7)

-

Prepared By:

I

STORAGE VOLUME WORKSHEET -Example 2

I

Prepared By:

Location:

Date:

Name:
I

I

I. Number of cows in herd
2. Average weight of cows in herd
3. Manure volume per day (cubic feet)q
(line 1 x line 211000 x 1.37)
4. Number of milkings per day
5. Number of sprinklers in holding pen
6. Sprinkler output in gallons per minute (gpm)
(@SO psi 9164 = 4.04; 5132 = 4.98;
11/64= 6.01; 3116-7.18)
7. Minutes per day sprinklers are used
8. Gallons of water used to wash holding pen per day
9. Percent of total manure being stored (in decimal) (see Table 3)
10. Runoff due to 25-year/24-dour storm in cubic feet (see Table 6)
82.5
x
87.12
= -

PSCO
I I. Runoffdue to winter .
precipilation
in cubic feet (see '[able 6)
.
sic

83
cu !UlOOO

sq

1000

fl

x

fi

'i

87.12

=

I

I

200
1300
356.2
2
0
0
0
200
0.15
7187

I
1 7231

7231

1000 sq R

12. Miikhouse and parlor volumes (see Table 4)
Bulk Tank
Pipeline
Misc. equipment
Wash parlor floor
Wash milkhouse floor
Holding pen volume (line 8)+(line 5 x line 6 x l i e 7 )
Cow prep per cow per day (see Table 4)
[(use per milking gal) x line I x line 41 =gallons

Gallons

60

Thcse :s.culal>onr do no1 nc;auni fur volume chlngcs aue lo pieoplwrion and c\spJinuon in siorlpe sirmure
~ r d d ~ n.sg~ l a i z a.n irruclurr, aalurr voiu~nearrord~nei)Add r u b ~ cCeri of \o!umrio 11r.c 17 Refcr lo Table 5

Comm:nls

J

If
-
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STORAGE VOLUME WORKSHEET
Name:

Date:

Prepared By:

Location:

1. Number of cows in herd
2. Average weight of cows in herd
3. Manure volume per day (cubic feet)
(line 1 x line 211000 x 1.37)
4. Number of milkings per day
5. Number of sprinklers in holding pen
6. Sprinkler output in gallons per minute (gpm)
( a 5 0 psi 9164 = 4.04; 5132 = 4.98;
11/64=6.01;3/16-7.18)
7. Minutes per day sprinklers are wed
8. Gallons of water used to wash holdinp pen per day
9. Percent of total manure being stored (in decimal) (see Table 3)
10.Runoff due to 25-yearl24-hdur storm in cubic feet (see Table 6)
82.5
x
87.12
= 7187.
cu WlO00 sq A

1000 sq A

11. Runoff due to winter precipitation in cubic feet (see Table 6)
83
x
87.12
= 7231
cu WlOOOsqA

!

IOOOsq A

12. Milkhouse and parlor volumes (see Table 4)
BulkTank
Pipeline
Misc. equipment
Wash parlor floor
Wash milkhouse floor
Holding pen volume (line 8)+(line 5 x line 6 x line7)
Cow prep per cow per day (see Table 4)
[(use per milking gal) x line 1 x line41 = gallons

13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

/

Gallons

(17.5) = cu R

Total
Manure being stored per day in cubic feet (line 9 x line 3)
Total daily estimated volume in cubic feet (sum lines 12 + 13)
Total estimated volume from runoff events (sum line 10 + line 11)
Number of days of storage required (minimum 4 months; 6 m o n h ~ i e c o m m ~ ~ d e d
Cubic feet of storage required (line 16 x line 14) + line 15

Comments: These calculations do not account for volume changes due to precipitation and evapolalion in storage stmcture. If
bedding is stored in structure, adjust volume accordin&. Add cubic feet of volume to line 17. Refer to Table 5.

SEPARATOR VOLUME WORKSHEET - Example 3
Name:

Date:

Location:

Prepared By:

200
1300
356.2

1. Number of animals in herd
2. Average weight of animals in herd
3. Manure volthe per day (cubic feet). (Table
11)
.
(line 1 x line 21100b x 1.37)
1. Percent of manure being stored (in decimal)
Table 3
iee~@nh4x line 3)

I

I

/ .15
---

53.4
0

1
1

-.-.

6. Contribution of beddine stored with manure in cubic feet per day
(line 1 x line 211000 x amount from Table 5)
1 53.4
7. Cubic feet of manure and bedding per day
(line 5 + line 6)
14
8. Days desired between cleanout
104.7
9. Daily water volume used in Milking Center
(line 12, Storage Volume Worksheet, cubic feet)
.6
10. Estimated separation efficiency
(60% recommended) -1100 =
11. Volume to he stored oer cell
1 *606.7
(line 7 x line 8 x line 10 + line 9 +line 7) =
* Referring to Table 10, a separator with single slope apron floor 3' deep x 12' wide with a 40'
apron would provide 696 cubic feet of separation storage, which is adequate for this example.

1
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SEPARATOR VOLUME WORKSHEET
Name:

Date:

Location:

1. Number of animals in herd
2. Average weight of animals in herd
3. Manure volume per dav (cubic feet). (Table
11)
.
.(line 1 x line 211000 x l.j7)
2. Percent of manure being stored (in decimal)
.(Table 3)
5. Manure going to separator daily in cubic feet (line 4 x line 3)
6. Contribution of bedding stored with manure in cubic feet per day
(line 1 x line 211000 x amount &om Table 5)
7. Cubic feet of manure and beddi~g
- per
. day
(line 5 + line 6)
8. Days desired between cleanout
9. Daily water volume used in Milking Center
(line 12, Storage Volume Worksheet, cubic feet)
10. Estimated seuaration efficiency

Prepared By:

1

.-

Chapter 10

Nutrient Management

The overall goal of manure nutrient management is to apply at a rate that safely
satisfies crop nutrient uptake, optimizes crop yield, and protects Idaho's water
resources.
Because of its nutrient value, manure should be considered a resource instead of
a waste. The amount and kind of nutrient value in this "resource" depends on the
animal, type of feed, method and length of storage, and method of application.
Manure properly applied to land will decompose into soil organic matter and
availahle nutrients essential to plant growth and improved crop yield.
Decomposed manure also improves soil tilth, increases water-holding capacity,
reduces wind and water erosion, improves aeration, and promotes growth of
beneficial soil organisms. Depending on the water content of waste applied, it
can also supplement irrigation. The nutrient content, while minimal in diluted
wastes, can still be.valuable for crop production.
Land applicatipn to cropland or pasture is the easiest and most widely adopted
technique to recycle nutrients from animal waste. Proper land application can
provide nutrients for crops, improve or maintain soil physical condition, prevent
erosion, and protect Idaho's water resources. Livestock facilities that fail to
properly manage nutrients from animal waste are subject to penalties as outlined
in state or federal laws. Livestock facility ownersloperators are responsible for
the proper application of feed, waste and nutrients from animal waste on land
they own or operate.
Animal waste or nutrients from animal waste must be contained in approved
waste containment facilities and land applied in accordance with the provisions
of this chapter or other methods as approved by the appropriate regulatory
agency. Feed or animal waste runoff escaping the boundaries of the livestock
facility including land application sites is subject to regulatory penalties. Release
of livestock or feed waste into water conveyances that do not terminate on or
before the operator's property boundary would be a discharge.
Contract manure haulers and or livestock ownerioperators which haul animal
waste from any livestock facility to the point of application are responsible for
preventing undue spillage, leakage or tracking of animal waste from the
boundaries of the livestock facility to the boundaries of the application site. In
the event that excessive spillage, leakage or tracking has occurred, the
responsible party must immediately rectify the problem. Violations are subject to
the penalty provisions of Title 37 Chapter 4 Idaho Code.
Factors to consider in waste utilization are site evaluation, timing of application,
application rates, crop rotation, and available land for application. Recording
nutrient, COD and salt applications may be necessary to protect ground water,
soil quality and crop production.
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Site Evaluation
Available land is usually the most serious limiting factor in using manure for its
nutrient value. Based on nutrient content of manure, adequate land should be
provided for effective utilization. An alternative to lack of adequate land is more
efficient "treatment" of waste, such as aerobic or anaerobic lagoons, composting
or off-site utilization, or processing to reduce nutrient overloading of soil. For
information and to determine application rates and nutrient uptake, refer to these
documents:
How to Calculate Manure Application Rates in the Pacific Northwest (PNW
0239).
Agricultural Waste Management Field Handbook (USDA SCS 210-AWMFH
8/92).
Integrated Animal Waste Management (C.A.S.T. Task Force Report No. 128
11196).
Slope considenations are important when evaluating runoff potential of a site.
This is especially true for irrigation application:
As the slope of the land increases, so does erosion and runoff potential;
Land application of wastewater through the irrigation system should be applied
to match infiltration rates and crop demand.
Soil characteristics of the site should be determined:
High permeability: Avoid soils with high permeability such as sands and gravels,
rock outcrops or soils with high leaching potential;
Low permeability: Avoid soils with greater than 50 percent clay or sodic soils
because they do not provide sufficient infiltration;
Soil texture: Light-textured soils decompose organic matter faster than heavytextured soils. Heavy-textured soils retain more nutrients in the upper layers;
Depth of soil. Very shallow soil or rock outcrops are not acceptable land
application sites. Any applications in these areas will require regulatory
authorization on a site specific basis.
Distance to surface water should be maintained to prevent potential pollution. A
vegetated buffer area is recommended at the lower end of the slopes adjacent to
waterways or drainage ways which lead into streams or wells. Manure should not
he applied on the buffer area. A vegetated strip will reduce the potential of
suspended nutrients entering surface water.
Depth to ground water must be determined for the potential of ground water
contamination. The closer ground water is to the surface, the greater the potential
for nutrient contamination. If ground water is 10 feet or less, precautions should
be taken when applying animal waste. Some seasonal applications may require
regulatory authorization on a site specific basis.

Timing
Set up a schedule as part of your operating plan. Consider weather conditions,
nutrient uptake requirements of crops, availability of labor and equipment, field
availability, and accumulation of waste. The best times for land application are
usually spring, just before planting, and fall, before snow and frozen soil
conditions occur:

r

*

Fall - Apply manure to fields containing the greatest amount of vegetation or
crop residue, and incorporate to maximize utilization of nutrients. Fall
incorporation before planting winter wheat or grass hay fields is a good example;
Winter - Winter application to frozen, wet or snow covered soils is not
recommended. Storage facilities should be designed and maintained to eliminate
the need for winter application;
Spring - Apply to fields where manure will be incorporated. Stored manure
should be applied and incorporated as close to planting time as possible. If
manure is spread on meadows, pastures, or hayfields, the potential for nutrient
runoff increases. Avoid heavy applications prior to planting salt sensitive crops
(See appendix 8);
Summer - Where suitable cropland areas are not available, waste may be applied
to meadows, small grain stubble, unused pasture areas, and corn in the early
season.

Management Practices
Examples of best management practices (BMP's) for manure applications are
given in Appendix A. When developing a management plan for using wastes
applied to agricultural lands the following factors need to be considered:

* Irrigation water or wastewater should be applied at a rate and frequency
determined by moisture-holding capacity of soil and crop needs. Irrigation water
should be applied so crops can use it efficiently and where surface runoff and
deep percolation do not occur (see Table 12);
Incorporation into soil soon after application is the recommended management
practice for three reasons: a) nutrient loss, especially nitrogen, is minimized.
Nitrogen in the ammonia form is easily lost by volatilization; b) runoff is
avoided; and c) odor is minimized;
Uniform coverage, whether for solid, sluny, or liquid manure, should be
planned and implemented. This is as important as the application rate;
Grazing should not be permitted immediately following land application or
during periods of moist or wet soil conditions to minimize soil compaction and
animal health problems;
Rain. Nutrient losses result from runoff due to rain shortly after application,
especially if manure is not incorporated into soil. If rain is expected, wait for dry
weather before land application or incorporate immediately;
Commercial fertilizer should not be applied unless indicated by soil testing.
Applying fertilizer at normal rates in addition to a livestock waste application can
cause an economic loss for the farmer, since more nutrients are being applied
than the crop can use. There is also an increased chance of runoff losses and
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movement of nutrients into the soil profile below the root zone. It may also cause
some nutrients to accumulate in the soil;
Recordkeeping is strongly recommended for documenting land application and
cropping systems.

Application Rate
Overloading a field with nutrients can harm crops, soils, water quality, waste
valuable nutrients and create a health problem.
Nutrient analysis on soils, manure and wastewater should be routinely conducted.
Nutrient excesses and deficiencies in soil can cause similar related problems in
crops.

Crop requirements: The nutrients in manure and wastewater should be applied
in amounts which can be used by the crop. A common approach to determining
amount of nutrients that should be applied to the soil is to use fertilizer guides
and soil analyses. Table 2 shows nutrient uptake for various crops.
Water: Water intake rates of soil need to be considered when applying liquid or
sluny manure. Applying more water than soil can absorb will result in ponding,
runoff, or deep percolation which must be prevented. Soil shucture or tilth can be
destroyed by excessive wastewater application.
Moisture content: Avoid application of manure on soils which have a moisture
content greater than 75% of available soil moisture remaining. This will reduce
soil compaction problems and enhance soil incorporation feasibility (see Table
12). Avoid application of wastewater on soils which have a moisture content
greater than 100% of available soil moisture remaining. This will decrease the
likelihood of deep percolation.
Salinity: Excess soluble salt can cause problems on some irrigated land in low
rainfall areas. Waste application and soil must be managed to minimize salt
accumulation or yields of salt sensitive crops may suffer. Excess salt may restrict
plant growth. Where a salinity problem is likely, soil salinity should be measured
prior to planting crops. Crops should be selected according to soil salinity and
salt tolerance (see Appendix B).
Nitrogen: Nitrogen has the greatest pollution potential of the major nutrients in
manure. It is a mobile element and limits the amount of manure that can be
applied safely. Figure 10 shows a simplified nitrogen cycle as it pertains to a
land-animal situation. With good management, most nitrogen in manure can be
recycled through soil and plants to conserve nutrients and avoid pollution.
Contact local NRCS, CES, or consultants for assistance in determining nitrogen
availability and loading rates.
Phosphorus: The relatively high amount of phosphorus in relation to nitrogen in
most manures may become the factor limiting application rates over time. Once
the phosphorus-fixing capacity of the soil is saturated, runoff andlor leaching of
phosphorus will occur, causing eutrophication in receiving waters. Sandy soils

have the lowest P-fixing capacity. Phosphorus applications on soils with very
high phosphorus availability (i.e. high soil test phosphorus concentrations)
should not exceed the crops P requirement. The phosphorus cycle is illustrated in
Figure 11.
Information on soil fertility and hydraulic properties, plus plant nutrient,
moisture, and salinity limitations can be obtained from the Cooperative
Extension System (CES) of the University of Idaho and from the Natural
Resources Conservation Service (NRCS).
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FEED IMPORT
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(IN SHALLOW OR SANDY SOILS, POSSIBLE INORGANIC P LEACHING)

Figure 11. Simpli6ed phosphorus cycle for an animal enterprise.
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Cha~ter11

Odor Control

Odor is best controlled by maintaining aerobic conditions (well-oxygenated or
aerated) and to prevent anaerobic conditions (without oxygen) &om developing
within solid or liquid manure storage. Anaerobic decomposition typically
produces objectionable odors. In liquid storage ponds greater than three feet
deep, anaerobic conditions will develop, but odors can be kept to a minimum
with good maintenance practices.
Conditions under which odors are produced fall into the following categories.
Under each are recommendations to prevent odor-producing conditions.

Inadequate Drainage
Extended periods of standing water and excessively moist pen conditions due to
inadequate drainage can cause odors:

*

Follow guidelikes for good site selection;
Adequate sloping within corrals, two percent or greater, will improve drainage
conditions;
Backfill holes and low spots in the corral surface;
Eliminate spillage and overflow from watering systems;
Do not allow manure to block drainageways;
Construct additional drainageways where necessary. Such drainage should be
directed to waste water storage facilities.

General Housekeeping
Observe these general housekeeping measures to keep odors down:

*

Feed spillage around feed bunks and feed mills can cause odors. Keep spillage to
a minimum, especially under moist conditions. Bacterial decomposition of feed
can produce odors similar to decomposition of manure;
Improper carcass disposal can cause odors. Dead animals should be picked up
within 24 hours after death;
Excessive accumulation of manure in feed pens can cause odors. Clean feed pens
on a regular schedule and prevent moisture increase. Frequency is dependent on
moisture conditions.

Manure Storage Management
Improperly-managed manure storage facilities can cause odors:
Clean solids, settling basins, and channels on a regular schedule. For earthen
basins or channels, leave a layer of manure on the bottom to provide a barrier and
prevent infiltration of liquid waste;

DEQ

If possible, schedule land application when predicted wind speeds exceed five
miles per hour;
Apply early in the day when air is warming and rising;
Use light to moderate application rates;
Consider using odor control chemicals in liquid storage basins before removal
and disposal;
Reducing amount of solids in storage lagoons will significantly reduce odors;
Some innoculants may reduce odor and decrease solids.
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Chapter 12

Hazardous Materials

Use of pesticides, sanitizing agents, and petroleum products in confined animal
feeding operations for livestock and daily can result in hazardous waste
generation which must be handled under strict state and federal requirements.
The use of good management practices and proper handling procedures by the
CEO operator can significantly reduce or, in many cases, eliminate this potential
problem.

Pesticides
The use of pesticides is 'regulated under FIFRA, the Federal InsecticideFungicide-Rodenticide Act, and under the Idaho Pesticide Law. In Idaho,
pesticide applicator licenses are required to purchase and use restricted-use
pesticides. Pesticide products have label directions for use, storage, and disposal
which must he followed to prevent contamination of water, animal feeds, or other
animal products. Following label directions for disposal of pesticide wastewater
can prevent ruh-off into surface waters or impacting ground water.
Recycling or reusing these chemicals is encouraged to reduce waste production.
Pesticides may be used in the treatment of livestock according to label directions.
The introduction of new FDA-approved injectable products has reduced the use
of pesticides in dipping vats in recent years.
The following are recommended practices for pesticide use in CEO operations:
Keep pesticides in original containers. When mix solutions are prepared
separately from original products, copies of labels should accompany them;
Triple rinse when removing pesticides from containers to allow proper disposal.
Rinse water should be added to the spray solution. Pesticide containers which
have been properly rinsed are not considered hazardous waste;
Purchase and mix only those amounts of pesticides necessary for current use,
reducing storage requirements and minimizing the potential for spills or leakage;
Store pesticides in areas away from dairy or livestock products, feeds and water
sources. These areas should be dry, well-ventilated, and not subject to freezing
temperatures;
Use pesticide products only as directed on the labels. Care must be taken to
ensure products are approved for livestock and dairy operations and labeled for
such use;
Maintain accurate records for tracking pesticide application.
For information regarding livestock pest control, contact your local county extension
agent or the Idaho State Department of Agriculture, Division of Agricultuml
Resources, (208) 332-8610.

DEQ

Petroleum Products
Petroleum products released from storage systems can impact water quality or
human health through several modes of migration. In the environment, petroleum
products can exist simultaneously as:

0

Residual hydrocarbons absorbed by the soil;
Hydrocarbons vapor free to migrate in soil pores above water table;
Accumulated liquid hydrocarbons floating on water table;
Hydrocarbons dissolved in ground water or surface water.
Petroleum products like gasoline are made up of more than 200 hydrocarbon
components. Benzene, toluene, ethyl benzene, and xylene (BTEX) are of prime
concern because of high toxicity, high volatility, and their ability to dissolve
easily in water. Physical and chemical characteristics of BTEX allow them to
dissolve and migrate readily with ground water, creating the potential to impact
domestic water supplies.
Other potential'hazardous waste which may result from CFO operations includes
sanitizing agents, acid washes, and petroleum products. These should be handled
to prevent run-off into surface waters or ground water contamination. Handling
hazardous waste is regulated under federal and state requirements including the
Federal Resource Conservation Recovery Act (RCRA) and the Idaho Hazardous
Material Management Act (HWMA). Questions regarding hazardous waste
disposal in Idaho should be directed to the Idaho Department of Health and
Welfare, Division of Environmental Quality, Permits & Enforcement (RCRA
D 83706, (208) 373-0502.
Enforcement Bureau), 1410 N. Hilton, Boise, I

Underground Storage Tanks
In 1988, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) released regulations
governing use of underground storage tanks (UST) containing petroleum
products and other hazardous chemicals. Federal UST regulations include
provisions for leak detection corrosion protection, spill and overfill prevention,
and financial responsibility (leak insurance). Certain classes of UST's are exempt
or deferred from regulation, including those used for farm or residential purposes
with a capacity of 1100 gallons or less.
However, persons responsible for any petroleum handling activity resulting in
leaks or spills are accountable for cleanup under state regulation, regardless of
federal exemption. Accidental surface spills of petroleum hydrocarbon products
are most commonly associated with the transportation and delivery of fuel to
retail facilities. Idaho Release, Reporting and Corrective Action Regulations
[IDAPA 16.01.02.851 and ,8521, require notification within 24 hours of any spill
of petroleum product greater than 25 gallons. Cleanup of petroleum releases
from any source, including UST's, is enforced through The Idaho Water Quality
Standards and Wastewater Treatment Requirements, Section 2850. DEQ is the
lead agency responsible for enforcing and overseeing cleanup of petroleum
contamination in Idaho. They may be contacted at (208) 373-0502.
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Tables
Table 2. Nutrient uptakes for various crops
Crop

Yield

Corn
Corn
Corn Silage
Potatoes
Wheat
Oats
Barley
Alfalfa
Grasses-orchard, brome, etc ,
Sugar Beets

150 bu
180 bu
32 tons
500 cwt
100 bu
100 bu
100 bu
8 tons
5 tons
30 tons

N
Iblacre
200
240
250
270
175
115
150
480
220
255

Pzo5
Iblacre
80
100
105
100
70
40
55
95
65
60

Kzo
Iblacre
215
240
250
550
200
145
150
480
315
550

Source: Western Fertilizer Handbook. 1985.
To determine application on specific crops, see University of Idaho, College of
Agriculture Fertilizer Guides.

Table 3. Waste produced daily by 1,000-pound cow and where it is deposited.
Area
Housing Area
Feeding Area
Holding Pen
Milk Parlor

Percent
40
45
10
5

Total cubic feetf1,OOO-pound cow - 1.370

Cubic Feet
.548
.617
,137
.068

Table 4. Volume of milkhouse and parlor wastes.
Washing Operation
Bulk Tank
Automatic Wash
Manual Wash
Pipeline
In parlor
(Volume is higher for long
stanchion barns)
Pail Milkers
Misc. Equipment
Cow Prep Wash
Automatic
Manual
Parlor Floor
Milkhouse Floor
Holding Pen (Sprinklers)

Water Volume
50 to 60 gallwash
30 to 40 gallwash
75 to 125 gallwash

30 to 40 gallwash
30 gallday

I

1 to 4.5 gal/wash/cow
.25 to .5 gallwash~cow
40 to 75 gaVday
10 to 20 gallday
5 gallminthead (dependent on

Table 5. Bedding requirements for dairy cattle.
Housing System

Stanchion Barn
Free Stall Barn
Loose Housing

Type of Bedding
Long Straw
1 Chopped Straw I
Shavings
(lb. Bedding/day/1,000 Ib. Cow weight
5.4 lb - 0.6cu ft
5.7 lb - 0.4 cu ft
6.5 lb - 0.35 cu ft
2.6 lb - 0.3 cu ft
2.7 lb - 0.2 cu ft
3.1 lb-0.15 cuft
9.3 lb - 1.05 cu ft
11.0 lb - 0.8 cu ft
12.6 lb - 0.7 cu ft

* Note cubic feet values are the reduced volume after compaction.
volume of bedding used is twice the value shown.

The actual
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Table 6. Storage requirements due to runoff on paved or frozen lots.

*

Soil Conservation Service runoff curve number value of 91 was used.
SCS Equation : Q = (P - 0.2 s]'
P + 0.8 S

Where Q = runoff (inches), P = rainfall (inches), and S = maximum potential difference
between rainfall and runoff.

Where N = an empirical number characterizing the runoff-producing surface. A surface
with an N value of 100 would have no surface storage, and all water would run off. An N
value of 91 is recommended by SCS for earth lots. The N value is sometimes call the
"runoff curve number."
Storage capacity for three inches of snowmelt runoff must be provided, or use the one-infive year runoff value of winter precipitation accumulation for your area (see Table 6).
The N value of 91 for a 24-hour storm converted to a 30-day N value equals 76.

Table 7. The 1-in-5 year (20 percent chance) precipitation and runoff values*
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Table 9. Conversion Factors. Multiply to the right (cu R x 7.5 gal).
Divide to the leR (gaY7.5 = cu R)
Cubic feet

Gallons
Cubic prds
Acres

Miles

7.5 gallons
1,728 cab~cinches

62.4 pounds water
231 cubic inches
0.134 cubic fee(
8.3 p u n & water
27 cubic feet
41.560 ssuare faet
4.840 square ysrds
5,280 ierr
1.760 yards

27,141 gallons
3,621 cubic feet
133 tans
Me-foot
325,848 gallons
43360 wbic feel
Acrc-inmi
450 gpm
1 cfs (appro%)
psi
2.31 k t of wrrrer lied
Cfs
448.8 gpm
646.317 gallday
ppm or mg/l O . W I p m n t
Ampinch

Unit Abbrevfdkms
cfm = cubic fee per minuto
cfs = cubic feet per sew&
cih = cubic feet per hour
perIK
vjuerc
IS
inch
psi = FQU
gpm = galions per minurc
fps
= feet per m
o
d
ppm = pans per rmltion

LW o r &

S = sidcslop. A

= amouot of run for 1
LL = liquid length, ft
EL canh basin length, fi
LD = liquid drpth, R

-

ED = carth basin depth, ft

V = liquid volumo.

A3

fall

Table 10. G~avityseparator r~olurnes.

Volumes of Grav~tySeparators of Varying Depths, Width and Lengths with Single Slope dpmn Fiaat
10
50
EO
70
ed

-

Apron Lengrh

J
Volumes of G r a v l Sapamtocj
~
af V&nQ
40

50

Oepws. Wath and Lengths wth CornbinanonApron and FIa Floor
B(i

Fiat Floor Lengm Plus 24 Foot Apron

Wdth

----

ospm
3
4

5
6
7

a

-" noto. dl depths are aciualwmt 67ncfreslmeboam sllawsd

m

80

I
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1. Bail, is formed by squeezing a handful of soil very firmly

Description of Method: The best way to determine how much water to apply is to measure the
amount of moisture in the soil and amount the soil will hold at field capacity. However, this is
time-consuming and requires special equipment not commonly owned by irrigators.
A common method is feel and appearance, where the amount of moisture present is
estimated. When the field capacity of the soil is known, the amount of moisture needed
is then easy to calculate.
Although gauging moisture conditions by feel and appearance is not the most accurate
method, with experience and judgement the irrigator should be able to estimate the
moisture level within 10 to 15 percent.
Example: Assume a silt loam soil is to be irrigated. Samples are taken at six-inch, 18inch, and 36-inch depths. Select the portion of the page showing medium texture soils
and assume moisture conditions closely resemble 25 to 50 percent for the six-inch depth,
50 to 75 percent for 18, and 75 to 100 percent for 36. The percent available would be 25,
50, and 75. From the moisture deficiency table, the top foot would need 1.5 inches, the
second foot one inch, and the third and fourth feet 0.5 inch per foot, or a total of 3.5
inches for the four-foot zone.
Obtaining Samples: For row crops, measurements should be made in the soil &om
which plant roots extract their moisture and according to the moisture-extraction pattern
of the particular crop. One measurement should be made in the upper quarter of the root
zone and one or two more measurements at lower levels. Ifthe maximum moistureextraction depth for a given crop is 48 inches, for example, measurements probably
should be made at about six, 18, and 36 inches. To predict when to irrigate during early
stages of root development, the six-inch measurement is all that is needed for most crops.
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Waste Management Checklist

I (Chapter 3)

1

Glossary
Acronyms
Idaho Cattle Association
Idaho Dailymen's Association
Confined Animal Feeding Operation
Confined Feeding Operation
Natural Resources Conservation Service
Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Service
Division of Environmental Quality
Soil Conservation District
Best Management Practice
Environmental Protection Agency
Idaho State Department of Agriculture
Cooperative Extension System

ICA
IDA
CAFO
CFO
NRCS
ASCS
DEQ
SCD
BMP
EPA
ISDA
CES

Terms
Aerobic
Having or occurring in the presence of free oxygen.
Agricultural waste management system
A combination of conservation practices and management that, when
installed or applied, will protect the resource base.
Agricultural wastes
Wastes normally associated with the production and processing of food
and fiber on farms, feedlots, ranches, ranges and forests which may
include animal manure, crop residues, and dead animals; also,
agricultural chemicals, fertilizers, and pesticides which may find their way
into surface and subsurface water.
Anaerobic
The absence of molecuiar oxygen, or growing in the absence of oxygen.
Best Management Practice
A practice or combination of practices found to be the most effective,
practicable (including economic and institutional considerations) means
of preventing or reducing the amount of pollution generated by
non-point sources to a level compatible with water quality goals.
Chemical Oxygen Demand
COD is a measure of the soil oxygen required to decompose easily
decomposable organic matter added to warm moist soils. Addition of
excess decomposable materials (COD) followed by inigation can cause
crop damage or death.
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Clay
Soil that is 40 percent or more clay, less than 45 percent sand, and less
than 40 per cent silt.
Confined Feeding Operation
A contiguous area or parcel of land upon which there are confined
livestock including fowl, furbearers, cattle, dairy animals, swine, sheep,
goats, horses, llamas, mules, donkeys, and similar domesticated animals
including their offspring.
Contamination
Degradation of natural water quality as a result of man's activities. No
specific limits are implicated because of the degree of permissible
contamination depends upon the intended end use or uses of the water
Cost effectiveness
A term used to economically compare agricultural non-point source
control alternatives. It is generally expressed as dollars per unit pollutant
load reduction.
Eutrophication

I

nt
a water
A natural or artificial process of nutrient e ~ i ~ h I I I ewhereby
body becomes abundant in aquatic plants and low in oxygen content.
Evapotranspiration
The loss of water from an area by evaporation from the soil or snow
cover and transpiration by plants.
Exchangeable Sodium Percentage
ESP is the ration of exchangeable sodium to the total cation exchange
capacity in the soil. It is calculated as:
ESP = (exchangeable sodiudcation exchange capacity) * 100
It is undesirable for this value to be greater than 10 from an infiltration
standpoint.
Field moisture capacity
The moisture content of a soil, expressed as a percentage of the
oven-dry weight, after the gravitational, or free, water has drained away.
Grass infiltration area
An area with vegetative cover where runoff water infiltrates into the soil.
Ground water
Water filling all unblocked pores of underlying material below the water
table.
Ground water table
The surface between the zone of saturation and the zone of aeration; the
surface of an unconfined aquifer.

Hydrologic condition
Description of the moisture present in a soil by amount, location, and
configuration.
Land application
Application of manure, sewage sludge, municipal wastewater, and
industrial wastes to land for reuse of the nutrients and organic matter for
their fertilizer value.
Liquid manure
A mixture of water and manure than can be pumped, generally less than
10 percent solids.
Livestock Confinement
The keeping of animals within a structure or area for a period of more
than 48 hours during any seven consecutive days, except where such
livestock are fed exclusively on growing range, pasturage or crop
residues, or are confined on cropland of 20 or more acres for a period
of not more t h y 120 days in any calendar year.
Livestock wastes
A term sometimes applied to manure that may also contain bedding,
spilled feed, water, or soil. It also includes wastes not particularly
associated with manure, such as milking center or washing wastes, and
milk, hair, feathers, or other debris.
Manure
The fecal and urinary excretions of livestock and poultry.
Mechanical solids separation
The process of separating suspended solids from a liquid-carrying
medium by trapping the particles on a mechanical screen or sieve or by
centrifugation.
Non-point source
Entry of effluent into a water body in a diffuse manner so there is no
definite point of entry.
Nutrients
Elements required for plant or animal growth, including the
macronutrients (nitrogen, phosphorus, and potassium), which are the
major nutrients required and micronutrients, which include a number of
other elements that are essential but needed in lesser amounts.
Phosphate
A salt or phosphoric acid, such as calcium phosphate rock.
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Phosphorus
One of the primary nutrients required for the growth of plants.
Phosphorus is often the limiting nutrient for the growth of aquatic plants and
algae.
Point source
The release of a contaminant or pollutant, often in concentrated form,
from a conveyance system, such as a pipe, into a water body.
Pollution
The presence in a body of water or soil or air of a substance
(contaminant) in such quantities that it impairs the body's usefulness or
renders it offensive to the senses of sight, taste, or smell. In general, a
public health hazard may be created, but in some instances only
economic or aesthetics are involved, such as when foul odors pollute the
air.
Root zone
The part of the soil that can be penetrated by plant roots.
Runoff

I

The part of precipitation or irrigation water that appears in surface
streams or water bodies; expressed as volume (acre-inches) or rate of
flow (gallons per minute, cubic feet per second).
Sewage sludge
Settled sewage solids combined with varying amounts of water and
dissolved materials that are removed from sewage by screening,
sedimentation, chemical precipitation, or bacterial digestion.
Slope
The inclination of the land surface from the horizontal. Percentage of
slope is the vertical distance divided by horizontal distance, then
multiplied by 100. A slope of 20 percent is a drop of 20 feet in 100 feet
of horizontal distance.
Sodium Adsorption Ratio
SAR. A simple method of estimating Soil ESP or the Soil ESP that will
develop by irrigating with water of a given SAR. Calculate as SAR=
Na/[(Ca + ~ ~ ) / 2 ]when
' / ~ Na, Ca, and Mg units are mell. If data is in ppm.
then data must be converted to me/l. It is undesirable for this value to be
greater than 10 from an infiltration standpoint.
Solid manure storage
A storage unit in which accumulations of bedded manure or solid
manure are stacked before subsequent handling and field spreading. The
liquid part, including urine and precipitation, may or may not be drained
from the unit.

Volatilization
The loss of gaseous components, sueh as ammonium nitrogen, from
animal manure.
Waste storage pond
An impoundment made by excavation or earthfill for temporary storage
of animal or other agricultural waste.
Waste treatment lagoon
An impoundment made by excavation or earthfill for biological treatment
of animal or other agricultural wastes. Lagoons can he aerobic,
anaerobic, or facultative, depending on their loading and design.
Waste management system
A planned system in which the available water supply is effectively used
by managing and controlling the moisture environment of crops to
promote the desired crop response, to minimize soil erosion and loss of
plant nutrients, to control undesirable water loss, and to protect water
quality.
Water quality

I

The excellence of water in comparison with its intended use or uses.
Water table
The surface between the vadose zone and the ground water; that
surface of a body of unconfined ground water at which the pressure is
equal to that of the atmosphere.
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Guidance Manuals
1.A Cattleman's Reference Guide for Water Quality
Jim Clawson, University of California, Davis
National Cattlemen's Association
attn: Gree Ruehle. Manaeer. Environmental Issues
1301 pe&sylvania ~ v e k NW,
e Suite 300
Washington, DC 20004
(202)347-0228; FAX (202)638-0607
2.Livestock Waste Facility Handbook, 3rd Edition, 1993
Midwest Plans Service
Iowa State University
122 Davidson Hall
Ames IA 5001 1
(800)562-3618; (515)294-4337 .
3.Agricultural Waste Management Field Manual, 1992
USDA Natural Resources Codervation Service
(Available at your local NRCS field office)
4.Environmental Protection Technology Series, 1975
Treatment and Ultimate Disposal off Cattle Feedlot Wastes
Survival of Pathogens in Animal Manure Disposal
Research Status on Effects of Land Application of Animal Wastes
Pollution Abatement from Cattle Feedlots in Northeastern Colorado and Nebraska
National Environmental Research Center
Office of Research and Development
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency
Corvallis, OR 97330
(503)754-4507
5.A Guide to Planning Livestock Pollution Control Systems, 1972
Roy Taylor, Extension Agricultural Engineer
Ag Engineering Office Building
University of Idaho
Moscow, ID 83843
(208)885-7626; FAX (208)885-7908
(Ask for the accompanying "Data Sheet for Planning a Livestock Pollution Control System")
6.How to Calculate Manure Application Rates in the Pacific Northwest (PNW0239)
Cooperative Extension Service
University of Idaho
College of Agriculture
attn: Connie King
Moscow, ID 83843
(208)885-7982

7.Dairy Waste Management, Bulletin #694, System Planning -- Estimating Storage
Dean E. Falk and Robert M. Ohlensehlen
Cooperative Extension Service
University of Idaho
College of Agriculture
a m : Connie King
Moscow, ID 83843
(208)885-7982
8.On-Farm Composting Handbook
Northeast Regional Agricultural Engineering Service
152 Riley-Robb Hall
Cooperarive Extension
Irhaca, SY 14853-5701
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APPENDIX A
Best Management Practices for Manure Applications
Adapted from IntegrutedAnimal Waste Management, CAST Report No. 128, 1996.
JTRIENTMNAGEMENT RECOMENDATIONS
Total nutrient applications should be based on accepted soil test results and fertilizer
guides rather than on traditional crop requirement rates. The regulatory agency may
require soil testing to determine appropriate application rates.
Decrease the nutrients from commercial fertilizer by the corresponding amount of
available nutrients in the manure applied to the field..
Keep a record of manure and chemical fertilizer applications, crop information, and soil
and manure test results on each field.
Test the surface soil (12 inches) in each new field for phosphorus, potassium and other
nutrients, pH, EC, and cation exchange capacity; thereafter, do a routine soil test prior
to manure or fertilizer application for crop production. In addition, the soil profile in
each new field should be tested for nitrate-nitrogen and phosphorus to five feet. Follow
a soil testing progap recommended by the Cooperative Extension System or a crop
consultant. The cation exchange capacity test is not needed after the initial sampling.
Test the waste (manure, compost or lagoon effluent) prior to application for total
nitrogen, NH,,-N, phosphorus, potassium and dry matter each time the animal ration,
manure storage or handling procedures are changed.
Apply manure uniformly with calibrated equipment. Check equipment routinely.
Use the nutrients carried in runoff effluent from feedlots, animal exercise or handling
areas, etc. Provide a settling basin (storage lagoon) to decrease the suspended solids
and nutrients before application. Construct the runoff containment facility so runoff
cannot leave the property.
Nitrification inhibitors in liquid-manure injection systems can decrease nitrogen losses
in coarse textured soils all year, in all soils during fall and summer, and in fine or
medium textured soils with high water-tables during winter and spring. Volatilization
losses of nitrogen will still occur if the materials are not incorporated in a timely
manner.
To benefit crops in terms of economics and efficiency, apply the manure material at a
rate to meet the crop's Nitrogen requirement until the soil test phosphorus
concentration (surface 12 inches) reaches 100 ppm, thereafter apply the material to
meet the crop's phosphorus requirements. On lighter textured soils, apply manure
phosphorus to meet the crop requirement when the soil test phosphorus concentration
reaches 50 ppm in the second 12 inches. The NRCS Phosphorus Availability Index can
also be used to further evaluate potential phosphorus applications.
To prevent excessive phosphorus and potassium buildup, rotate the manure
applications to as many fields as possible, or decrease applications to supply the most
limiting nutrient requirement and then supplement with commercial fertilizer or some
other available nutrient source.
Incorporate applied manures into the soil to decrease nutrient losses from runoff and
volatilization within 24 hours after application. Materials should not be applied to
frozen soils unless runoff is prevented.
Do not apply any commercial fertilizer if the soil test concentrations exceed the
University of Idaho Fertilizer Guide for the crop.

CROP RECOMMENDATIONS
1. Base crop nutrient needs on realistic yield goals. Deduct nitrogen credits of last year's
legumes from this year's nitrogen requirement. For the current crop year, estimate
nitrogen contributions from manure, legumes, organic matter and plant residues, and
irrigation water before deciding on fertilizer needs.
Consider using nitrogen-enriched manure to balance crop nitrogen, phosphorus, and
2.
potassium needs.
3.
Use commercial fertilizer only when manure does not meet crop nutritional needs and
the preplant soil test indicates a probable nutrient deficiency.
4.
Apply mineral-nitrogen so that it is available during peak crop demands. A lag time
exists between application and availability for organic-nitrogen sources, since they
must be mineralized to ammonium and nitrate before available for crop uptake.
Apply fertilizer with proper timing and placement for maximum plant utilization.
5.
6.
Add a nitrification inhibitor, e.g., N-Serve, to stabilize nitrogen before injecting manure
on poorly drained, fme textured soils or injecting high-nitrogen manure after the
cropping season.
Incorporate manure to decrease nitrogen loss and odor, and manure runoff with
7.
nutrients.
8.
Apply manure on non-legume crops as a first priority. Do not apply high COD
(-40,000 ppm) liquids during hot weather on sensitive crops such as potatoes, peas,
beans or alfalfa.
9.
During the summer, broadcast or inject manure on pastures where nutrients can be used
immediately or incorporate manure on harvested or fallow fields.
10. A crop's salinity tolerance should be considered when determining which crops will
receive an application of manure.
SOIL RECOMMENDATIONS
1. Apply manure to fields with the lowest soil test nutrient concentrations.
2.
To decrease compaction, runoff, denitrification, and leaching, avoid applying solid
manures and lagoon effluent when soils are wet.
3.
Apply manure (possibly with an inhibitor) in the fall if compaction is a prevalent soil
problem.
4.
To minimize nitrate leaching, apply manure to sandy soil shortly before planting time
and apply small amounts of nitrogen frequently instead of a large amount at one time.
Fall apply on sandy soils with an nitrification inhibitor.
5.
When applying manure and wastewater to meet a particular nutrient requirement it may
be necessary to supplement other nutrients with commercial fertilizer.
6.
Apply manure in the fall after soil has cooled to 50 F or less, or add a nitrification
inhibitor.
7.
Give manure application preference to highly eroded soils with low nutrient and
organic matter levels.
8
Do not apply solid manure or lagoon effluent on frozen soils unless surface runoff is
prevented.
9
Minimum soil depth for potential application sites is dependent upon soil texture and
depth to water table.

MANURE RECOMMENDATIONS
1.
2.

Haul the highest nutrient content manure to the farthest fields, and the lowest nutrient
content to the closest fields. Inject runoff and lagoon effluent into the soil or utilize for
irrigation.
Apply the highest nutrient manure to crops with high nutrient demands.

CEO Guidelines

3.
4.

5.
6.

Apply the highest nutrient manure to annual legumes only if there is no better use for
the nitrogen, as legumes produce their own nitrogen if none is provided.
To avoid leaching nitrogen to ground water, limit nitrogen applications on sandy soils,
and avoid soils with high water-tables (<five feet).
Do not apply more potentially available nitrogen than the crop needs.
Apply high-phosphorus manure to fields with the lowest soil test phosphorus
concentrations.

SITE AND ENVIRONMENTAL RECOMMENDATIONS
1.
To minimize nitrogen loss, odor and runoff potential, inject or incorporate the same day
as surface spreading.
Delay manure applications and tillage until spring on erosive or steep soils; and
2,
incorporate manure on non-erosive soils in the fall to retain nutrients and avoid runoff
carrying nutrients.
3.
Apply manure on frozen or snow covered soil only if it is necessary to empty storage,
the land is not subject to flooding, the land slope is less than 2%, and the potential
mnoff can be retained on the property.

APPENDIX I3
Relative Productivity of crops at increasing EC (mmhoicm) in the root zone

EXHIBIT G

Nutrient Management Plan
for
Example Dairy Farm
October 21, 1998

Nutrient Management Plan Prepared for:
Example Doe (Operator)
Legal Description
Example, ID 83000
(208) 332-8000
Certified Planner:

Jenifer Beddoes, ISDA

Facility Information Sheet
Example Dairy
Example Doe
IllN. 343 W. Example Way
Example, ID 83000
Example County

Facility
Operator Information
County
Soil Conservation District
Watershed Basin
Hydrologic Unit Code #
Stream Segment
GPS

Home Phone (208) 332-8500
Cell Phone (208) 332-8550
Barn Phone (208) 867-9186
Comments:
The best time to reach Example is
before 7:00 am in the barn.

Upper Snake
17040212
Snake River

,-.

Nitrogen (pounds)

Phosphorus (pounds)

Potassium (pounds)

15750 (78%)

4015 (78%)

15337 (78%)

830

230

800

0

0

0

Nutrients Exported:
Animal Nutrients

1

Commercial Nutrients

Limiting Resource

Groundwater

Plan Designed To

Phosphorus

AU on the Facility
Total Acres Available
for Nutrients Owned by
the Facility
Animal Equivalent
Units per Acre

276

Vulnerability

High

I

University of Idaho Crop Uptake

65
1.15

Compliance Date

Action Required:

Completion Date

Containment Upgrade Required
Irrigation Mechanical Upgrade Required
Irrigation Management Upgrade Required

5/1/99

Water Quality Related Practice Required

Signature of Certified Planner:

Date:
Jenifer Beddoes, ISDA
Certification Number 25

Signature of Operator:

Date:
Example Doe

.

Producer Summary
Facility Summary
Example Dairy is an existing facility in Example, ID. The dairy is currently at full
capacity, milkking 172 Holsteins with 25 dry cows. Cows are housed in open lots and
bedded with straw. Calves and heifers are raised off of the facility. Wastewater from
the milking barn gravity feeds to the containment system. The facility has 65 farmable
acres for liquid application. The crop rotation is two years corn and three years alfalfa
and permanent pasture. All solid waste is exported off of the facility onto surrounding
cropland when farm land is not in corn silage rotation.
Resource Concerns
Example Dairy is located in the hydrologic unit code 17040212 in the Upper Snake
watershed basin within the Snake River stream segment. The facility is found at 42 42
780 N and 114 46 208 W us(ng GPS Coordinates.
The most immediate resource concern on Example Dairy is to groundwater quality.
Land application fields have shallow soils and runoff does not leave the facility or fields
where waste is applied. Groundwater is located at 10" on the north land application
sites corresponding with Fields 1, 2, and 3. The major environmental'concern to
groundwater on this facility is from nitrogen and phosphorus leaching. This can be a
serious problem is sandy soils and must be managed to prevent deep percolation.
While phosphorus is normally not a nutrient of coicern in groundwater; the shallow
d e ~ t hexperienced on this facilitv indicates that groundwater from the land application
fieids may "daylight" to surface water. In this c&e phosphorus would be a nutrient of
concern due to the effect it has on eutrophication in surface waters. Although nitrogen
and phosphorus are the nutrients of immediate concern, repeated land applications of
animal waste will elevate potassium and salt concentrations that may create a nutrient
imbalance. This nutrient imbalance will adversely impact agricultural sustainability once
a critical level is reached. A boulder field is located on the east end of Field 5.
Land application rates were designed to crop phosphorus uptake on Fields 1,2, and 3
due to the 1 0 groundwater concern. University of Idaho nitrogen recommendations
were utilized on Fields 4 and 5 because there was not a limiting resource < 5'.
Nutrient Management Plan Requirements

* Liquid waste will be applied on Field 2. Lagoon waste will be piped through
the culvert under the road into gated pipe for irrigation. Liquid waste
application should begin in the spring for six hours of each irrigation set until
the lagoon is empty.

.

Over application of nitrogen occurs when applying 4 truckloads per acre of
manure before corn. Application will be reduced to 2.25 truckloads per acre
each year before corn silage. Eighty one percent of the solid waste will be
exported off of the facility. The producer will keep load tickets to verify
movement of solids off of the facility.
Nutrient application rates are as follows:

lrrigation System Requirements
Liquid waste from the dairy will be applied to Field 2 at the volumes specified
in the above table.
The ponds should be emptied in the spring and the fall, starting with the first
irrigation and ending with the last irrigation with no effluent application through
the winter season. If waste ponds are not full in the fall, the irrigation time
should be adjusted so that the field receives uniform coverage of the
nutrients.
Liquid waste should be applied to each field as illustrated in the following
Table.
Field
Field 2

Flowrate Time per Set Stage of Irrigation
(hrs)
(gpm)
End
50
6.0

Facility Testing Requirements
Regulatory soil samples will be required from each field every three years.
These samples must be taken from the 0-12 zone for Fields 1, 2, and 3 and
18-24" depths for Fields 4 and 5. The samples will be reviewed for
phosphorus level and compared with previous test data. These tests will
indicate compliance with the nutrient management plan and the adequacy of
the plan. Regulatory soil testing will be conducted every three years starting
2001.

Storage and Handling Plan Recommendations
A soil scientist from NRCS should evaluate the integrity of the runoff pond. If
there is a problem with the groundwater separation, additional soil should be
brought in to meet the 2' separation.
It is recommended that a sleeve be placed over the piping as it enters and
exits the culvert under the road in such a way as to catch and hold any leaks
or spills associated with moving liquid waste. Any discharge in or around this
area will be grounds to revoke the facility's permit to sell milk.
The irrigation tail water return pond should be inspected to meet Idaho Waste
Management Guidelines for Confined Feeding Operations lagoon
specification. If liquid waste were to be stored in the pond, it would be
considered a discharge unless the structure met these construction
specifications.
Continual inspection and maintenance of waste handling facilities and
equipment will prevent unwarranted waste discharges into surface water and
groundwater.
Contain manure storage areas to prevent run-off and direct seepage to
groundwater from occurring.
Nutrient Management Plan Recommendations

-

Set realistic crop yield goals in order to provide an accurate account of the
plant nitrogen needs.
Nitrification inhibitors in liquid-manure injection systems can decrease N
losses in coarse-textured soils all vear lona, in all soils during fall and
summer, and in fine or medium tekured soils with high water-tables during
winter and spring.
Apply N so that it is available during peak plant demand.
Apply fertilizer to cool season crop in the spring rather than the previous fall.
This will prevent fertilizer leaching through the soil profile and provide the crop
with the necessary levels of nutrients.
Use split or multiple fertilizer applications in order to provide the crop with a
preplant treatment and the needed nutrient levels throughout the growing
season till the point of major nutrient uptake.
On each field, keep a record of manure and chemical fertilizer applications,
crop information, and soil and manure test results.

Irrigation Management Plan Recommendation
Irrigate fields efficiently to meet crop needs and the available water holding
capacity of the soil. This will prevent the movement of nitrogen through the
soil profile to groundwater caused by over irrigation.
* To better manage irrigation water, Field 1 should be irrigated every 7 days for
12 hour sets during peak ET periods. At this scheduling, it will take 4 sets to

-

irrigate Field 1. Each gate should be open l/z" for 66 gates. The system flow
rate should be around 410 gpm.
Field 2 should be irrigated every 4 days for 12 hour sets during peak ET
periods. At this scheduling, it will take 4 sets to irrigate Field 2. Each gate
should be open X' for 66 gates. They system flow rate should be around 410
gpm.
Field 3 should be irrigated every 6 days for 12 hour sets during peak ET
periods. Hand line will have to be moved three times before irrigation of Field
3 is complete. Twelve laterals should be run at one time, with 8 birds on a
lateral. The system flow rate should be around 375 gpm.
Fields 4 and 5 are irrigated together. These fields should be irrigated every 4
days for 8 hour sets during peak ET periods. Three laterals should be run at
one time with 33 birds on a lateral when irrigating field 5. When Field 4 is
irrigated, 6 laterals can be run at one time with 16 birds on each lateral. This
compensates for the acreage taken out in the dairy.
A soil moisture monitoring device should be utilized to help determine
irrigation scheduling to meet crop demands.
1
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Analvsis of Nutrient Management Practices
Facility Description
The Mavencamp Dairy is an existing facility located at 1019 E 2900 S in Hagerman, ID
83332. This facility is owned by John Mavencamp and operated by.
The purpose of this nutrient management plan is to inform livestock producers and others the value of animal waste and certify that nutrients are utilized in an appropriate
way which will not adversely impact surface or groundwater if properly managed.
Mavencamp Dairy has an LC0 permit for 276 animal units. At full capacity the dairy
has 197 mature Holstein cows. This would correlate to 172 milking cows and 25 dry if
16% of the herd is dry. Calves and heifers are raised off of the facility. The milking
parlor consists of a double four herringbone. The milk tank is picked up every day and
cleaned with an automatic cleaning device. Cows are milked twice a day. The holding
pen is scraped, therefore, only 5% of the solids generated from the milking herd are
1
found in the lagoon.
Mavencamp Dairy has no future plans to expand at this site. Because of the location of
the facility, it would be somewhat difficult to increase the herd size.
Resource Concerns
Example Dairy is located in the 17040212 hydrologic unit in the Upper Snake watershed
basin by the Snake River stream segment. The facility is found at 42 42 780 N 114 46
208 W using GPS Coordinates.
The most immediate resource concern on Example Dairy is to groundwater quality.
Land application fields have shallow soils and runoff does not leave the facility or fields
where waste is applied. Groundwater is located at 1 0 on the north land application
sites corresponding with Fields 1, 2, and 3. The major environmental concern to
groundwater on this facility is from nitrogen and phosphorus leaching. This can be a
serious problem is sandy soils and must be managed to prevent deep percolation.
While phosphorus is normally not a nutrient of concern in groundwater, the shallow
depth experienced on this facility indicates that groundwater from the land application
fields may "daylight" to surface waters. In this case phosphorus would be a nutrient of
concern due to the effect it has on eutrophication in surface waters. Although nitrogen
and phosphorus are the nutrients of immediate concern, repeated land applications of
animal waste will elevate potassium and salt concentrations which may create a nutrient
imbalance. This nutrient imbalance will likely adversely impact agricultural sustainability
once a critical level is reached. A boulder field is located on the east end of Field 5.
The natural slope on the facility is utilized to contain runoff from the dairy. Runoff is
contained in a lagoon in the North corral. Runoff from the north land application fields
(Field 1, 2, and 3) enters an irrigation pond where it is contained and used for irrigation.

The south land application fields drain to the West. Runoff from these fields is
contained in low spots on the pasture.
The dairy is located in a natural drainage basin. Therefore, all water will run toward the
dairy. Run on diversion ditches are in place to divert clean water. If the diversions were
to fail, water would pool in the north corral. Free water located in or around the facility
cannot leave the area without being pumped.
Land application rates were designed to phosphorus uptake for all fields on the facility.
Fields 1, 2, and 3 were designed to phosphorus uptake due to the groundwater concern
at 1 0 . Although Fields 4 and 5 could be designed to University of Idaho nitrogen
recommendations, the producer decided to apply animal nutrients to meet crop
phosphorus uptake.
Waste Storage and Handling

Solid waste deposited in housing and along the feed alley is stockpiled in the corrals
and cleaned out twice a yea#. It is estimated that 40 tons of straw is used yearly for
bedding purposes. Manure is transported from the corrals in a manure spreader and
applied to third party cropland within a five-mile radius of the facility. In the past,
manure has been spread on cropland going into corn at a rate of 4 truckslacre. Waste
agreements and a list of third party land application sites is found in Appendix G. It is
estimated that 5% of the solid waste from the milking herd is deposited in the milking
parlor and flushed to the lagoon.
Wastewater from the barn is transported to the lagoon through an 8 PVC pipe by
gravity into the first lagoon. When the first lagoon reaches capacity, the second lagoon
is filled. The first lagoon is 50' X 50' X 4' deep, holding 6,636 ft3. The second lagoon
will hold 15,822 ft3 and has dimensions of 75' X 40' X 8' deep. Liquid waste is pumped
from the lagoons, down the east side of the corrals, through a culvert under the road
and applied through gated pipe onto Field 1 and Field 2.

.

Dean Falk, Extension Dairy Specialist determined 180-day storage for liquid wastes for
Example Dairy. The sizing is found in Appendix B. Barn waste generated for 172
milkina cows is 22.127 ft3. Runoff from the facility would encompass 40,341 ft3 for a 25
year, 24 hour storm and the 1 in 5 year winter. he facility is appropriately sized to
contain 180-days liquid storage and runoff.
Table 1 shows the total amount of nutrients produced on the facility.

Table 1. Nutrients Produced
Volume
Description
Solid Waste
Lagoon Waste
Total Nutrients Produced
Nutrients Exported
Total Nutrients for Land Application

P

N

139,104
25,020
I

(
I

I

119,629

K

Weight
(tons)

24665
1143
25809
21213
4596

2780

lbs

ft?

1
1

19460
997
20457
16736
3721

1

I

1

6489
308
6797
5581
1216

1
1

1

2391

/

See Appendix A

Raw data used to calculate the information illustrated in Table 1 is found in Appendix A.
As shown in Table 1, 82% of the nitrogen, phosphorus and potassium are exported off
of the facility in solids.
Liquid waste will be applied on Field 2 due to its close proximity to the lagoon and ease
of irrigation. Lagoon waste will be piped through the culvert under the road to irrigate
Field 2. Nutrient applicationiof the lagoon waste should supply the phosphorus demand
and part of the nitrogen demand on the pasture on Field 2.
Over application of nitrogen occurs when applying 4 truckloads of manure per acre
before corn. By decreasing this application to 2.25 truckloads per acre before corn
rotation (1900 ft3), between 100 and 160 pounds of nitrogen will be applied. Eighty six
percent of the solids will be exported off the facility onto third party cropland. The
producer will keep load tickets to verify movement of solids off of the facility.
A soil scientist from NRCS should evaluate the integrity of the runoff pond. if there is a
problem with the groundwater separation, additional soil should be brought in to meet
the 2' separation.
It is recommended that a sleeve be placed over the piping as it enters and exits the
culvert under the road in such a way as to catch and hold any leaks or spills associated
with moving liquid waste. Any discharge in or around this area will be grounds to
revoke the facility's permit to sell milk.
Continual inspection and maintenance of waste handling facilities and equipment will
prevent unwarranted waste discharges into surface water and groundwater.
Contain manure storage areas to prevent run-off and direct seepage to groundwater
from occurring.
Land Application Site Plan
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Crop Land
Currently Example Dairy owns 65 acres of cropland that waste is applied to. 48 acres
are in pasture, while 17 acres are in a silagelalfalfa rotation. Fields 1 and 2 slope to the
West while Field 3 slopes to the East. Fields 4 and 5 slope to the West. An inventory of
the cropland can be found in Table 2. Fields 2, 4, and 5 will be in pasture; Fields 1 and
3 are in cropland rotation. The crop rotation, yields, and fertilization rates are shown in
Table 3.
Table 2. Cropland Inventory
Field
Acres
Crop
Field 1
7
Alfalfa
23
Pasture
Field 2
10
Alfalfa
Field 3
Field 4
5
watermelon
Field 5
20
Pasture

Yield

Yr in Rotation

6
3
6

3

-

3
2

Resource
High Ground Water
High Ground Water
High Ground Water

3

1

Table 3. Recommended Crop Rotation, Nutrient Uptake, and Fertilization
N
P (uptake) P (Uofl)
K

1

See Appendix C

Phosphorus fertilization rates shown in Table 2 were calculated through crop uptake.
Soil test values for nitrogen and potassium were assumed to determine a
recommendation for nitrogen and potassium based on the University of ldaho Fertilizer
t
phosphorus. Results
Guides. Soil samoles were taken and analvzed for ~ l a navailable
are reported in ~ & l e4.
Table 4. Soil Test Values

Field 5
Field 4
Field 4

I018198
1018198
1018198

1

/

1

18-24
0-12
18-24

/

1
1

1

82 1
1 9 1

1

1

1

1

I

Although plant available phosphorus test values were relatively low, the University of
ldaho Crop Fertilization Guide does not recommend additional phosphorus fertilization
at these levels. The pasture will uptake 12 pounds of phosphorus per acre. Cropland in

rotation will uptake 37 pounds of phosphorus per acre for the average crop rotation,
shown in Table 3.
Table 5 illustrates the nutrients supplied by the liquids and solids when applied to crop
uptake rates for the crop rotation and pasture. Due to the resource constraints on
Fields 1, 2, and 3, application rates are set at crop phosphorus uptake.
pplication

See Appendix C

As shown in Table 5, liquid application to meet crop phosphorus demands will not
supply enough nitrogen for the crops. However, liquid application to meet the nitrogen
demands of the pasture will over apply phosphorus by 38 poundslacre. By applying
9,000 gallonslacre of liquid effluent, 48 pounds of nitrogen, 12 pounds of phosphorus
and 60 pounds of potassium are supplied to the pasture. This should supply about a
quarter of the nitrogen demand of the pasture. However, due to the mobility and
variability in the availability of nitrogen, a spring soil test is imperative to determine the
nutrient needs of the crop.
Solid waste will be applied to the pasture once every five years at a rate of 1.5
truckloads/acre. This will supply enough phosphorus to the pasture for five years, while
supplying around half of the nitrogen the first year and a quarter of the nitrogen the
second year. Solid waste will be applied to the cropland at a rate of 2.25
truckloads/acre each year before corn rotation. Taking into account legume crediting the
first year and adjusting for stover degradation the second year, it is defendable that
solid manure application would supply the nitrogen needs for corn silage and the
phosphorus demands for the crop rotation.
However, mineralization plays an important role in the availability of nitrogen.
Mineralization is dependent upon temperature, precipitation, nitrogen content of the
manure, as well as other con&olling factors. ~ecausethese factors cannot be
managed, mineralization can and wWI vary considerably from one year to the next.
Therefore, spring soil testing is critical, especially when using a nutrient budget
approach to optimize nutrient applications.

Table 6 shows the total acres that should be utilized to land apply the liquid and solid
waste from 276 AU onto a cropland rotation of silagelalfalfa.
Table 6. Acres Needed for Land Application
Liquids
Solids

176

541

Example Dairy has 17 acres in cropland rotation, and another 48 in pasture. All of the
nutrients available in the liquid waste can be applied to Field 2 at 12 lb Placre.
The following crop information was taken from the University of Idaho Crop Fertilization
Guides.
Crop Information

,

Corn Silage-

Table 8. Recommended Fertilizer Nitrogen Rates (Iblacre) for Field Corn Harvested for
Silage as Affected by Yield Level and Soil Test Nitrogen
Silage Yield (tonslacre)
Soil Test N
20
25
30
35
40
(PP~)
Ib Nlacre
0
10
20
30
40
50
60
70

210
170
130
90
50
10
0
0

230
190
150
110
70
30
0
0

250
210
170
130
90
50
10
0

270
230
190
150
110
70
30
0

295
255
215
175
135
95
55
15

The recommended fertilizer nitrogen rates do not account for nitrogen cycling as
influenced by previous crops. Add 20 pounds nitrogen per acre for each ton of
straw or stover plowed under to a maximum of 50 pounds per acre. Straw yields
are normally 3 or 4 tons per acre and are not always related to grain yields.
Winter wheat generally produces more straw than spring wheat or barley.
Fertilizer nitrogen rates should be reduced 60 pounds per acre where corn
follows alfalfa.
Coarse teMured soils, including sandy loams, loamy soils and sands, may lose
nitrogen from leaching. For these soils, sidedress a portion of the nitrogen at the
time of the last cultivation.

High nitrogen rates (approaching 300 pounds per acre) broadcast and
incorporated before planting may reduce early season corn growth.
Table 9. Fertilizer Phosphorus Rates (Iblacre) Based on Soil Test Phosphorus and Soil
Lime Content
Lime Content
Soil Test P
5
10
15+
(PP~)
P205 Iblacre

Other micronutrients have not been shown to limit corn production. "Shot gun"
applications of micronutrient mixtures containing boron (B), copper (Cu), iron (Fe)
and manganese (Mn) ,"for insurance" have not been shown to be economical and
are not recommended.

Soils containing 20 to 30 pounds (4 to 7.5 ppm) of nitrate-nitrogen in the top 12
inches have sufficient nitrogen to establish a stand of alfalfa seeded alone.
Adding fertilizer nitrogen at establishment reduces nodule number and nodule
activity.
Table 10. Phosphorus Fertilizer Rates Based on a Soil Test
Soil Test
Apply
(0 to 12 inch) P205
(ppm)
(Iblacre)
0
3
7

over 10

160
120
60
0

Alfalfa has a high potassium (K) requirement.

-

Table 11. Potassium Fertilizer Needs Based on a Soil Test
Annlv
Soil Test
,. ,
(0 to 12 inch)
K20
(ppm)
(Iblacre)
0
56
112
150

240
160
80
0

Alfalfa and other legumes require more sulfur than grasses. Plant tissue testing
is an excellent tool for detecting sulfur-deficient alfalfa. Samples should be
analyzed for total nitrogen and total sulfur. These values are used to calculate
the nitrogenlsulfur ratio, which should be less than 15.
Zinc (Zn) deficiencies on alfalfa have not been observed in ldaho.
Alfalfa quality is enhanced by cutting at the early bud stage and more frequently
during the growing season. This practice will reduce stand life, however.
Pasture

-

Grass pastures have responded well to nitrogen (N) fertilizer applications up to
150 pounds nitrogen per acre. The nitrogen rate depends upon the length of
frost-free growing season and the number of cuttings or grazing periods. Split
applications of nitrogen fertilizer maintain a more uniform level of forage
production through sdmmer and fall. Broadcast 30 to 50 pounds nitrogen per
acre per application after each cutting or grazing cycle, and irrigate to move
nitrogen into the plant root zone.
Nitrogen and phosphorus are the elements needed most on ldaho irrigated
pastures. Potassium, sulfur, zinc and boron may be needed. Their need is best
determined by soil and plant tissue tests. Legume population in a grass-legume
mixture is reduced by nitrogen fertilization and increased by phosphorus and
potassium addition when these nutrients are low in the soil.
Table 1. Phosphorus Fertilizer Rates Based on Soil Test
Soil Test A~olv
.. .
(0 to 12
P205
inch)
(pprn) (Iblacre
)

0-3
3-7
7-10
over 10

160
120
60
0

Table 2. Potassium Fertilizer Rates Based on Soil Test
Soil Test
Apply
(Oto12
K20
inch)
(Iblacre)
(ppm)
0-40
200
40-75
140
80
75-110
over 110

0

Nutrient Budgeting
The following section will be utilized in conjunction with the Nutrient Budget worksheets,
which are available in Appendix D to help determine fertilization rates.
Line I - Crop nutrient requirements can be determined from spring soil testing and the
University of ldaho Crop Fertilization Guides. For additional information on how to soil
test, see University of ldaho Bulletin 704 - Soil Sampling.
Line 2 - Using the U of I Fertilizer Guide, credit nitrogen from previous legume crop
Line 4 - Solid waste will be applied at the following rates:

I Application Rate /

Year

(ft3/acre)
2500
2500
Mineralization
1680
Mineralization

1
2
3
1
2

/

N
Lblacre
145
236
91
94
59

P
Lblacre
74
92
18
48
12

K
Lblacre
300
353
53
195
34

Line 5 -As illustrated in Table 5, if 12 pounds of phosphorus are applied through liquid
waste application, 40 pounds of nitrogen and 45 pounds of potassium will be applied to
the cropland.
This budgeting approach will help the producer to determine the amount of commercial
fertilizer that should be applied to the cropland.
Irrigation System
Fields 1 and 2 are surface irrigated through gated pipe for 12 hour sets. Fields 3, 4, and
5 are sprinkler irrigated through hand line for 8 and 12 hour sets. The fields for
Example Dairy are characterized for irrigation purposes in Table 7 and 8. The soil
information has been collected from the NRCS Soil Survey for Gooding County. Crop
evapotranspiration (ET) rates are from the ldaho Department of Water Resources.

Table 7. Field lrrigation lnformation
Field
Soil Texture
AWHC Soil Depth lrrig System Runoff? Drained?
Identification
inlin
ft
N
N
Fine Sandy Lm 0.13
>5
Gated Pipe
Field 1
N
N
+5
Gated Pipe
Field 2
Fine Sandy Lm 0.13
N
N
>5
Hand
Line
Fine Sandy Lm 0.13
Field 3
N
N
Hand Line
Fine Sandy Lm
>5
0.1
Field 4
N
N
>5
Hand Line
0.1
Field 5
Fine Sandy Lm
-

WT?

-

Table 8. Crop lrrigation lnformation
Crop
Table ET Yield Adj
mmlday
%
8.128
80%
Alfalfa
7.62
90%
Corn Silage
100%
Pasture
'1.29

Peak ET
inlday
0.26
0.27
0.29

Root Depth M.A.D.
Ft
%
4
55
50 3
2
50

Fields 1 and 2 are gravity irrigated with significant field slope. Ideally, these fields
should also be sprinkler irrigated. A relatively low system efficiency was assumed for
this system based on the design and management. Runoff from these fields is captured
and reused on other fields.
To better manage irrigation water, Field 1 should be irrigated every 7 days for 12 hour
sets during peak ET periods. At this scheduling, it will take 4 sets to irrigate Field 1.
Each gate should be open %" for 66 gates. The system flow rate should be around 410
gpm. The irrigation frequency and scheduling does not change whether com or alfalfa
is being grown. The tailwater from this field is used to irrigate a portion of the pasture
included in Field 2. This is a very inefficient use of the tailwater, since the pasture ET
rate does not match the crops grown on Field 1.
Field 2 should be irrigated every 4 days for 12 hour sets during peak ET periods. At this
scheduling, it will take 4 sets to irrigate Field 2. Each gate should be open %" for 66
gates. They system flow rate should be around 410 gpm.
Twelve hour sets on Fields 1 & 2 may not be sufficient to properly wet the
corrugates/furrows. This set time may need to be changed to 24 hours, with decreased
flowrate. Ideally, the field should be irrigated in response to moisture sensors placed in
the field.
Field 3 should be irrigated every 6 days for 12 hour sets during peak ET periods. Hand
line will have to be moved three times before irrigation of Field 3 is complete. Twelve
laterals should be run at one time, with 8 birds on a lateral. The system flow rate should
be around 375 gpm.

Y
Y
Y

N
N

Fields 4 and 5 are irrigated together. These fields should be irrigated every 4 days for 8
hour sets during peak ET periods. Three laterals should be run at one time with 33
birds on a lateral when irrigating field 5. When Field 4 is irrigated, 6 laterals can be run
at one time with 16 birds on each lateral. This compensates for the acreage taken out
in the dairy.
Liquid waste from the dairy will be applied to Field 2 at the volumes specified previously.
The ponds should be emptied in the spring and fall, during the first and last irrigations
with no effluent applied through the remainder of the season. Liquid waste should be
applied as illustrated in Table 9.
Table 9. Application Rates for Irrigated Liquid Waste
/ ~ i e l d I Flowrate 1 Time per Set I Stage of Irrigation I
(gpm)
(hrs)
Field 2 1 50 1
6.0
End

I

I

I

A soil moisture monitoring dkvice should be utilized to help determine irrigation
scheduling to meet crop needs.
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GUIDELINES TO PREPARE FOR YOUR
NUTRIENT MANAGEMENT PLAN

REQUIRED ITEMS FOR CERTIFIED NUTRIENT MANAGEMENT PLANS
INTRODUCTION
The purpose of a nutrient management plan is to meet agricultural production goals and to certify
that manure and nutrients are properly managed to minimize adverse impact to surface or
groundwater. Plans are w-ritteu in cooperation with the producer to:
1) Assure proper containment of animal manure and process waste water.
2) Assess resource concerns which exist on the properly.
3) Budget nutrient sources to optimize crop water and nutrient needs. Nutrient sources include
commercial fertilizers, animal manure, mineralization of previous crop residues, and
irrigation water.
4) Assess imgatiou water management to minimize movement of nutrients beyond the root
zone or with runoff.
Land application of manure at agronomic rates, along with irrigation scheduling, is the most
effective way to obtain maximm-nutrient benefits from manure, condition the soil, and avoid
potential water quality problems downstream. Cattle manure is a valuable resource, which will
also improve soil properties suah as water holding capacity, infiltration, tilth, structure, porosity,
and nutrient retention and release. If animal manure andlor commercial fertilizers are not
properly managed, contaminants may impact surface andlor groundwater. Some water resource
contaminants associated with poorly managed animal manure and fertilizers are:

Phosphorus in the soil readily adsorbs to soil particles; thus, erosion of soil by surface runoff
is the general mode of phosphorus transport. In very low concentrations, phosphorus can
result in plant and algae blooms in surface water bodies. Alga blooms are a nuisance to
boaters, irrigators, and others. Toxins released by certain algae can be lethal to livestock
or other animals that drink the water. Dissolved oxygen in the water is depleted as algae
die and decompose, sometimes causing fish kills.
Nitrogen in the form of nitrate (NO3') is highly water-soluble and will move with water,
particularly down the soil profile past the root zone if not utilized by plants (thus
becoming a groundwater contamination issue). Nitrates are toxic to infants under 6
months, and to livestock at high concentrations. In surface water, excess nitrogen, like
phosphorus, can result in nuisance plant and algae growth.
Organic matter in high load decreases dissolved oxygen in a surface water body when it is
decomposed. Low levels of dissolved oxygen is harmful or even fatal to ftsh and other
aquatic life.
Bacteria and microorganism illnesses potentially transmitted through water by animal
manure are Giardia, Typhoid Fever, Cryptosporidium, and Cholera. Pathogens from
animal waste can impact surface and groundwater resources.

CERTIHED NUTRIENT MANAGEMENT PLAN REQUIREMENTS
The following is a list of requirements for nutrient management plans for Idaho dairy producers.
OWNER FACILITY INFORMATION

0 Name of facility
OwnerIOperator of facility
U Address of facility
0 Phone number of ownerioperator
0 Legal description of facility (include all owned land used for application of waste):
Name of facility:
Section
Township
Range
Name of facility:

Section

Township

Range

HYDROLOGY
Surface water has water quality stabdards based on the designated use of the water body. These
water quality standards must be met or the water body is listed as water quality impaired (303d
list) and falls under a regulatorq'process to bring the water quality back to the accepted
standards. The following surface water information will be required in your nutrient
management plan.
U The nearest down-slope stream &om your facility (if applicable):
Is the stream on the Environmental Protection Agency's 303(d) list? Yes

No

If yes, what are the listed contaminants?

0 41h order watershed Hydrologic Unit Code (8 digit):
SOIL TESTING INFORMATION
ISDA-Dairy Bureau regulation uses soil test phosphorus as the indicator for environmental
impact from agricultural production practices. The regulations are based on a threshold soil test
phosphorus level (TH), above which there is no agronomic advantage to application of nutrients.

0 Fields with no runoff: if the water table is greater than 5 feet from ground surface, TH = 30
ppm (Olsen P method, 18-24" soil depth).

0 Fields with no runoff: if the water table is less than 5 feet &om ground surface, TH = 20 ppm
(Olsen P method, 18-24" soil depth).

0 Fields with runoff: TH = 40 ppm (Olsen P method, 0-12" soil depth).
If soil test phosphorus is below TH, regulations allow for land application of nitrogen equal to
rates recommended by the University of Idaho Fertilizer Guides or another accredited database.
The regulations identifl no agronomic advantage to nutrient application on soils at or above TH,
however, they allow for land application of animal manure at rates equal to crop uptake of
phosphorus at soil test levels above TH. ISDA regulatory soil testing on livestock operations
will be conducted every three years to determine trend data, based on TH.

Unless a shortage of acreage exists for land application of manure, it is recommended to have
your nutrient management plan written for land application of solid and liquid manure to the rate
of crop uptake. Application of the manure resource to this rate is a sustainable practice and is
always allowed under ISDA regulations. Regardless of the rate prescribed by your nutrient
management plan, soil testing at the 0-12 inch and 12-24 inch soil depths is required for nitrogen
management.
U Spring soil test for nitrogen (required annually)
0-12" and 12-24" nitrogen test

U Soil test for phosphorus (optional if plan written for land application of manure at the rate of
crop uptake, required if plan is written for land application of manure above crop uptake)
depths required if plan written for land application of manure above crop uptake:
0-12": for all fields
18-24": additional requirement for fields with no runoff
U Other parameters (optional)

Field Name:
Soil Test Date:
Phosphorus Test Method:

YO ~

une

I

% Organic Matter
fir

I

/ pH
Additional soil test tables are provided in Appendix A.

Acres:

SITE MAPS
Two site maps are required in a certified nutrient management plan - the Facility Site Plan and
the Land Application Site Plan. See Figure 1 for example Facility Site Plans, and Figure 2 for
example Land Application Site Plans.

R Facility Site Plan
Required items on the map:
Livestock:
0 Milk barn
Livestock housing and corrals
0 Waste structures
0 Lagoon(s)
Separator(s)
Solid storage
Liquid manure pump station
Liquid manure pipelines
Feed storage
Hydrologic Features:
I
0 Drain ditches
0 Springs
0 Seeps
Runoff flow direction
Runoff containment
0 Waterways (streams, rivers, creeks)
0 Ponds
0 Lakes
0 Wetlands
Other Features:
0 Residences
R Property limes
Wells
0 North arrow
0 Rock outcrops
0 Sink holes
0 Fences
0 Berms
0 Potable water pipelines

O Land Application Site Plan
Required items on the map:
0 Dairy location
0 Labeled fields with name and acreage
0 Labeled roads and other landmarks
Hydrologic Features:
Injection well
Residential wells
Drain ditches
P Tile drain outlets
0 Springs
0 Seeps
0 Runoff flow direction
0 Groundwater flow direction
0 Berms
P Runoff containment
0 Waterways (streams, rivers, creeks)
P Ponds
0 Lakes
Wetlands
Irrigation Features:
P Wells
0 Canalsllaterals
0 Pump station
Pipeline
0 Sediment pond
0 Buffer stxip
0 Chemigation system
Other Features:
P Residences
0 Property lines
0 Wells
0 North arrow
0 Rock outcrops
0 Sink holes
0 Fences
0 Berms

FIELD & CROP INFORMATION

0 Crop Rotation information for each field.
Field Name:

Acres:

-

*Crop residue management options: 1) residue removed with harvest; 2) residue incorporated
emfy Fall; 2) residue incorporated late Fa11 or Spring; 3) residue left unincorporated (nitill); 4)
residue burned.
Additional crop information dak tables are provided in Appendix B.
FERTILIZER PLACEMENT AND TIMING

0 Phosphorus Fertilizer Placement: check which applies
Phosphorus fertilizer placed with a planter or plowed deeper than 2 inches
0 Phosphorus fertilizer incorporated greater than 3 inches by disking or chiseling
0 Phosphorus fertilizer surface applied, no incorporation
Phosphorus fertilizer surface applied on frozen ground

0 Organic Phosphorus (manureibiosolids) Fertilizer Placement: check which applies
0 Organic phosphorus injected or plowed deeper than 2 inches
0 Organic phosphorus incorporated greater than 3 inches by disking or chiseling
0 Organic phosphorus incorporated less than 3 inches by harrowing, etc.
0 Organic phosphorus surface applied, no incorporation
0 Organic phosphorus surface applied on frozen ground

D Nitrogen fertilizer application timing: check which applies
0 No nitrogen fertilizer applied
0 Nitrogen fertilizer application split with nitrification inhibitor
0 Nitrogen fertilizer application split with some applied pre-plant and some applied during
the growing season.
0 Nitrogen fertilizer application pre-plant in the Spring
0 Nitrogen fertilizer application pre-plant in the Fall

IRRIGATION INFORMATION
Irrigation water management is very important in nutrient management. If irrigation water is
over-applied what the crop uses, there is potential for runoff andlor leaching of nutrients. If
irrigation water is under-applied, the crop will not have optimal growth conditions. Crop
irrigation water requirements changes through the growing season depending on climate
conditions and crop evapotranspirationrate. Proper irrigation water management responds to
these crop demands.
Information your Nutrient Management Planner will need:

R Wheel lines/handlines (perfield, per crop)
Field name:
Acres:
Crop:
Nozzle flow r a t e : (gpm) OR Nozzle diameter:(in) Pump p r e s s u r e : (psi)
.
Number of nozzles:Number of days to completely irrigate field:Days between irrigation:Down time per day:i
(hrs)
System application efficiency:(%)
Estimated runoft(%)

Q Pivot (perfield, per crop)
Field name:
System flow r a t e : (gprn)
Pivot lateral length:(ft)
Time to complete one c y c l e : (hrs)
Days between irrigation:-

Acres:
System application efficiency:(%)
Estimated runoff:-

R Surface Irrigation (perfield, per crop)
Field name:
Acres:
Slope of field:
Condition of field at the end of the furrows:
R Less than 6 inches &om field level grade to bottom of tail water ditch
R More than 6 inches from field level grade to bottom of tail water ditch
Delivery Method: U Gated pipe U Siphon tubes R Earthen ditch with cutouts
Longest furrow length:(ft)
Furrow border spacing:(ft)
Furrow flow r a t e : (gpm) OR
Time to reach end of furrow:(hfs)
Gated pipe: Width of opening:(in) Height of o p e n i n g : (in)
Elevation difference between head ditch water surface and g a t e : (in)
Siphon tube: Tube diameter:(in) Number of tubes per furrow:Elevation difference between head ditch water surface and f u r r o w : (in)
Set time for single furrow r u n : (hrs)
Days between irrigation:Additional irrigation information data sheets are provided in Appendix C.

(%)

(%I

BEST MANAGEMENT PRACTICE INFORMATION
Best management practices help to decrease the amount of erosion off the field and leaching
below the root zone. Your Nutrient Management Planner will want to know if you have BMPs
on your fields.
Enter field name, and check all best management practices that apply to that field:

RESOURCE CONCERN INFORMATION

0 Field Resource Concerns:
There may be physical features on your fields which may increase the potential for nutrient
transport to surface or ground water. The following are resource concerns nutrient
management planners look for on each field.
1. Irrigation CanaIsKaterals - Irrigation tail water can deliver nutrients to surface water via
open canals. Nutrient loading of open canals can have a detrimental affect on the health of
receiving waters.
2. Wetlands -Typically wetlands are low-lying areas of groundwater discharge with water
loving plants. Nutrient introduction into wetlands increases the potential of groundwater and
surface water contamination.
3. Surface Waters (StreamsILakeslSprings)
4. Sink Holes - Sink holes are low-lying areas which may collect runoff andlor inigation
water. They may be areas of increased water and contaminant movement to groundwater.
5. Rock Outcrops - Rock outcrops are areas where there is exposed rock with littie soil. They
may be direct links to groundwater through cracks and fissure. Nutrients should not be
applied on rock outcrops unless the outcrop has been sealed. Sealing methods include one
foot of compacted soil with 15% clay content or gypsum sealing.
6. Groundwater Discharge Zones - Groundwater discharge zones are areas in the field where
groundwater table surfaces typically during the spring or during inigation season. Nutrient

introduction into these areas strongly increases the vuInerability of groundwater
contamination.
7. Well Heads -Well heads offer a direct link to groundwater. If well heads receive runoff
from animal corrals or agricultural fields the potential for groundwater contamination is very
high. Runoff should be diverted from the well head and new wells should be properly placed
up gradient from contamination sources, following all state and federal setbacks.
8. Subsurface Tile Drains - Subsurface drains can deliver nutrients to surface water.
Subsurface drains run the risk of decreased time for contact of the nutrients to adsorb ontosoil particles or to be utilized by the crop. Irrigation management is also affected because
shallow soils have a lower water holding capacity.
9. Limiting Layers - Limiting layers in the soil such as a hard pan or rock decrease the depth
of soil in which the crop will grow. Shallow soils run the risk of decreased time for contact
for the nutrients to adsorb onto soil padcles or to be utilized by the crop causing the
potential for runoff or leaching.
Enter field name, then check all resource concerns that apply to that field:

0 Well Test:
Nutrient Management Planners typically provide the latest well test information in the Nutrient
Management Plan. The Idaho State Department of Agriculture has tested the wells of every
daily in Idaho. Dairy producers were provided with the report of that test.
Well Test Information (if applicable)

Nutrient Management Planners estimate annual manure production based on animal type, animal
weight, and number of animals. The nutrient content of manure (N,P,K) is estimated from
animal type and bodyweight. Fill out the form below for each class of livestock on your
operation. Proportioning annual bedding needs between classes of livestock may not be
possible. At minimum, estimate the total annual amount of bedding used on your operation.

Animal Class

Number of
Animals

Housing
Type

Average
weight per
animal (ibs)

Tons of
bedding
usedlyr

Bedding
Type

No. days per
year housed
in this unit

Lactating Cow
Dry Cow

-

Heifer
Calf

I

MAh'URE HANDLING

Laetatin9 Cows
1. Do you flush feed alley area?
If yes, is recycled lagoon water used to flush?
2. Do you scrape feed alley?
3. Do you flush animal housinghedding area?
If yes, is recycled lagoon water used to flush?
4. Do you scrape animal housinghedding area?
5. Do you flush or hose milk parlor?
6. Do you scrape and hose milk parlor?
7. Do you flush or hose holding pen?
8. Do you scrape holding pen?

YesYesYesYesYesYesYesYesYesYes-

NoNoNoNoNoNoNoNoNoNo-

9. Do you have separators?
YesNoIf yes, check the order the separators operate in relation to liquid manure
before it reaches the holding pond:
0
0
0
0
0
0

Gravity Concrete Separator
Gravity Earthen Separator
Sloped Screen Mechanical Separator
Mechanical Separator
Double Screen Mechanical Separator
Screw Press Separator

2"d

3rd

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

10. What are the measurements for your solid manure storage(s)?

width (ft) length (ft) wall height (ft)
width (ft) l e n g t h (ft) wall height (ft)
width (ft)

-length (fi)-wall height (8)

width (ft) length (ft) wall height (ft)
11. How frequently do you empty out the solid manure storage? -timesfyear

12. What type of manure spreader do you use and what is the size?

Type

Width-

Length

Fill height

Rated Capacity-

13. What type of storage facility do you have for liquid waste from the parlor?

e a r t h e n storage

-concrete tank

14. What are the dimensions on your liquid waste storage facility?

Earthen storage: width (ft)-

length (it)-

depth (8)

Concrete tank: width (&)-

length (ft)-

wall height (ft)-

15. What is the design volume for your liquid waste storage facility?
16. How do you empty your liquid waste storage facility?

-evaporative pond, not emptied
P u m p to
gravity flow to
h o n e y wagon

wall slope-

cubic feet

1. Are feed alleys scraped into a storage structure?
2. What is the frequency of cleaning out the bedded manure pack?
3. Do you flush feed alley area?
If yes, is recycled lagoon water used to flush?
4. Do you scrape animal housinghedding area?
5. What is the frequency of cleaning out the bedded manure pack?
6. Do you flush animal housingbedding area?
If yes, is recycled lagoon water used to flush?
7. Is solid manure composted?
8. Do dry cows go out on pasture during the summer?
h o u r s
If yes, for how many hours per day?
-months
for how many months of the year?
9. Do dry cows have access to a dirt exercise lot?
h o u r s
If yes, for how many hours per day?
-months
for how many months of the year?
-months
frequency of manure removal

YesYesYesYesYesYesYesYes-

Yes-

Notimeslyear
NoNONotimeslyear
NoNoNONo-

No-

Young Stock:
1. Are feed alleys scraped into a storage structure?
2. What is the frequency of cleaning out the bedded manure pack?
3. Do you flush feed alley area?
If yes, is recycled lagoon water used to flush?
4. Do you scrape animal honsinghedding area?
5. What is the frequency of cleaning out the bedded manure pack?
6. Do you flush animal housinghedding area?
If yes, is recycled lagoon water used to flush?
7. Is solid manure composted?
8. Do heifers go out on pasture during the summer?
-hours
If yes, for how many hours per day?
-months
for how many months of the year?
9. Do heifers have access to a dirt exercise lot?
-hours
If yes, for how many hours per day?
months
for how many months of the year?
-months
frequency of manure removal

Yes-

YesYesYesYes-

Notimeslyear
NONoNotimeslyear
NO___
NoNo__
No-

Yes-

No___

YesYesYes-

Other Livestock:
1. Are feed alleys scraped into a storage structure?
2. What is the frequency of cleaning out the bedded manure pack?
3. Do you flush feed alley area?
If yes, is recycled lagoon water used to flush?
4. Do you scrape animal housinghedding area?
5. What is the frequency of cleaning out the bedded manure pack?
6. Do you flush animal housingbedding area?
If yes, is recycled lagoon water used to flush?
7. Is solid manure composted?
8. Do animals go out on pasture during the summer?
h o u r s
If yes, for how many hours per day?
-months
for how many months of the year?
9. Do animals have access to a dirt exercise lot?
h o u r s
If yes, for how many h o w per day?
-months
for how many months of the year?
-months
frequency of manure removal

YesYesYesYesYesYesYesYes-

Yes-

NOtimeslyear
NoNONotimeslyear
NoNoNONo-

No-

DALLY WATER USE IN THE MILKING CENTER
Your Nutrient Management Planner needs to estimate the volume of liquid dairy waste produced
on your farm. This worksheet provides the necessary calculations for estimating the amount of
liquid waste produced per day.
Pipeline Cleanin& Most dairy operations fill their cleaning vat four times per milking with a
pre-milking sanitizing, post-milfig rinse, detergent cycle, and acid rinse. The equation for
calculating pipeline cleaning volume is shown below. You will need to measure the volume of
water that is used for each cycle.
X

# of cyclesirnilking

-

X

gallonsicycle

gayday

# o f milkingslday

Clean Bulk Tanktsl The amount of water used to clean a hulk tank varies depending on
whether the tank is cleaned manually or with an automatic washer. Approximately 30 to 50
gallons are used to manually wash bulk tanks. A refmed estimate is possible by calculating
water flow rate from the hose and estimating the number of minutes used to spray the tank
(calculation similar to parlor wash-up below). Automatic washers use 60 to 120 gallons per
wash. Your milking equipment dealer can provide a water use estimate for your particular
automatic tank washer.
Tank 1

I
gallwash

Tank 2

gdday

days between pickups

I
gaVwash

-

days between pickups

-

gayday

Wash Parlor Floor. The amount of water used to clean the parlor floor varies tremendously
between dairies.

Hose: Water use can be estimated by the equation below. In general, you will use 5 gallons of
water per minute from a conventional pressure system and 20 gallons per minute from a booster
pump system. You can refine your estimate by timing how long it takes to fill a 5 gallon bucket
with water.
X

X

gaVmin from hose

min washdown

-

gallday

-

gallday

# washiday

Flush: Water use can be estimated by the equation below
X

X

total flowrate (gpm)

min flush

# flushiday

Deck Flush: Water use can be estimated by the equation below.
1

X

nozzle flowrate (gpm)

X

#of nozzles

-

X

min flush

gallday

# flush/day

Wash Milkhouse Floor. Many dairy producers wash the milk room flow by catching water
used to clean the viveline in bucket(s) and then bucket washing
- the floor. Inthis situation, there
is no additional water used to wash the milk room floor. Other producers spray down the milk
room with a hose. Use the equation below to estimate water use for this task.

..

\

,

X

gallmin from hose

-

X

min washdown

gaVday

# washiday

Pre-cool in^ Milk Substantial amounts of "waste water" can be generated from a plate cooler
or pre-cooler. As a general rule, one gallon of water is used to pre-cool one gallon of milk.
~ 6 sdairies
t
recycle the pre-cooler water for other purposes (example pre-cool milk then flow to
a water trough). The volume of water must be considered in lagoon sizing if it is not recycled for
other uses.
a) Does your parlor have a plate cooler or pre-cooler?
b) Do you recycle pre-coolerlplate cooler water?
If yes to b, how is it recycled?
d i v e r t e d to water trough
-diverted to holding tank
o t h e r : describe

YesYes-

NoNo-

If no to b, then calculate the volume added to storage:

-

X

gal milk shippedlday

gallday

gal of waterlgal of milk cooled

Preparing Cows for Milkin% Dairies that pre-dip cows generally use water on only a few cows
per milking. Herds which manually wash udders will use !A to 1 gallon of water per cow per
milking. Use the higher estimate if"liberal amounts" are used to prep cows.
a) Do you pre-dip your cows?
b) Do you manually wash cows prior to milking?
If yes, calculate water use below:

-

X

X

#cows

NoNo-

YesYes-

gallday

# milkingslday

gallwash

c) Do you use holding pen sprinklers to wash cows prior to milking?
I
If yes:
#sprinklers

-

X

X

sprinkler flowrate
in holding pen

gallstring

minlwash (gpm)

-

X

# of strings

gallday

gaVshing

d) Are sprinklers on a timer?
Yes-.N
.oIf you are designing storage for a 6 months period of time, it is important to accurately
account for months sprinklers are in use, so storage is not over-estimated:
Months sprinklers are used (circle months used):
Jan

Feh

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

Jul

Aug

Sep

Oct

Nov

Dec

Backflushine milk in^ Units. Approximately !A to L/z gallon of water is used to manually
backflush milking units. Automatic backflush units will use 1 to 4 gallons per backflush cycle.
You can refme the estimate for your dairy by catching the water used to backflush a unit in a 5
gallon bucket.
a) Do you manually backflush milking units between cows?
b) Do you use automatic backflush units in your parlor?
- If yes to a orb, use the equation below to estimate water use:
X

#cows

-

X

galhackflush

# milkingdday

YesYes-

NoNo-

gallday

All

Cleaning the Holding Pen. Large volumes of waste water are generated if the holding pen is
washed down with a hose or cleaned with a flush system.
Yes-

a) Do you wash down y o u holding pen with a hose?
If yes, perform the calculation below:
X

gaVmin from hose

-

X

minlwashdown

No___
gavday

# washdowniday

Yes-

b) Do you flush y o u holding pen?
If yes, perform the calculation below:

No-

Miscellaneous Eauiament.
Yesa) Do you have a water cooled compressor for your cooling milk?
If yes, is the water from the compressor returned to a floor drain? YesIf yes, water use should be estimated:
Yes-

b)Do you use a washing machine in the milking center?
If yes, water use should be estimated:

-

X
# loadslday

No___
Nogdday
Nogallday

gallload

c) Do you have a water ring vacuum pump?
If yes, is the water discharged to the floor drain?
If yes, water use should be estimated:

YesYes-

-

NoNogallday

Miscellaneous Uses. A "fudge" factor is typically added to cover items not listed above. Two
common examples include: cleaning calf bottles and washing off boots.
Miscellaneous:
Total daily water use:

RUNOFF AREA
Unsurfaced ODirt) Lots
On all dairies, liquid storage ponds are sized to contain contaminated runoff from cow yards,
feed lanes, and feed storage areas. The volume of runoff is dependent on the type of surface and
the slope. Your Nutrient Management Planner will need to know if runoff is diverted to your
liquid waste storage.
Yes-

a) Do you have livestock on dirt lots?

NO-..^.

b) What are the dimensions on the dirt lots and approximate slope?
c) How do you contain runoff from these dirt lots (berm, contained in lot, diverted to storage
pond)?

Concreted or Surfaced Areas
On all dairies, liquid storage ponds are sized to contain contaminated runoff concrete feed lanes,
feed storagelpreparationareas, cow wakways and holding pen. If runoff is diverted from these
areas to your storage pond, this needs to be known.
1

Concrete area description

Width (ft)

Length (ft)

Containment of runuff

1

Direct precipitation on buildings can become contaminated by flowing through cow corrals and
or feed storage. If it does, it needs to be contained. Identify buildings that contribute runoff to
cow corralslcow housing.
Building or structure
description

Roof
width (ft)

Roof
length (ft)

Containment of runoff

Describe your procedures for diverting clean runoff away from livestock confmement areas, or
other buildings and structures.
Housing, or structure
description

Method of diverting runoff

APPENDIX A
SOIL TEST DATA SHEETS

Field Name:
Soil Test Date:
Phosphorus Test Method:

/

Soil Test Parameter

1

Acres:

0-12"

1

12-24"

1

18-24"

Field Name:
Soil Test Date:
Phosphorus Test Method:

Acres:

Field Name:
Soil Test Date:
Phosphorus Test Method:

Acres:

Field Name:
Soil Test Date:
Phosphorus Test Method:

Acres:

Fieid Name:
Soil Test Date:
Phosphorus Test Method:

Acres:

/

Soil Test Parameter

1

i

0-12"

Field Name:
Soil Test Date:
Phosphorus Test Method:
I Soil Test Parameter I
0-12"

I

12-24"

1

18-24"

1

18-24''

1

Acres:

I

12-24"

1

APPENDIX B
CROP INFORMATION DATA TABLES

Field Name:
Crop
Year

Acres:

Crop

Will you apply
manure to
this crop?

Yield

"Crop Residue
Management

Date
Planted

Date
Harvested

2000
2001

*Crop residue management options: 1) residue removed with harvest; 2) residue incorporated
early Fall; 2) residue incorporated late Fall or Spring; 3) residue left unincorporated (no till); 4)
residue burned.
Field Name:
Crop
Year

Acres:
!

Crop

Yield

Will you apply
manure to
this crop?

*Crop Residue
Management

Date
Planted

Date
Harvested

*Crop residue management options: 1) residue removed with harvest; 2) residue incorporated
early Fall; 2) residue incorporated late Fall or Spring; 3) residue left unincorporated (no till); 4)
residue burned.
Field Name:
Crop
Year

Acres:

Crop

Yield

Will you apply
manure to
this crop?

"Crop Residue
Management

Date
Planted

Date
Harvested

2000

2004 1
2005 /
*Crop residue management options: 1) residue removed with harvest; 2) residue incorporated
early Fall; 2) residue incorporated late Fall or Spring; 3) residue lefi unincorporated (no till); 4)
residue burned.

Field Name:

Acres:

"Crop residue management options: 1) residue removed with harvest; 2) residue incorporated
early Fall; 2) residue incorporated late Fall or Spring; 3) residue lefi unincorporated (no till); 4)
residue burned.
Field Name:

Acres:

"Crop residue management options: 1) residue removed with harvest; 2) residue incorporated
early Fall; 2) residue incorporated late Fall or Spring; 3) residue left unincorporated (no till); 4)
residue burned.
Field Name:
Crop
Year

Crop

Acres:

Yield

Will you apply
manure to
this crop?

*Crop Residue
Management

Date
Planted

Date
Harvested

2000

"Crop residue management options: 1) residue removed with harvest; 2) residue incorporated
early Fall; 2) residue incorporated late Fall or Spring; 3) residue left unincorporated (no till); 4)
residue burned.

APPENDIX C
IRRIGATION INFORMATION DATASHEETS

Wheel linesihandlines (perfield, per crop)
Field name:
Acres:
Crop:
Nozzle flow r a t e : (gpm) OR Nozzle diameter:(in) Pump pressure:
Number of nozzles:Number of days to completely irrigate field:Days between irrigation:Down time per d a y : (hrs)
Estimated runoft(%)
(%)
System application efficiency:-

(psi)

0 Wheel linesihandlines (perfield, per crop)
Field name:
Acres:
Crop:
(in) Pump p r e s s u r e : (psi)
Nozzle flow r a t e : (gpm) OR Nozzle diameter:Number of nozzles:I
Number of days to completely irrigate field:Days between irrigation:Down time per day:(hrs)
Estimated runoff:(%I
System application efficiency:(%)

Wheel linesihandlines (perfield, per crop)
Field name:
Acres:
Crop:
(gpm) OR Nozzle diameter:(in) Pump p r e s s u r e : (psi)
Nozzle flow rate:Number of nozzles:Number of days to completely irrigate field:Days between irrigation:Down time per day:(hrs)
Estimated runoff:(%)
(%)
System application efficiency:-

0 Wheel linesihandlines (perfield, per crop)

<

Field name:
Acres:
Crop:
(gpm) OR Nozzle diameter:(in) Pump p r e s s u r e : (psi)
Nozzle flow rate:Number of nozzles:Number of days to completely irrigate fieid:Days between irrigation:Down time per d a y : (hrs)
Estimated runoff:(%)
System application efficiency:(%)

0 Wheel lineshandlines (perfield, per crop)
Field name:
Acres:
Crop:
(in) Pump p r e s s u r e : (psi)
Nozzle flow r a t e : (gpm) OR Nozzle diameter:Number of nozzles:Number of days to completely imgate field:Days between irrigation:.
Down time per d a y : (hrs)
Estimated runoff:System application efficiency:(%)

0 Wheel lines/handlines (perJield,per crop)
Field name:
Acres:
Crop:
(in) Pump p r e s s u r e : (psi)
Nozzle flow r a t e : (gpin) OR Nozzle diameter:Number of nozzles:I
Number of days to completely irrigate field:Days between irrigation:Down time per d a y : (hrs)
Estimated runoff:(%)
(%)
System application efficiency:-

0 Wheel lineshandlines (perfield, per crop)
Field name:
Acres:
Crop:
(in) Pump p r e s s u r e : (psi)
Nozzle flow r a t e : (gpm) OR Nozzle diameter:Number of nozzles:Number of days to completely imgate field:Days between irrigation:Down time per d a y : (hrs)
Estimated runoff:(%)
(%)
System application efficiency:-

0 Wheel lineshandlines (perfield, per crop)
Field name:
Acres:
Crop:
(gpm) OR Nozzle diameter:(in) Pump p r e s s u r e : (psi)
Nozzle flow rate:Number of nozzles:Number of days to completely irrigate field:Days between irrigation:Down time per day:(hrs)
Estimated runoff:(%)
(%)
System application efficiency:-

Pivot (perfield, per crop)
Field name:
System flow r a t e : (gpm)
(ft)
Pivot lateral length:Time to complete one c y c l e : (hrs)
Days between irrigation:-

Acres:
System application efficiency:Estimated runoff(%)

(%)

0 Pivot (perfield, per crop)
Field name:
System flow r a t e : (gpm)
Pivot lateral length:(fi)
Time to complete one c y c l e : (hrs)
Days between irrigation:.
0 Pivot (perfield, per crop)
Field name:
System flow r a t e : (gpm)
(ft)
Pivot lateral length:Time to complete one cycle:Days between irrigation:-

System application efficiency:("/.I
Estimated runoff:-

(%)

Acres:

ow

U Pivot (perJield,per crop)
Field name:
System flow r a t e : (gpm)
(ft)
Pivot lateral length:Time to complete one c y c l e : (hrs)
Days between irrigation:U Pivot (perfield, per crop)
Field name:
System flow r a t e : (gpm)
Pivot lateral length:(fi)
Time to complete one cycle:Days between irrigation:-

Acres:

System application e f f ~ c i e n c y(%)
:~
Estimated runoff:(%)

Acres:
System application efficiency:Estimated runoff:(%)

(%)

Acres:

(&I

System application efficiency:Estimated runoff:(%)

(%)

0 Pivot (perfield, per crop)
Field name:
System flow r a t e : (gpm)
Pivot lateral length:(ft)
Time to complete one c y c l e : (hrs)
Days between irrigation:Cl Pivot (perfield, per crop)
Field name:
System flow r a t e : (gpm)
(ft)
Pivot lateral length:Time to complete one c y c l e : (hrs)
Days between irrigation:Cl Pivot (perfield, per crop)
Field name:
System flow r a t e : (gpm)
Pivot lateral length:(ft)
Time to complete one c y c l e : (hrs)
Days between irrigation:Cl Pivot (perfield, per crop)
Field name:
System flow r a t e : (gpm)
Pivot lateral length:(ft)
Time to complete one c y c l e : (hrs)
Days between irrigation:-

Acres:
System application efficiency:Estimated runoff:(%)

(%)

Acres:
System application efficiency:Estimated runoff:(%)

(%)

Acres:
System application efficiency:Estimated runoff:(%)

(%)

Acres:
System application efficiency:Estimated runoff:(%)

(%)

Cl Pivot (perfield, per crop)

Field name:
System flow r a t e : (gpm)
Pivot lateral length:(ft)
Time to complete one cycle:Days between irrigation:-

Acres:

(hfi)

System application efficiency:Estimated runoff(%)

(%)

R Surface Irrigation (perfield, per crop)
Field name:
Acres:
Slope of field:
Condition of field at the end of the furrows:
O Less than 6 inches from field level grade to bottom of tail water ditch
O More than 6 inches from field level grade to bottom of tail water ditch
Delivery Method: R Gated pipe 0 Siphon tubes R Earthen ditch with cutouts
Furrow border spacing:(ft)
Longest furrow length:(ft)
Furrow flow r a t e : (gpm) OR
Time to reach end of f u r r o w : (hrs)
Gated pipe: Width of opening:(in) Height of o p e n i n g : (in)
Elevation difference between head ditch water surface and g a t e : (in)
Siphon tube: Tube diameter:(in) Number of tubes per furrow:Elevation difference between head ditch water surface and f u r r o w : (in)
Set time for single furrow r u n : (hrs)
Days between irrigation:R Surface Irrigation (perbeld, per crop)
Field name:
Acres:
Slope of field:
Condition of field at the end of the furrows:
R Less than 6 inches from field level grade to bottom of tail water ditch
R More than 6 inches from field level grade to bottom of tail water ditch
Gated pipe R Siphon tubes Cl Earthen ditch with cutouts
Delivery Method:
Furrow border spacing:(ft)
(ft)
Longest furrow length:Furrow flow r a t e : (gpm) OR
Time to reach end of furrow:(hrs)
Gated pipe: Width of opening:(in) Height of o p e n i n g : (in)
Elevation difference between head ditch water surface and g a t e : (in)
Siphon tube: Tube diameter:(in) Number of tubes per furrow:Elevation difference between head ditch water surface and f u r r o w : (in)
Set time for single furrow r u n :(hrs)
Days between irrigation:-

(%I

U Surface Irrigation (perfield, per crop)
Field name:
Acres:
Slope of field:
Condition of field at the end of the furrows:
Less than 6 inches from field level grade to bottom of tail water ditch
More than 6 inches from field level grade to bottom of tail water ditch
Siphon tubes U Earthen ditch with cutouts
Delivery Method: U Gated pipe
Longest furrow length:(ft)
Furrow border spacing:(ft)
Furrow flow r a t e : (gpm) OR
Time to reach end of f u r r o w : (hrs)
Gated pipe: Width of opening:
(in) Height of o p e n i n g : (in)
Elevation difference between head ditch water surface and g a t e : (in)
Siphon tube: Tube diameter:(in) Number of tubes per furrow:Elevation difference between head ditch water surface and f u r r o w : (in)
Set time for single furrow r u n : (hrs)
Days between irrigation:Surface Irrigation (perheld, per crop)
Field name:
Acres:
Slope of field:
Condition of field at the end of the furrows:
0 Less than 6 inches from field level grade to bottom of tail water ditch
U More than 6 inches from field level grade to bottom of tail water ditch
Delivery Method: 0 Gated pipe U Siphon tubes 0 Earthen ditch with cutouts
Furrow border spacing:(ft)
Longest furrow length:(ft)
Furrow flow r a t e : (gpm) OR
Time to reach end of f u r r o w : (hrs)
Gated pipe: Width of opening:(in) Height of o p e n i n g : (in)
Elevation difference between head ditch water surface and g a t e : (in)
Siphon tube: Tube diameter:(in) Number of tubes per furrow:Elevation difference between head ditch water surface and f u r r o w : (in)
Set time for single furrow r u n : (hrs)
Days between irrigation:-

(%)

-

(%I
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INSPECTOR SIGNATURE

PRODUCER SIGNATURE

D E P A R M N T O F AGRICULTURE

DAIRY FAR WASTE
FACILITY INSPECTION REPORT

BUhrAU OF DAIRYMG
PO B O X 790, BOISE ID 83701-0790
(208)332-8550
. .
DAIRY NAM!3OWNER/ADDRESS/CITY

DATE:
TIME:
# OF ANIMALS:
Fresh & Dry:
Replacements:

.

INSPECTION TYPE:
ROUTINE
FOLLOW-UP
PRE-QUALLFYElG
QUALIFYING
OTHER
COMPLAINT:

-7

REPEAT NON-COMPLIANCE
TIME FRAME:
DISCHARGE INSPECTION

REVOKE MILK PERMIT
ADMINISTRATWE HEARING
A dairy farm waste facility inspection was conducted at your faciUty on this date. Items found to be in non-compliance with IDAPA 02.04.14 are identified below.
Please be aware that repeat non-compliance items found to exist on the next inspection may bo cause for revocation of your permit to sell milk.
PLANTIPERMIT #:

--

1

1 -1

/

----

1. WASTE SYSTHI

..

II

a.

am Waste Containment

I

I

I

1

b. CorraliFaciiity Containment

1

I

I ! ]

/I

h. Animals Confined From Watenvays

1

I

I

I/
1

Remarks:

I

/

Idaho Rules Governing ~ H r Waste,
y
IDAPA 02.04.14 state that
should a repeat item@)on non-compliance or if a sipificant
item(s) is found to exist on an inspection, a reinspection shall bc
required after the time deemed necessary to remedy the item(s) of
non-compliance. Any significant or repeat item(s) of noncom~liancefound still existinz at the time of the reins~ect~on
may
iu st41 milk lithe pLr~nlti!.~r
call ;or revuratton o i p u r
been revoked a relnspecilon will be med: whrn the Jcpm~ncol
has bero ilotlfied !hat the prohltmis, has beto C O I T C C ~ C ~ .

I
INSPECTOR SIGNAlURE

PRODUCER SIGNATURE

EXHIBIT J

AGRKUL TURE
DAIRYMOUREPORT
At the end of 2006, Idaho had 683 dairy farms - a net loss of 38 dairies from 2005. Average herd size increased
from 657 mature animals per farm in 2005 to 696 in 2006. Total milk production was over 10.89 billion pounds
up 7.2% from 2005. Average milk price was approximately $1 1.89 per hundred weight down from $13.50 in
2005. Farm gate receipts were 1.27 billion, down from 1.37 billion in 2005. The Department estimates the
2007 milk production will increase approximately 5% over 2006. Several dairymen have gone through the
county siting approval process and are under construction. Numerous other dairy site proposals have been
approved by county governments. The majority of these approvals continue to be in Minidoka and Cassia
counties. A few counties in Magic Valley have been reviewing modifications of their ordinances for tighter
control of the livestock industry. Brewster Cheese has purchased the Kraft plant in Rupert and plan to open in
the fall of 2007.
YEAR

- --

-. . .
1001

-

OF MILK'
MATUKEUNRYCOWS
AVERAGE
(IN THOUSANDS)
HERD SIZE

-

,

10<3

1 (27

. ..

17Q

-

...

-

0 1

">

Statistics from ISDA & estimates from USDA Statistical Reporting

TOP 10 MILK PRODUCING STATES
--

STATE

California
Wisconsin
New York
Idaho
Pennsylvania
Minnesota
New Mexico
Texas
Michigan
Washington

I

2005

2006

37,548
22,864
12,077
10,156
10,514
8,200
6,951
6,442
6,673
5,608

38,830
23,398
12,045
10,895
10,742
8,364
7,638
7,145
7,100
5,464

1

CHANGE IN U/o

1

3.4
2.3
-0.3
7.2
2.3
2.1
9.9
10.9
5.2
-2.6

1

-

I

WASTE INSPECTION DATA
During the ten-year history of the MOU, 1996 through 2006, ISDA conducted 26,445 dairy farm waste
inspections. A total of 3,747 noncompliance violations and 973 discharge violations were issued.

Ed# of Dairy Farms
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During 2006 the number of noncompliance violations and discharge violations increased from 2005. In 2006,
ISDA cited 7 dairy farms resulting in civil penalties of $69,900.00 for violations of the Rules Governing Dairy
Waste. Penalties for dairy waste violations are generally resolved through a settlement meeting process. The
process is summarized through a Stipulation, Agreement and Consent Order signed by the violator and the
ISDA director.
This process involves the dairyman, dairyman's attorney (if wanted), ISDA investigators, the Dairy Bureau
Chief, and a Deputy Attorney General. If an agreement can not be reached by the parties, a formal hearing is
held. When assessing a dairy waste penalty, ISDA uses a matrix as a guide in determining the appropriate
penalty for the violation.
The Bureau continues to receive numerous inquiries regarding state dairy waste requirements. The dairy
industry, and perhaps to a greater degree the public are unclear with provisions outlined in the Rules Governing
Dairy Waste. The primary inquiries for 2006:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.

k.
1.
m.
n.
o.

The MOU hasn't stopped odor, air emission problems, or flies
Manure stockpiling on pivot corners or 31d party locations.
Solids application during winter months or on frozen or snow covered ground.
Incorporation requirements of livestock waste on dairy owned or 31d party owned acres.
Set back requirements from County & ISDA.
What is excessive manure on' the road?
Over application, multiple applications.
Straight effluent, when application is okay.
Land application requirements of livestock waste in proximity to wells, laterals, residences,
roadways.
Why aren't OnePlan NMP's available on request?
Land application of effluent under provisions outlined in NMP's.
Soil testing requirements.
Record keeping requirements for nutrient management
Waste run off into barrow pits.
County authorization for waste systems.

In January 2006 ISDA conducted a fly-over in Southwest Idaho. The fly-over covered north and west of
Cambridge to Bruneau. The fly-over was done to determine the status of livestock operations in light of the
large amount of precipitation during December 2005 and early January 2006. ISDA also conducted a fly-over
of Magic Valley then east to areas around the greater Blackfoot area. The fly-overs were useful in identifying
livestock facilities that had significant containment issues and helped to determine the adequacy of dairy farm
containment systems professionally designed to handle recent weather conditions.
Many dairy containment systems were stretched to the limit. On the ground review of the facilities revealed a
significant number of containment systems were not managed in a manner that provided optimal storage
capacity. The heavy winter precipitation was a valuable lesson to better prepare for winter for some.
EPA conducted fly-overs shortly after ISDA. They identified a number of facilities already targeted by the
ISDA fly-over. Perhaps a pooling of resources or sharing of data would result in a more cost effective audit of
the ISDA livestock inspection programs.
Currently NRCS is modifying their Nutrient Management Standard (NMS) 590. The draft December 2006
NMS has been released for public comment. NRCS will publish their new NMS 590 Standard by August 2007.
We assume the NPDES permit for Idaho will not be published until the new NMS 590 Standard is established.
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ISDA has been participating with NRCS on a project to determine if "Phosphorus Indexing" may be an
alternative to the current 1999 Standard. ISDA has conducted field assessments on a variety of dairy owned
fields in Treasure Valley, Magic Valley, and Eastern Idaho. These assessments were submitted to NRCS for
their evaluation. Currently, there is a philosophical difference between ISDA and NRCS for soil testing data on
these fields. Basically, NRCS believes that actual soil tests in the 0 to 12" and 18" to 24" soil profile is needed
in addition to the field assessments to determine the Phosphorus Index. ISDA believes that by utilizing the
OnePlan module, theoretic soil test data could be used to model what the field by field Phosphorus Index would
be. What we are trying to determine is:
I . Can Phosphorus Indexing be used as an environmentally sound consewation practice with the
modiJicationof the P threshold?
2. What should the P threshold be?
3. What would the impacts be to Idaho agriculture and more specifically the livestock industry?
4. Would there be opportunityfor some operators to apply livestock nutrientsfor certain croppingJields to
meet nitrogen needs?
5. Can both a Phosphorus Index Standard and a Phosphorus Threshold (current 590) be in place at the
same time?
There are a myriad of Phosphorus Index Standards throughout the US. The Idaho Standard needs to allow the
state to compete on a level playing field prqvided we can demonstrate sound environmental compliance.

WATER QUALITY TESTING
I

657 dairy well nitrate tests were conducted in 2006. Data from these tests are shared with ISDA water quality
staff and other agencies. All 110 ppm tests are reported to DEQ. In addition, dairy farms receive written
notification from ISDA. The Dairy Bureau has requested the ISDA's Water Quality Program to conduct site
assessments to assist in determining nitrate source (s) on and around dairy farms that are greater than 10 ppm.
The Dairy Bureau conducted 663 coliform tests on dairy welllsweet water systems in 2006. The Bureau will
continue to annually test dairy wells for nitrate and coliform.
In 2005 ISDA put in place a soil sampling testing priority on dairy farms whose well water was 10 ppm or
greater. This protocol was nearly completed in 2006.
High Well Nitrate Soil Results:
41 Facilities >lOppm
$. 19,660 acres
.) 15,910 acres have been sampled
397 Fields
.$ 271 are below P threshold-68%
126 are over P threshold-32%
Further information relating to ground water testing is available on our website at www.ami.idaho.gov 1
Environment / Water Quality /Fact Sheets & Brochures or Maps.

Dairy Well Nitrate Tests

T
El Between 5 ppm 8 10 ppm
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NUTRIENT MANAGEMENT
ISDA has sampled approximately 141,000 acres of dairy owned land since the standard was put in place. In
December 2004 the Dairy Bureau started using the ISDA Quality Assurance Lab (QAL) for our soil testing
results. The QAL laboratory participates in the North American Proficiency Testing certification program.
Several other private labs are now participating in this soil testing certification program. Soil laboratory results
prior to the certification program would have a difficult time passing legal scrutiny. Split and blind soil samples
sent by ISDA to private labs prior to the certification program revealed gross testing discrepancies.
ISDA has soil sampled and tested 12,594 dairy acres in 2005. In 2006,41,654 acres were tested. These tests
were all conducted in our QAL. In April, ISDA outsourced a portion of soil sampling as a pilot ~rojectto
determine if there could be a more cost effective method of sampling. The preliminary results of this project
indicate that soil sampling will liltely be conducted with other than ISDA staff. ISDA has developed some draft
rules that would provide a "Soil Sampling Certification Program." Under this proposed program ISDA would
certify soil samplers to take soil samples under protocols established in the University of Idaho Soil Sampling
Guidelines.
A concern of the industry, regulators, and those agencies that established the phosphorus threshold is because of
all the years of nutrient applications, several fields are now above tolerance. What will be EPA's position
regarding fields currently above the phoisphorus threshold under their NPDES Permits? Does the language in
the 1999 or the draft NMS 590 Standard need to be modified to provide greater clarity with future
manurelfertilizer applications on fields above the phosphorus threshold? Is there real environmental concern for
the phosphorus threshold if runoff is not an issue?
The Dairy Bureau has a procedure in place to regulate the phosphorus threshold standard. The Bureaus'
procedure is to notify producers whose field(s) are over the phosphorus threshold. The producers are informed
that any fields that exceed the phosphorus threshold may only receive livestock/commercial phosphorus nutrient
applications to crop uptake. Repeat violations of the 590 standard are subject to penalties outlined in the Rules
Governing Dairy Waste. The enforcement of this standard has been very difficult primarily do to the past
extreme variability in laboratory soil testing protocols and results. We believe an objective reasonable rule
needs to be put in place that will address producer and regulatory phosphorus soil testing issues. At this time, it
may be premature to address these issues because of the lack of information regarding the requirements
contained in the next NRCS NMS and the NPDES Permit.

ISDA IS A REGULATORY AGENCY
The ISDA, Dairy Bureau's, regulatory authority extends significantly beyond dairy waste system design,
construction, and operation. The Dairy Bureau is responsible for the inspection, sanitation and conditions that
could affect quality and wholesomeness of milk and dairy products. This encompasses the inspection of dairy
farms, bulk milk haulers and equipment, processors, warehouses, stores and other businesses where milk and
dairy products are manufactured, stored, sold or offered for sale. In addition, ISDA, through a cooperative
agreement with USDNAMS, inspects milk processors that qualify under this voluntary program. ISDA also
samples and grades milk products for USDA under this program. During 2006 the Dairy Bureau conducted
3,502 inspections and 4,041 laboratory tests to assure dairy product integrity. (See Dairy Bureau Sanitation
Program pgs 14 to 16). The ISDA dairy sanitation enforcement and testing requirements are reviewed and
evaluated by F.D.A. and U.S.D.A.. Testing of dairy products for quality, purity and adherence to standards of
identity and composition is an important part of the program. Individual processors run various tests in ISDA
approved laboratories on each producer at least once per month for bacteria, sediment and somatic cells. Each
tanker load of milk received at the plant is tested for drugs. The Dairy lab continually tests milk, dairy products
and environmental samples in order to detect the presence of bacteria, somatic cells, drug residues and other

healthhazardous substances. The Dairy Bureau is self-sustained by monies received from the dairy industry
through licenses, mill levy (currently 2.5 mills) assessments on butterfat sold by Idaho milk producers or
processed by Idaho plants and fees for services rendered by the bureau through FederalIState cooperative
agreements on sampling, grading and inspection of products under the USDA program.
In addition, the Dairy Bureau is responsible for the Dead Animal Movement and Disposal Law on Idaho dairy
farms. During 2006 the Dairy Bureau conducted 78 Dead Animal Movement and Disposal Inspections. The
inspections resulted in 29 non-compliance violations. Two facilities were assessed civil penalties totaling
$25,000.00. This inspection program has been amplified primarily due to increased dead animal pickup rates
by the rendering company, closure of some landfills for receiving carcasses or increased cost for carcass
disposal at landfills.
The dead animal law allows burial of deads as an acceptable means of disposal. We would prefer other
acceptable means to properly dispose carcasses. We have seen renewed interest &om livestock facilities and
organizations to use composting as a means to properly dispose deads. ISDA has established a Dead Animal
Composting Approval process to improve environmental concerns and protect against animal disease
challenges. (See Mortality Composting pg 17).
The Dairy Bureau is also responsible for enforcing the 2001 Agriculture Odor Management Act on Idaho dairy
farms. Since that time four dairy facilities were sited and were required to develop an Odor Management Plan
(OMP). One dairy facility was subsequently found to be in violation of their OMP and was assessed a fine.
The Bureau has extended a significant amount of time working with the dairy industry and in particular
facilities with elevated odor situations. Millions of dollars were invested by those dairy farms with odor issues.
Those expenditures have improved odor conditions significantly.

ISDA DAIRY RELATED COMPLAINTS
During 2006 the Dairy Bureau received 330 complaints:
280 nuisance
40 environmental
8 product
2 miscellaneous

On 5/3/06 the ISDA and DEQ entered into a Memorandum of Understanding to address Ammonia Emission
inspections on larger dairy farms. ISDA has inspected all of these facilities (60 licensed farms) under the
protocols established by DEQ rule. We anticipate approximately two plus inspections per facility a year to
adequately review the BMP's used by each facility.
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The Dairy Bureau also enforces provisions of Title 25 Chapter 35, Cruelty to Animals as it relates to the care
and treatment of animals on dairy farms.
ISDA's mission statement is "Serving consumers and agriculture by safeguarding the public, plants, animals
and the environment through education and regulation." The ISDA Dairy Bureau maintains the best way to
serve consumers, agriculture and safeguard the public, animals, and the environment is to have effective, sound
and objective enforcement procedures that provide wholesome dairy products for consumers and quality
environmental programs. Dairymen realize that in order to preserve a way of life and continue to play a vital
role in Idaho agriculture and the economic and social well-being of this state; they must be better neighbors and
stewards of the land.

SUMMARY
In last two year MOU reports there were areas of concern expressed about the new NPDES permits. The same
concerns exist this year. How will the new NPDES permit requirements mesh with the state inspection program
and the future of the MOU? How will multi-agency regulatory responsibility provide non-conflicting
enforcement as livestock operators deal with waste containment, nutrient management, odor, and air quality
issues? Will increased regulatory burdens cause a decline in small livestock operations? How quickly will new
technologies become a part of the industry? There are commitments by the regulated and the regulators to
continually find common-sense solutions to-these and other issues.
The Idaho Dairy Pollution Prevention Iditiative was structured as a results oriented environmental program. In
spite of all the fan-fare pro or con, the Initiative has been effective in achieving what it was originally intended
to do, improve water quality.
As I reflect over the 10 year history of the initiative, most of the original key players are gone:
EPA; Chuck Finley, Lynn McKee, Warren McFall, Bub Loiselle, (David Domingo, Carla Fromm, Joe
Roberto, quasi gone),
U of & Dean Falk and Ed Fiez, DEQ; Bob Lupton, Wally Corey, Kevin Beaton, Mike McMasters, Steve
Kolar,
IDA; Lewis Eilers, Don Papenburg,
ISDA; hey nobodyfrom the original lef ...since that time; Michael Mitchell, Jenifer Beddoes, Travis
Kator, Matt Thompson, Ran& Elsberry, Les Boian, Burk Cannon, Kelly Mortenson, John
Bilderback, Bill "The Jersey" Shelton, EdNeel, Diana Tews, Tami Frank, JeffMarler, Dustin
Olsen, Joe Devlin, Mary Barnett, Stephanie Schoeneger, Marty Zantman, Montessa Young, and
Maiy Rosen.
There appears to be a significant attrition issue with the Dairy Bureau personnel over the course of the
Initiative. Only one of the dairy staff actually retired! I am fully convinced these individuals were over worked
and under paid and it had nothing to do with their supervisor being a jackass!
As I assess the new blood from the signatory parties; Toni Hardesty, Elin Miller, Jim Wemtz, Bob Naerebout,
Celia Gould, Greg Ledbetter, I am totally impressed with their vision and leadership. The MOU is in the hands
of individuals that will guarantee continually success. It enables jackasses to die or just fade away.. .
Respectfully Submitted,

Marv Patten, Chief
Dairy Bureau
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Idaho Department of Agriculture
Bureau of Dairying
New Waste Inspection Summary
SUMMARY SEARCH CRITERIA
Beginning Date
Ending Date
For Inspector
For Count%
For Plant
For BTU
For Water Basin
For Producer

:10/01/95
:12/31/06
: All
: All
: All
: All
: All
: All

WASTE INSPECTION SUMMARY
Total Waste Inspections
Routine
Follow-Up
Pre-Qualifying
Qualifying
Other
Complaint
Total Animals

15423
14558
136
63
258
251
157
:7942912
:

:

WASTE INSPECTION VIOLATION SUMMARY
la.
lb.
lc.
Id.
le.
If.
lg.
lh.
2a.
2al.
2a2.
2a3.
2a4.
2h.
2c.
2d.

Barn Waste Containment
Corral/Facility Containment
Separation System
Construction Approval
Adequate Liquid Storage
Waste Facilities Well Maintained
Evidence of Past Discharge
Animals Confined From Waterways
Nutrient Management Plan
Crop Rotation and Yield
Animal Numhers
Barn Water Use
Waste Export
Record Keeping Current
Llquld Application
Solld Appllcatlon

NON-COMP
236
145
28
107
172
546
77
62
178
18
2
7
14
164
160
22

DISCHARGE
9
38
2

3

35

8

COMPLIANCE SCHEDULE SUMMARY
Producer
Producer
Producer
Producer
Producer
Producer

with
with
with
with
with
with

1 or more Non-Compliance Items Checked
1 or more Discharge Violations Checked
Reweat Non-Com~lianceBox Checked
Discharge lnspLBox Checked
Revoke Milk Box Checked
Admin Hearing Box Checked

:
-:

1940
87
26
11
7
52
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Idaho Department of Agriculture
Bureau of Dairying
Old Waste Inspection Summary
S
Y

SEARCH CRITERIA
Beginning Date
Ending Date
For Inspector
For County
For Plant
For BTU
For Water Basin
For Producer

:

:
:
:
:
:

:
:

10/01/95
12/31/06
All
All
All
All
All
All

WASTE INSPECTION SUMMARY
Total Waste Inspectionp
Routine
Follow-Up
Complaint
Review
Approval
Total Animals

11026
10293
242
196
43
193
:3190428
:
:

WASTE INSPECTION VIOLATION SUMMARY
la.
lb.
lo.
2a.
2b.
2c.
3a.
3b.
3c.
3d.
3e.
3f.

Properly constructed and maintained milking center facility -:
Animals properly confined
:
Waterways protected
:
Properly designed/constructed/located
:
Adequate storage capacity
:
Facility properly maintained to prevent nuisance conditions -:
Adequate general description of the W/M plan available
:
:
Are solids/liquids handled and disposed of properly
Appropriate schedules/rates of land application provided :
:
Agreement available if disposal involves other land owners
Changes in plan since last inspection
:
Evidence of a past discharge

1423
194
740
1369
358
255
141
1000
36
20
2
986

COMPLIANCE SCHEDULE SUMMARY
Notices of Non-Compliance
Notices of Discharge Violations
Repeat Notices of Non-Compliance
Repeat Notices of Discharge
Revocations of Milk Permits

:

:
:
:
:

1433
791
391
103
89
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Idaho Department of Agriculture
Bureau of Dairying
New Waste Inspection Summary
S
Y

SEARCH CRITERIA
Beginning Date
Ending Date
For Inspector
For County
For Plant
For BTU
For Water Basin
For Producer

:01/01/06
:12/31/06
: All
: All
: All
: All
: All
: All

WASTE INSPECTION SUMMARY
Total Waste Inspections
Routine
Follow-up
Pre-Qualifying
Qualifying
Other
Complaint
Total Animals

1913
1801
15
10
25
44
18
:I381426
:
:

WASTE INSPECTION VIOLATION SUMMARY
la.
lb.
lc.
Id.
le.
If.
lg.
lh.
2a.
2al.
2a2.
2a3.
2a4.
2b.
2c.
2d.

Barn Waste Containment
Corral/Facility Containment
Separation System
Construction Approval
Adequate Liqurd Storage
Waste Facilities Well Maintained
Evidence of Past Discharge
Animals Confined From Waterways
Nutrient Management Plan
Crop Rotatlon and Yield
Animal Numbers
Barn Water Use
iiaste Export
Record Keeping Current
Liquid Application
Solid Application

:

NON-COMP
23
23
2
15
61
117
21
6
55
6
1
3
5
31
26
3

DISCHARGE
1
9
1

0

4

0

COMPLIANCE SCHEDULE SUMMARY
Producer
Producer
Producer
Producer
Producer
Producer

with
with
with
with
with
with

1 or more Non-Compliance Items Checked
1 or more Discharge Violations Checked
Repeat Non-Compliance Box Checked
Discharge Insp Box Checked
Revoke Milk Box Checked
Admin Hearing Box Checked

-:
-:

400
14
6

6
0
0
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December, 2006

Idaho Department of Agriculture
Bureau of Dairying

Waste Inspection - Mature Animal Summary
I

County

-

Dairies
.

L

1-200

Animals

.

Dairies

Dairies

201-500

2000;

Animals

,

Toral. .
Animals
'

---
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Following are totals for the various activities for the Dairy Bureau from
1-1-06 thru 12-31-06
INSPECTIONS
Grade A Dairy Farm Inspections
Manufacturing Grade Dairy Farm Inspections
Bulk Tanker Inspections
Bulk Hauler Evaluation
Dairy Plant Sampler Evaluation
Grade A Pre-Qualifymg
Manufacturing Grade Pre-Qualifying
HTST Timing
Vat Pasteurizer Equipment Check
State Plant Inspections 1
USDA Plant Inspections
Antibiotic Investigations
BTU Rating
Plant Rating
Single Service Plant Rating
Laboratory Evaluations
Split Samples
Total Bureau of Dairying inspections performed to ensure
the sanitation and wholesomeness of milk and milk products

3,502

MILKIDAIRY PRODUCTS REJECTEDICONDEMNED
Producer Excluded/adulterated/rejected
Pounds of milk rejectedldrugs
Producer Pounds of milk rejectedldrugs
Total Pounds Rejected

3,371,502

GRADE A
Repeat Inspection Violation
Bacteria Violation
Somatic Cell Count Violation
Antibiotic Violation
Well Water Violation
Sweet Water Violation
Degrade for Repeat Inspection Violation
Degrade for Bacteria Violation
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Degrade for Somatic Cell Count Violation
GRADE B
Bacteria Violation
Somatic Cell Count Violation
Antibiotic Violation
Farms Rated Probational due to score
Off Market for Bacteria Violation
Off Market for Somatic Cell Count Violation
Sediment Violation
Total Warnings Issued
STATE SAMPLING
Dairy Farm Water Supply
Dairy Plant Water Supply
Milk/Dairy Products
Antibiotic Testing
I
Monthly Product
Dairy Plant-Environmental
Total Samples Taken
LABORATORY TESTING (Environmental/Finished Product)
Standard Plate Count
Coliform
Phosphatase
Inhibitory Substances
DMSCC
Residual Coliform
Residual Bacteria
Number of certifications/Individuals
Total dairy lab testing
USDA STATE GRADING/SAMPLING
Egg
Shell Egg Surveillance
Retail Eggs
Dairy- NDM/Cheese/Poultry

CERTIFICATION OF DAIRY PRODUCTS FOR EXPORT
Certificates of Origin/Sanitation for Export

323,155 dz
159,233 dz
3,378 dz
1,410,000 lbs

127,523,096 lbs
1,882
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Bulk Milk Hauler
Cheese Factory
Cheese Re-Processing
Condensery
Creamery
Ice Cream
Mix Making Plant
Powdered Milk Plant
Cream BuyinglShipping
Egg Distributors
Egg Candlers
Total dairy industry licensing/registrations
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MORTALITY COMPOSTING

EXHIBIT K

Environmental Authorities for CAFOs

..
-

--

Discharges to Suriace Water lSDA
Ground Water Contamination iSDA
Overflowing Lagoons ISDA
Animal Waste Piles
ISDA

--

..
.

-

Discharges to Surface Water ISDA
Ground Water Contamination- lSDA
Overflowing Lagoons ISDA
Animal Waste Piles
ISDA

--

I . Odors -1SDA

-

Page 1
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Open Burning -DEQ unless burning is of
dead animals, then lSDA
Fugitive Dust +DEQ
Ammonia Emissions-DEQ - Permit by Rule
ISDA Compliance Assistancellns~~ections

-

I

Odors

-

ISDA

* Open Burning- DEQ unless burning

I

-

is of dead animals, then lSDA
Fusitive Dust DEQ
~ ~ m o Em~ss#onsn ~ a
not subject to
' Pertnit dv ~ u , k.

I..

.

>

I

